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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, March 3, 1972
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"There are those who would
revel in seeing us destroy
ourselves as a Nation through
an erosion a our moral fiber
and our spiritual values. I must
confess there have been times when I thought we would oblige
them. The 1960's developed a
wave
of
unchallenged
lawlessness, disrespect for our
country and its institutions, and
rttscittimerrortheneettftesry"
moral discipline. A radical
permissiveness threatened to
engulf and destroy us in the
name of
tolerance and
sophistication. We are still
reilqiing the results of that
temporary
insanity
and
probably will be for some time
Io come. But I believe we are
now fully awake to these
dangers-al a Nation and as a
people-and that the end of the
Era of License Cs' finally at
hand".-Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew before the U.S. Masonic
• Order, Excelsior Chapter Of
Rose Croix, Collingswood, N.J.
Some people stand out like a
bubble in a brewery.

Home Missionary To Be Speaker
At Various Churches This Week
--BOT- Wayne Brackney; the Calvery Church at 6:30
director of Christian—SoCial—pm, and the Sinking Spring
Ministries for the Keystone Church at seven p.m.
Baptist
Association
in
His schedule on Monday will
Harrisburg, Pa., will be be at the Memocial Church at
speaking at various Baptist ten'a.m., and the Flint Church
churches here during the at seven p.m. Tuesday he will
coming week.
Mr. Bradmey serves under
appointment by the Southern_
Baptist Home Mission Board's_
Christian Social Ministries-'Department. He will be
speaking during the observance
of the Week of Prayer for Home
Missions with programs in the
various churches.
Sunday the home missionary
will speak at the Memorial
Church at 9:40 a.m., the Cherry
Corner Church at eleven a.m.,
r

Attending
Concerts Will Be Students
Phi Beta Lambda
Featured At MSU State Convention
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MSU Council Makes
Recommendation To
Board Of Regents

Hendrickson Speaks
To Kiwanis Meeting
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clerk. At that point, Tanis
moved for a recess, but Garrett's action stopped him.
The only other use of the previous question motion—a parliamentary procedure to shut
off amendments and Unlit debate—came when the Senate
considered the bill to raise the
state gasoffne tax from seven
to nine cents a gallon. That
measure passed by a vote of 2313.
The fourth piece of the budget package, primarily a technit:'
cal act bringing neseral statutes into compliance with the
budget, passed by a vote of 2610. The only portion of this
fourth bill that would affect the
general fund was that section
that would impose the state

Vanderbilt Chemical has an
ad on the front page of, Ruber_
Age, a trade publication. It is
6ew automobiles.
headed "Our New Plant in
food tax and offer instead a tax
The tax presently is levied on
Murray, Kentucky" and carries
credit to persons whose income only 90 per cent of the list
a photo of the new plant north of
the
below
falls
fedvrl IXtVertY---rice. The change is to cover
STATE OFFICERS—Recently elected officers ti the Kentucky Federation 44 the Student Coanell--Murray. The plant makes ultra
level. A similar
aecieler_aterni_whet.evel
,
-__A:TiesinkomptiewatChildren, Allan Beane Murray,--senior, and Debbie Hicks, Hazeicrest, IR. innier-that-portiowof the prieslaft-im--Ia syse-Braelusey
,
-- The Murray police uepartmade by Rep. Kenneth lines' taxed when President Nixon reare. We think they must be study a brechure on special education published by Murray State University. Seated is Mrs. Blllie merit filed reports on two
be speaking at the Elm Grove D-Murray, when
the
budget
moved the seven per cent cxchemicals used by other plants Downing, chairman of the special education division, and state advisor to the Council. Beane was traffic collisions in tbe city of Church at 9:30 a.m. and the
was being considered by the cise tax from cars.
elected
vice-president,
and
Miss
Hicks
president
at
a
recent
convention
of
to mate other chemicals..
the
Council.
Murray
on
Thursday
afternoon.
Sharpe Church at seven p.m. House.
_
_
(Photo by Wilson Woollen- N-t injuries tverelisted- rat the
Wednesday his schedule Will
State 'Senator Carroll WITerris said his amendment
Vanderbilt has other plants at
re)orts.
be Briensburg at eleven a.m., would allow the state to reduce
bard told his fellow senate
Bethel and Norwalk, ConCars involved in a collision on Hazel at 1:30 p.m., Calvert City the rate of the severance tax, members that his constituents
necticut. Nice folks.
Stuth 4th Street were a 1963 at six p.m., and Benton First an issue strongly critizized by In his home district were
cermet four door sedan driven Missionary Church at 7:30 p.m. senators from Kentucky's east- vigorously opposed to the rise in
by Walter Rudolph Howard of
Rev.
Earl
Warford, ern and western coal regions, the gasoline tax and the hike in
109 Williams Avenue, Murray, associational missionary for the His proposal came after the 36 the automobile sales tax.
and a 1967 Chevrolet four door Blood
River
Baptist senators present unanimously
Hubbard was one of the 13
hardtop driven by Robbie White, Association, said that other approved the budget bill,
senators who voted against the
A
group
of
seventeen
students
Doves out in the back yard
Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll told gasoline tax raise.
Three concerts by music
concert by the from Murray State- University Blalock of Murray Route Four. appointments at the churches
early this morning giving out students and faculty will be the a classical
Police said the Blalock car may be added to Mr. Farris the amendment couldn't
and
OrUniversity
Choir
left
The greatest discussion came
Thursday
morning,
March
with their haunting all
was coming out from the Union Brackney's schedule.
be considered unless it was pre- on the sales-severance tax bill.,
featured events March 5-6-7 as chestra. .
2, .for the Phi Beta Lambda
the 13-day Dedicatory Arts
(Coldnued on Page Fourteen) "sented in Writing to the Senate Farris appeared to express the
Starting the week at 3 p.m. State Convention to be held in 3ei vice Station at Fourth and
Pussy Willow in bloom.
Festival continues at Murray Sunday afternoon is the organ Cumberland Falls State Park Elm Streets, failed to see the
sentiments of several colState University.
concert, with. John C. Winter, near Corbin, Kentucky, March Howard car going south on 4th
leagues when he.said he wished
Maple tree t ying to bud out
Street, and collided with the
A series of music, art, and associate professor of music, 2, 3, and 4.
he could vote on the two prqComet.
drama presentations March 2- performing on the new 35-rank
posals separately.
Accompanying
the
students
John Lovins looking real 14, the festival is a part of the
Damage
to
the
Comet
was
on
Casavant pipe organ in the are Mr. and Mrs. Charle.s Ryan,
Senators from coal counties
sharp this morning in his suit inaugural year for the Price
the left front fender and to the
new
Recital
Hall
of
the
Farrell
Dr.
and
were
particularly ill at ease in
Mrs.
John
Devine,
and
with the button down pockets. Doyle Fine Arts Center. The
Chevrolet on the right front
building.
Mrs. Lanette Thurman, all of
(Continued
on Page Fourteen)
fender.
complex, which includes a new
A member of the music Murray.
Buck Buckanan and Joe 11-story addition,the university
at
the
The
parking
lot
The
Grace
Baptist
Church,
to
sanctuary
is
used
attached
While at the convention, tN
Morton fighting WWII over this auditorium, and the old Fine faculty since 1948, he has
Murray-Calloway Cuunty located on South 9th Street, for Sunday School rooms.
morning out at the Triangle. Arts Annex,- was officially studied, and played outstanding students will be competing Hospitiewas the scene of a Murray, will be celebrating its
The Grace Church grew from
organs, in England and nor- against thirteen other state
They won.
dedicated iii ceremonies last thern Europe. Included in his colleges in various business collision between a 1964 fifth anniversary in the new the Five Point Mission which
Dec. 5.
selections will be works by skills contests. They will be Chevrolet four door driven by sanctuary on Sunday, March 5. was started by the First Baptist
At this service thellinal note,
As the festival swings into the Handel, Bach, Mozart, Brahms, stayinrat the Cumberland Bruce Albert Picard of Warren,
Mich., and a 1269 Pontiac two which has been paid in full, will
first full week of activities, the Buxtehucle, Ernst Pepping, Falls State Park Lodge. •
door hardtop owned by Joyce be presented the church pastor,
three concerts will include a Richard Purvis, and Maurice
Students attending from
Houstonof Murray Route Four. Rev. Loyd D. Wilson, at the
dedicatory organ concert; a Duruile.
Murray State are:: Becity
Police said the Picard car morning service at 10:45 a.m.
dual concert by the Symphonic
Consisting of three manual Collins, John EdwardsNteverly
Band and Wind Sinfonietta; and keyboards, and 1,744 pipes, the Green, Marsha Green, Costello was going south on the parking Rev. Wilson is now a patient at
The Student Council at
pipe organ was designed Grogan, Phil Hubbard, Judy lot, made a right turn, and the Murray-Calloway County
Murray State University has
specifically
for the recital hall Jenkins, Gail Oliver, Randy collided with the Houston ,car Hospital and it is hoped he will
asked the school's board of
that was parked on the corner. be able to attend on Sunday.
Hearings for four black
at
Murray
State.
Oliver, Valerie Phelps, Frances
regents to officially recognize a
The
Chevrolet
was
damaged
students
The
church
has
been
at Murray State
selfThe Syinfihonic Band and Power,rDonna Ramsey, Marsha
delegation from the council at
on the right front fender and supporting
University started Thursday in
since 1965,. ten
Sinfonietta,
appearing
at
8
Wind
Sledd,
Cindy
Susan
tucker,
each boaril meeting.
door and the Pontiac on the left months after
Federal 'Court in Paducah in
Rev. Wilson
Vancil, John Weber, arid
Ray Muzia, council president,
quarter panel and rear bumper. became pastor of the church in
connection with University
Brenda
Willis.
said a statement prepared for
suspension of the students after
September 1965. The new
submission to the - board
they allegedly entered the
sanctuary was built in 1966 and
srecommends that a student
Student Union Ballroom during
the old part of the building
government delegation be
an alumni* luncheon November
permitted to attend board
meetings to "aid the regents in
Testifying at the start of the
Two persons were injured In a
better understanding various two-car accident this morning
hearing,
Tom O'Dell, the
proposals presented by the at 8:00 a.m. on Highway 94
nonvoting student, member- of
students."
the Murray State Board of
East.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) A of all medical expenses and
Regents,said-he thoue the four____.
Charles Wright Moore, 48, new version of no-fault at= in- loss of earnings to ever Ken- arid suffering in cases of
Dr. Stanford Hendrickson,'
Rev. Loyd D. Wibian
were judged more in-regard to
1658 Ryan, and Peggy Shaw surance has been introduced, tuckian hurt in a traffic acci- serious injury. professor of geography at
Attached to the statement by
Noel, 30, Route 3, were taken to and its two sponsors claim it dent.
State University, was Church of Murray about 1950. "what might happen in the
Murray
Graves and Paxton was a
the emergency room at the would save Kentucky policyhol—The measure does not memorandum to legislators the guest .speaker Thursday On July 8, 1956,the First Baptist future than for the guilt of the
County
Murray
Calloway
JACKSON IIIIRCHASE
ders 115 million in 1973.
Kiwanis Club Church purchased a lot on South defendents."
eliminate a judgment for pain from Eric S. Tachau of Louis- night. at the
O'Dell, of Hodegenville, said
9th Street and .constructed a
The new measure was offered
meeting.
Increasing cloudiness and a Hospital for treatment.
ville, an advocate of the noMoore was treated for a chest Thursday by Reps. Joe Graves,
Atte warmer tonight, -low in
Hendrickson, discussing his building there at a cost of $5,000. the students were penalized
fault proposal.
In 1963 the First Baptist more for being militant than for
the upper 20s. Saturday warm- injury, and Mrs. Noel was. R-Lexington, and Billy Paxton,
as advisor to the foreign
Tachau tried to knock down duties
Church added additional space what they actually did:
er with chance of showers, high treated for a head injury, ac- D-Central City.
Murray,
said
the
students
at
the most common objections to
The students, members of the
They described it as similar
in mid to upper 40s. Sunday cording to hospital reports.
number one goal of many to the Grace Building at a cost
such insurance.
that
of $5,000. The church became Black Student Union, were
State Police reports said
to a measure introduced earlier
cool with chance of showers.
come
to
students
is
to
foreign
He said he does not think noMoore,driving a 1965 Chevrolet by Sen. Joe Stacy, "except for
Kentucky
A theft of a man's wat, from fault is unconstitutional and the United States to study. self supporting in 1965 under the suspended after they entered
the dining room to repeatedly
sedan,
was
traveling
east
on
a
few
improvements."
the car of Ken Bristo
(ccasional snow in the east
1 then "no one but the court of ap- .'They will leave mother, leadership of Rev. Wilson.
protest rejection of a request
fattier, brother, s sister, even
As set out by the sponsors:
and north, ending today and Highway 94, and Mrs. Noel,
Holiday Inn, Murra. was peals can say for sure."
The new sanctuary was
for
$2,000 insehool funds to
driving
a
1970
Volkswagen,
yrs
country
to
to
come
to
this
wife
not
deny
anybill
does
—The
causing hazardous driving conreported to the Murra \ Police
constructed in 1966 at a cost of
e said good risks will not
ditions. Cloudiness decreasing pulling out of th a driveway on one the right to use for dam- Department on Thursday at nkssari1y pay higher pre- study," he said. "Those who $34,000 with Jackie Burkeen as finance BSU activities on .,
respon- the building • contractor: The campus.
in the west today and in central the south side of the road when ages, but payments to the in- 3:08 p.m.
miums than poor drivers, al- return home receive
The court hearing is 'being
collision
occured.
Damage
the
positions,"
he
added.
sible
jured
person
from
his
own
comand east tonight. Cloudiness inchurch is located in a
Bristow , said the w.,tch was though- no-fault "ultimately
held in connection with the
foreign
137,000
Of
the
creasing over the state Satut-, to the Noel car was,to the front, pany will make a suit unneces- taken
residential
section
of
the
city
may
difference
result in less
frOm the glii‘e comstudents in this country, and is near the Murray Housing students' request for a
day, with a chance of showers and to the Moore car on the sary in most cases.
while it was between the lowest-rated and
partment
of
his
car
right
side
and
front.
assure
—The bill_ would
"Murray State has 95. "Most of Project making it convenfent preliminary injunction and
northwest in the afternoon.
at -Sanders-Purdonc Motor highest-rated" policy holders.
prompt and complete payment
these students are from Iran, for many of the persons there to motion by the University to
Continued cold, but warmer in
Sales, according to the police (Continued on Page Fourteen
HOSPITAL PATIENT
dissolve a restraining order
India, and Equador;" Hen- attend church.
the west tonight and over the
report.
• Miss Jean Cooper is a patient
FREE PUyilIES
issued February 4, Which
state Saturday. Highs today in
drickson said.
Dedication
of
the
building
will
in Room 326 of the Western
Puppies, two male and two
The watch was a man's 17
the 40s west and 30s central
President Morgan Sisk take place at a laterAate, ac7, barred the University from
BOARD
EXE
7
C
' Tf/t
'earrying out Use _students'
and east. Lows tonight fropi the Baptist Hospital, Paducah. She —fermate-, eight weeks old, Pare
BULQY.0. silver with
The_Execulive - Board of the prelitdo41 at the meatiosand the cordmg to church officials, who
free to - persons ler" pets. Foe Speidel band, sweep: second
mid 20s to low 30s.'Highs Satur- is a teacher at the University
ia rd nieeting which foilowed. urge the public to attend the suspension.
Almo School 'PTA will meet
further information call 53- hand, valued St $150 1), Bristow
The hearing Warithedffled to
day from the mid 40s to mid Kindergarten and resides on
Monday', March 6, at 1:30 pin. Mttin Boyd was the guest
Route Four, Murray.
4945
continue
today.
Fourteen)
Page
(Continued
on
told the -police.
50s.
Bill
Boyd.
father,
speaker of his
.
in the school lunchroom.
• •
"

Two Collisions Are
Investigated Here
By The City Police

3

FRANKFORT, Ky.
Senate Democrats used the previous question motion -- a parliamentary procedure to shut
off amendments and limit debate — twice Thursday in Kentucky Gov. Wendell Ford's $3.5
billion budget and accompanying tax package through
its final chamber.
The uniting action was taken
once by Sen. Tom Garrett, 13Paducah, as minority Leader
Norman Farris, R-Somerset,
attempted to amend Ford's bill
that removes the five-cent sales
tax from groceries, imposes a
four-per cent, or 30-cent a ton,
severance tax on coal and removes federal income tax deductions from state corporate
taxes. The measure passed by
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Yft_tiemmorrwirsmoiewamommommor"? Hubbard To
Give Report
Sen. Carroll Hubbard, I)Mayfield, has announced in Last To Die Frankfort that upon the comLives lost out on their claim to a
Husband and wife both perish
pletion of the 1972 Kentucky In an automobile accident. share of the estate.
General Assembly he will give a,Seemingly, they die at the same
With common disasters be"report to the people" of the time. Yet, if one has outlived • coming more frequent, many
First Senatorial District in the other even for an instant, kinds of evidence have been
regard to the-happenings of this that may make an enormous limed useful in deciding who
difference to their heirs. It may died last. Anything from the poyear's session.
decide whether the husband's sition of the bodies to their
Hubbard indicated that on relatives or the wife's relatives physical condition may provide
Friday, March 31, he will inherit-the estate.
the telltale clue.
distribute to the news media of
On the other hand, there may
western Kentucky his "report".
be no evidence at all, good
enough to be trusted in the
He added that the statement
courtroom.
will be given live March 31 on
Jul. another sast...a.nuither_and...
-rtetVitstorr
daughter were found dead of
programs, at 6:30 p.m. on
asphyxiation. The only "eviWDXR-TV (Channel 29) and at
dence" as to which one died last
9:30 p.m. on WPSD-TV
was that the daughter probably
held out longer because she was
(Channel 6), both in Paducah.
younger.
The current legislatiye
But ,a court said this' was
sesaion ends on -March 17.
.
plain Wesswork, and turned
However, Gov Wendell Ford
down a claim put forth by relahas another ten days after the
tives of the daughter.
session in which to veto or sign
Suppose the victims really did
Accordingly, in this "common
bills .pa‘sed during ...the -disaiter:4.--sitttatiore---stretteetts--ef-closing day of The session.
forts are often made to figure no one can prove otherwise). To
out which of the two victims cover this situation, most states
have passed a Simultaneous
was the last to die.
Death Act. This Act lays down
In a recent case, double specific rules to settle the vardeaths Analysed when.a speeding ious ennniering claims that may
MICki ramified iutu the passenger arise.
side of a car. Both husband and
A better solution in many
wife died instantly.
cases is to have a "simultaneous
The state Fair Board anBut since the wife—sitting on death clause," tailored to your
nounced it is launching a the passenger .side -had been individual wishes, included in
program to correct fire safety struck first, a court concluded your will. In these days of highAefimeames__at_tha_Keatucky____that the husbana-must have lived_ speed b auspan tation, such--a -cona second longer. By tingency is well worth taking into
Fair and Exposition Center a fraction
this split secoud, the wife's rela- account.
SATTLE OBZECTIVE
which recently was criticized
tor 27 hazards by Louisville
Fire Marshall Merle Brown.
A lack of automatic fire
'sprinklers was noted in some
Prog. nt 79-3314
areas as well as a need for fire
resistant constrliction and
wider exit's'.
Brown also said Freedom
Hall, the center's main arena,
safe lithas exceeded its
tendance capacttrof-22,030:rankfort, ky.—Al
L.
Johnston,
Donald
though a freshman senator, executive director of the center,
Michael R. koloney is quite sew there hi re;„ A„,..oitee .fer
familiar win the General
Home
meeting the safety_ standards
Assembly.
(Guy Lovins)
-- • -anda--studymill-be-made-before
His father, R.P. Moloney, work begins.
Pleasantness of home
served
12 years in the Senate
true
so
rang
He said - the state Insurance,
Never
and three years in the House."I Finance, Public Safety and
So trivial or demanding
With promise so -sweet. - was brought )4)111 Palitics,'' other departments- will be
— All Seats
Moloney
said, and decided to consulted when plans are made
soul
my
wash
lake
Let the
run for office because "I wanted
for improvements.
The mind facets be assorted
to participate.
te.''
May I relax in what I was
At 31, he ts-the youngest
MAN INTO SPACE
Content to watch an aimless
member of the Senate.
On Feb. 20, 1962, astronaut
flighted bird
While the legislature held few -.John Glenn piloted the first
Turn a spud in the loam
surprises for him, Moloney did
manned orbital space capsule
The exatic squirrel dance
THE IA/VE AND HEROISM OF A KENTUCKY MOUNTAIN KID SUDDENLY
say he was impressed with the
flight.
Misty mornings when the mist
CAUGHT IN THE WAR BETWEEN THE STATES _SUDDENLY SWEPT UP
-tremendous number of in
Comes up and washes my face
IN THE HEIGHTs (IF ITS DOPES AND THE: DEPTHS OF ITS HELLS
telligent people there. It Is
And that of my mate-bless heE,
exhausting—just
trying
to
keep
Oh Lord, the smell of new ifit*ood
„abreast of them."
,
The flickering smile of a stranger
Meney ties sponsored or coStrength comes, wanes and comes
sponsored an unusually large
Ambititions brightest glow
number orbits, rn4ny of which,
Is not so sweet or sweeter
Pans, Tenn.
such as strip mining limitation,
Lord, its good to be home.
could be considered con'1.25 Admission
troversial. He said this has not
Starts 7:00
caused resentment among the
. The second year, Brownie troop at Carter School, troop 170, older members, in fact, "the
ENI \I E HOIKiERS • LCANA MIFF:N. CHILL WILLS
Friday-Saturday
celebrated National Poetry Week by creating verses of their own. Senate leadership depends on
A
FILM
STORY AS RARE
The girls, all nine years old and in the third grade, are led by active freshman senators to
Mrs. Beam and Mrs. Bogard, who selected the following help see legislation through to
AS CACTUS IN THE SNOW
representative selections.
passage.
It isn't pushy to introduce
Persi is my dog; he eats like a hog;
controversial legislation," he
He really doesn't know how fat he willgrow.
said.
But why is the senator from
Persi is very dark,and has a funny bark;
Fayette Count.), so interested in
When he chases cars I make him see stars.
• . -.• , ....;
by Becky Shuffett strip mining?
"We get our drinking water
out of the Kentucky River," he
The Careful Grasshopper
explained, "and, it is - being
A grasshopper went hop, hop, hop;
AiliK.
polluted by the strip mining."
Until he came to a sign that said stop.
'-.1
,
lrt4.E
lirE
--11:.0,fArtexpressed
that
J.
concern
He
He looked up and-down,
water from the river will
And then all around;
Ens
d
eventually "be overtreated
And then crossed the street
it
until
becomes
unpalatable."
On his six dainty feet.
TU E.
THE
Moloney seems to parby Claudia Billington
ticularly revel in being in on the
ground floor of major inDogs
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
stitutional Changes. As such, he
Dogs are pretty on the ground,
is a member of the Senate's
Dogs are ugly in the pound;
Including BEST PICTURE
, RUDY DURAND -mo
Judiciary Committee which is
I have heard some people say
2C)m
Century-Fiu
presents
studying major revisions of
That dogs can bite when they are stray.
by Lori Weaver Kentucky's penal code this
session.
Halso
ion is a firm proponent of
A Tree
having the General Assembly
A tree is bigger than a house,
[o-±
RICHARD THOMAS
A tree is bigger than a mouse;
meet annually so as to "give
wieARV
tAYttf s CltSY
legislators a stronger voice in
A tree is brown, a trees green;
IN THE GREAT TRADITION
RP MAMA •Ar ,
,
,cei MARTIN ZWEIBAC
government" and implied this
Trees are the prettiest things I've ever seen
OF AMERICAN THRILLERS.
r LOU BRAND!
by Lesa Stanley would improve the Assembly's
GENERAL EliM GORR CCM(
COLOR BY DE LUXE'[)a.]standing in the-eye of the public.
Bonus
Feature
Roses
said
the
legislature
has
He
0_1
r0,
Roses are red, violets are blue,
been a "rubber stamp" for the
Saturday
MURRAY
Sugar is sweet, and Brownies are too'
governor in the past, but
DVE,
weaite,
by Susan Bogard claimed this is changing
because "the caliber of the
My Dog •
menibers is improving."
WHITE MAN...
My dog's name is Dandy, my brother calls her Candyl
As far as the responsibilities
A UNIVf RSA( Prr in
My daddy calls her Dandy Don, but she runs across the)awn
II r tiNr v4.*
of a legislator are concerned,
BLACK MAN...
4:2)'
by Kristi Wright Moloney obviously has an
aversion to blind allegiance to
Boys
any area Or group. He said he
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
Boys!Boys!.
believes a legislator "should
Play with boy toys.
feel g greater responsibility
They also make a lot of noise.
than just representing his
They're the biggest pests; „
tseistituents.''
I really think girls are the best!
by Elizabeth Stout
LAOTIAN SETBACK
Seasons
-The Pump - des Jarres. the
In spring robins call
COLOR FI • I , , •
AMERICAN IN!) ONA I ONAI
Laotian government's key
In summer, flowers cover all
stronghold, was seized by
In autumn leaves all fall,
North Vietnamese troops on
,
But I like winter best of all.
"
0
95
Feb. V, 1970.
tgi
r_41

The Murr;
American
University
February re
of Miss Rub)
Clara Ea;
Elizabeth
them as co4

Mrs. Elea
Miss
Pal
discussed
juvenile deli
of the effort
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Deaths reported on February 27 were William Clayton Nall, Sr.,
age 79, William Holsapple, age 84, Mrs. Azzie Walker, age 71,and
Mrs. Luther Williams, age 41.
Neale A. Sykes,fire control technician third class, USN,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo D. Sykes, is serving aboard the escort
destroyer USS Courtney which returned to her home port at
Newport,R.I.,after a one month training cruise in the Caribbean.
Calloway County High beat North Marshall 54 to 45 and Murray
High beat Benton 41 to 38 in the semi-finals of the Fourth District
Tournament.
Roy H. Enoch of Hazel has accepted a graduate assistantship in
speech at Southern Minois University.
- Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Pace are .the parents of a baby girl,
Jennifer Lee, born February 25.

a

Deaths reported are Mrs. W.O. Patton on February 27, Lee
Waldrop on February 28,and Con Frazier on March 1.
Pvt. Alvin Usrey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Usrey, has completed processing at the 2053rd Reception Center at Fort Meide,
Md., and is assigned to the Hawaiian Infantry Training Center,
Schofield Barracks, TI!., for army training.
The Murray Rose and Garden Club will be hostess for the annual regional convention of the Kentucky Federation of Garden
Clubs on April 2 at the Woman's club House. Plans were completed at the club's meeting held atthe home of Mrs. A.F. Doran.
MM. Harry SParka spoke on "avid Our Hope" at the World
Day of Prayer program held at the First Methodist Church.

God accepted' no man's persen.—Galtians 2:6.
Here is both encouragement and warning. None is so good as to
deserve God'sfaver;moneitS0 bad as to be =cared for.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The barber on the floor below me is meek as can
be. If I tell him to shush when I'm in his chair, he
does. When his wife tells him to raise the price of an
oil shampoo, he does; and he will cut the hair of 2year-olds who scream and sometimes bite-. If it i
true that the meek shall inherit the earth, then my
barber is too nice to derserve
"Meekness carries a lean'purse."
—Proverb

Contest Plans Are Announced
KANSAS CITY—Plans for the
13th annual Young America
Gardens Contest for youngsters
of ages 6 to 19 in the United
States has been announced by
the
Flower and Garden
Foundation.
The Foundation is a non-profit
organization that has made it
possible for many thousands of
young gardeners to enjoy and
profit from this summer outdoor learning project.
Each youngster is required to
plant and care for his or her own
200-square-foot garden. Those
entering will receive a kit
containing a question and answer sheet and packets of seven
kinds of flower and vegetable
seeds donated by leading seed
companies. The seed supply is
limited.
In addition to completing the
question form, contestants
write a short story about their
gardens and send one or more
photographs that show them in
their garden, to be eligible for
judging. Contestants will
compete in one of four different
age groups, each with ten cash
prizes I starting as high as $200)
and ten honorable mention
gifts awarded. Additional tirst
place awards will be given by a
leading nursery this year.
Each contestant must have an
adult sponsor to advise on the
garden project and co-sign the
entry. The sponsor may be a
parent, teacher, club leader or
other adult friend. Junior
garden clubs and groups are
welcome to enter on an individual basis.
To enter the -contest, each
prospective entript must send
25 cents (to help defray postage
and handling cbsts) to Flower
and Garden Foundatinn„ Dan
3357,1tO1e Stationt Kansas
City, Kans. 66103. .Include
name, age, address with zip
code,and the name and address

of adult sponsor. Contestants
must be age 6 to 19 (as of September 1, 1972) and not have
won a first prize in any previous
YAG contest. Contest closes
May 15, 1972, and entries must
be returned by September 1,
1972. Winners will be announced
in the December, 1972 issue of
Flower and Garden Magazine
and by mail.

Predicts Space Future
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) —
Man one dpy will sail his
spaceships between the planets
carried on the solar wind, the
1970 Nobel laureate for physics
predicts.
Flights to Mars will take
weeks instead of months when
the energy in the wind—hot,
electrically charged particles
streaming from the sun at
more than a million miles an
hour—is tapped, said Dr. Hennes Alfven, 63.
He made his predictions in
remarks released here and prepared for delivery in Moscow
today where he received the
Lomonosov medal for 1971 from
the Soviet Academy of Sciences. Alfven is on leave from the
University of California at San
Diego.
1 an ills lore
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Commercial production of
vanilla owes its origin to
F.drnund !Mbitis. a former
slave on Reunion Island in the
Indian
Ocean
near
now
the
Madagascar.
Malagasy - Republic.
Karly in the' 19Lh ventury.
Albitm-porrtecteal •14 practical
method id pollinating vanilla
orchids by hand. 'The area of
Malagasy Republic now
produces about 90 per cent of
the world's vanilla supply.
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University Women held its
February meeting at the home
of Miss Ruby Simpson and Miss
Clara Eagle with Miss
Elizabeth Newman joining
them as co-hostess.
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have been
ciiiing who
rom the poa to their
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Mrs. Eleaner Kodman and
Miss
Pauline
Campbell'
discussed the problem of
juvenile delinquency and some
of the efforts made by various
states to help wayward youth.
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Mrs. Robert Fox
-Hosthss For'Meet
Of Dorothy Group
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The Dorothy. Group _of..Ithe
Baptist Women of the First
Baptist Church held its
February meeting at the home
of Mrs. Robert Fox on Elm
Street.
Prior to the group meeting the
women had attended the
general meeting of the Baptist
Women held at the church. Mrs.
Richard Hogue of the SPIRENO
team was the guest speaker for
the meeting at the church.
Materials and pictures from
Dorothy Brizendine, missionary
in Thailand for whom the Group
is named, were shown to the
Dorothy Group at the meeting.
These were used as the special
display for the Dorothy Group
at the Focus Week display held
at the chorch_
, Mrs. Hugh Oakley, group
chairman, presided and Mrs.
Lloyd Jacks, secretary, read
the minutes. Plans were made
for . theft
group to place
magazines in the business offices here.
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Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Fox to Mesdames James
Carlin, Eugene Tarry, Homer
Miller, Durwood Beatty, Hugh
Oakley, Castle Parker, Edna
McKinney, Allen Wilson, Hugh
-Noffsinger, Brent Outland, and
Lloyd Jacks.

NIX

FBIRTHS4
STALLONS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Stallons,
1400 Glendale Road, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Chris Lake, weighing eight
pounds seven ounces, born on
Wednesday, February 23, at
7:01 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

WI LLS

p.m.

They have one daughter,
Jerri Dawn, age four. The
father is self employed as a car
dealer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Stallons and Mr.
and Mrs. Elwood Hendricks, all
of Cadiz.
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The -Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
its regular meeting on Thursday, February 17, at 5:15
o'clock in the school library.
Miss Gail Russell, president,
opened the meeting with the
ritual. Miss Nancy Herndon
gave the devotion on "How We
Need God".She,as chairman of
the scholarsThr Committee,
explained about the State
project of raising funds to give
two ;300 scholarships. The
Murray chapter voted to contribute $25 toward this project.
Announcement was made of
the drive to raise funds to help
defray expenses of Miss l'eritai
Pittman,an FHA Member from
Graves County who is seriously
ill. The chapter voted to contribute $15.00 arid to appeal'to
the Murray High Student Body,
Named to this committee were
Sandy Johnson, Gail Russell,
McClard, and Debbie
Vicki
—Mccegl.
Two skits were presented to
promote the national project,
"To Dare Is To Care".
The first, "The Girl With the
with
Hair" dealt
Green
prejudice and was written by
Patsy Mathis who presented the
skit along with Beverly Parker,
Selwyn Schultz, Debbie McCord, Rachel Barr, Paula
Poyner, Beverly Rogers, and
Janie Lamb.
_The second, "Loneliness",
was given by Cathy Geurin,
chairtitak Paint'Lyons, Pam
Tucker, Ann Erwin, Nadu
Celia Larson, and
Spann,
Amanda Etnice.
Mrs. W.P. Russell and Mrs.
Fred Schultz were elected as
FHA Mothers.
Present for the meeting were
Mrs. A.B-.-Ciass and'hirs. G.T.Lilly, advisors Debbie Dixon
and Renee Ekdn-iinslon, now
student teaching in . homes
economics, and ' Jeanne
Ausenbaugh and Janet Murphy
who will be doing their student's
teat1iing inthe latter part-of the;
spring semester.

1
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a really did

Skits Presented At
Meeting Of Murray
High FHA Chapter

Worrying about

Kentucky's current attempts
to find solutions to the problem
were discussed at some length
by Mrs. Kodman. Miss Campbell asked that concerned
persons give serious consideration to this thought:
"Don't eacourage youth to
offend on a large scale by
overlooking small offenses they
might commit".
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Adams-Henry Engagement

Murray AAUW Holds Miss Phyllis Ann Poole Becomes Bride
February Meeting
Of Daniel -D. Carlin In Ceremony At
The Murray Branch of the The Good Shepherd Methodist Church
American Association ..of

RCH 3, 1972
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DEAR ABBY: So many people complain to you because
someone they love and worry about doesn't keep in touch
often enough.
I know how one- mother-aelved -thin problem: When her
son, a notorious nonwriter, entered the Army, she presented him with a large packet of stamped, addressed postcards. "Mail me one every week," she said, "Just 90 I will
know you are all right."
• -Not as good all a later, of eOurse, but at least she heard
from her son once a week. Row did I know? He and I were
service buddies for two years, and lazy tho he was, it was
never too much trouble for him to scribble a line or two and
drop the postcard in the mail.
_oLiour__
lisetnt AO_
P.ArbdPs_ this,
BILL ABINGTON, MASS.
readers.
DEAR BILL: Possibly. But have you ever sent a child
to camp with enough &shimmed, stamped postcards for him
to mail one every day? And the kid comes home with all
the postcards? [Not to mention a tube of unused toothpaste?]

(David Hill Photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Da niel D. Carlen
The wedding vows of -Miss aqua knit dress. They wore
Phyllis Ann Poole and Daniel D. corsages of white carnations.
Carlen were solemnized in a
Reception
February 12th candlelight
Following the ceremony, a
ceremony at two o'clock in the reception was held in the
afternoon at the Good Shepherd fellowship -hall-uf the church.
United Methodiat Church. Rev.
The table was overlaid with a
Roger Joseph of Milledgeville, white crocheted tablecloth over
Tenn., performed the double blue. The centerpiece was blue
ring ceremony.
carnations, white stock, baby's
The bride is the daughter of breath, and, wedding bells in a
.11en _Poole" of -silver-and c-rystal-bowl. The tvioMr. an4 Mr
Murray. The groom is the son of tiered wedding cake was topped
Mrs. Katie Carlen and the late with a gold cross with two
Mr. Carlen of Matton, L11.,
linked wedding bands symA program of nuptial music.% bolizing the two asone in Christ.
was presented by Miss Edwina Nuts, mints and punch were
Mills,:organist, and Mrs. John also served.
Benton, vocalist. glctions by
Those assisting at the
Mrs. Benton were "Together" reception were Mrs. Barney
and "The Lord's Prayer." The Larry, Mrs. Timothy Neff, both
traditional Bridal Chorus and sisters of the groom, Mrs.
Wedding March were used.
Hafford Smith and Mrs. Glenn
The wedding vows were Hill. The,guest register was
exchanged before an altar kept by Mrs. Larry Wright.
decorated with an arch canAfter a short wedding trip, the
delabra entwined with white couple is now residing at 6516 N.
daisies, greenery and wedding University No. 612, Peoria,
bells. It was flanked on either Illinois.
side by fern trees and White
Out of town guests included
grecian urns filled with white_ Miss Marsha- Reith, Seattle,
gladioli,
and Wash., Capfain John Crotty,
daisies,
chrysanthemums.
Wichita, Kan., Mr. and Mrs.
Bride's Dress
Ray Rieman, Niles, Mich., Mr.
Given in marriage by her and Mrs. Lowell Dunn,
father, the bride wore a formal Greenup, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. S.E.
crepe gown featuring an empire
McMorris and Larry Carlen,
waist with a full gathered skirt, Charleston, Ill., Miss Martie
a high stand-up collar and Berry and Jeff McMorris,
bishop sleeves with wide cuffs. Tuscola, Ill., Rev. and Mrs.
Lace appliques enhanced the Roger Joseph, Milledgeville,
waistline, collar and cuffs. The Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Barney
elbow length veil of nylon tulle Larry and Tonya, Anna, Ill.,
was attached to a white bow. Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Neff and
- The bride carried a cascade Jamie, Mattoon, Ill., Mike
bouquet of daisies, carnations Carlen, Mattoon, Ill., and Rev.
and baby's breath entwined and -Mrs. Glenn Hill and
with strings of pearls.
Melissa, Paris, Tenn.
Miss Marsha Reith, former
Rehearsal Dinner
roommate of the bride from
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Young,
Seattle, Washington, was the aunt of the bride, and Mark
rnaidvof honor and Mrs. Rob were the hosts for a family style
Poole, sister-in-law of the dinner at the Triangle Inn on
bride, was the bridesmaid.
Friday night preceeding the
They wore long dreAses of rehearsal. Members of the
pale blue crepe featuring an wedding party were present.
empire waist and long fitted
sleeves. The waist was accented by a royal blue velvet
ribbon which tied in a bow in the
back with full length streamers.
Their headpieces were short
veils of pale blue illusion
featuring a royal blue velvet
bow. Their shoes were dyed to
Roger Perry of Murray was
match the ribbons on their the guest speaker at the regular
dresses. They carried colonial meeting of Phi Beta Lambda on
bouquets of pale blue car- Thursday., February 24, at
nations, dark blue happy seven-thirty o'clock in, the
flowers baby's breath tied with evening.
royal blue streamers.
Perry, who is a 1971 graduate
Serving the groom ar- best of Murray State University,
man was Captainyohn Crotty held the office of
Kentucky
Wichita, Kansas. State President for Phi Bata
from
Groomsman was Rob Poole, Lambda and was Mr. Future
brother of the bride. Ushers Business Executive for the
were Joe Poole, brother of the nation in 1970. He is presently
bride, and Mike Carlen, brother employed in the field of social
of the groom. They also served work. E.
as candlelighters.
The guest speaker spoke on
The bride's mother was at- "Phi
Beta
Lambda—Its
tired in a blue knit dress. The Meanings and Its Purposes."
groom's mother wore a two- He outlined what Phi Beta
piece orchid and lilac ensemble. Lambda had meant to him as a
They wore corsages of white Member and how his mem• bership had,prepared him for
rose buds.
Mrs. J.W. Lassiter, grand- life in,the business world.
mother of the bride, was attired
President Randy Oliver
in a dark turquoise knit dress. thanked Mr. Perry for the inMrs. Lowell Dunn, grand- teresting talk before , the
mother of the groom, wore an meeting was adjourned.

Roger Perry Guest
Speaker At Phi
Beta Lambda Meet

DEAR ABBY: When.my son went overseas with the
National Guard in World War II, the youngest in his battery, I tried sending him addressed postcards so he would
write to me, but that didn't work.
Then I devised a little scheme I wrote what was the
corniest song ever to be written, THE EMPIY LETTER
BOX," and had it sent to my son's chaplain with a fetter.
The chaplain had someone sing it as the band played, and
he announced who it was written for
Instead of being mad as he well might have been,
my son was contrite and wrote to me saying that I would
never have an empty letter box again.
After that, he wrote me once a week, except after the
Battle of the Bulge when he was too tired.
Last week when I heard taps blown over his pave I
MARY PAXTON KEELEY
wag proud mother.
DEAR ABBY: When I see a letter from someone
"back home" complaining because she doesn't hear from
her serviceman often enough, I could tear my hair out.
Don't they realize there must be good reason why a guy
doesn't want to write? Some days the "news" is -depressing, the folks at home would be better off not hearing.
How many ways can a guy say, "I love you. I miss you.
I am counting the days, until 1,-get' home. And pray to
-OVER HERE IN 'NAM"
me?"
DEAR ABBY: I'd like to say a word on behalf of our
servicemen overseas concerning :be criticism they receive
for not writing home very often.
Most of them are busy dodging bullets, so what do they
have to write home about' Should they say, "We had a
great battle today. I killed four men. Wish you were
here"?
Thank God my husband came home all right. In the 18
months he was gone, I got only three letters. But he came
back and that's all that matters.
One thing our men overseas don't need is women nagging them to write.
Thanks for being a sounding board, Abby. God bless
MRS. S. K. S.
you. The boys overseas love you, _
DEAR MRS. S.: And I love them, too.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it 'alf
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MN, Los Angeles, Cal.
NMI. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send S1 to Abby, Box SEM, Los Angeles, Cal. MM.

seven p.m. It will be held in the
Saturday, March 4
The W.S.C.S. of Kirksey will Conference room of the Murray
have a rummage sale at the Calloway County Hospital.
Legion Hall at 8:00 a.m.
Tuesday, March 7
A dessert and card party will
The Phebian Sunday School
be held for members of the Oaks class of the First Baptist
Country Club at 7:30 p.m. Church will meet at the home of
Members are urged to come Mrs. Brent Outland, at 7.30
and bring a dessert. For in- p.m.
formation cap Mr. and Mrs.
A.R. Hatch& 753-9517, Mr. and
Mrs. J.P. Parker 753-2923, or
Mr. and Mrs. David Thompson
753-5036.
A gospel singing will be held
at the Owen's Chapel Baptist
Church at seven p.m.

Carolyn Circle Has
Regular Meeting At
Mrs. Jones Home

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 F
& A.M. will meet at seven pin

The Carolyn Circle of the
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Hazel United
Sunday, March 5
Methodist Church met Tuesday.
Bishop H. E. Finer, Jr , will February 22, at seven o'clock in
be leader at the dedli ation the evening at the home of Mrs
service for the -Brooks Chapel J.W. Jones.
United Methodist Church at 1:30
"Struggle Against Poverty•
p.m.
was the theme of the program
The Baptist women of Sinking Mrs. Hubert Coles, Mrs RaN.
Spring Baptist Church will meet Cothran, Mrs. Fred Hart, Mrs
at 7:00 p.m. for the Week of Tom Scruggs, and Mrs .Ton
Prayer. The speaker cu1 be Baker discussed -Today's
from the Home Missions Board. Welfare Program and Rights Of
During the Week of Prayer the Poor People"
Mrs. Jim Baker, president,
Sinking Spring Church will have
meetings on Monda , Wed- presided. The project leader,
Mrs. J.W. Jones, -discussed
nesday and Frjday.
plans for an auction to raise
funds for church repairs
Monday, March 6
The executive board of the
Refreshments were served by
the
Ahno PTA will meet in Ow
hostess. Others present.
school lunchroom at I
pro
n,et previously mentirrned, were
Mrs. Nancy Thompson. Mrs.
Licensed practical nurses will
Burlin Malcolm, Mrs James
have their regular monthly
Edwards, and Mrs Hegine
meeting Monday, March 6, at
_Coles.

Miss Judith Catherine Adams
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Adams, Sr., of Murray announce the

engagementof their only daughter, Judith Catherine,to Bobby K.
Henry,son of Mr.and Mrs.Eunice M.Henry of Murray.
The bride-to-be is a 1970 graduate of Murray High School. She is
now attending Murray State University where she is a sophomore
majoring in Music.Miss Adams is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota
music fraternity.
The groom-elect is a 1970 graduate of Murray High School and
attended Murray State University. He is presently serving with
the United States Navy taking his basic training--at Orlando,
Florida.
Weddings plani ate incoinplete.

Coffee Cup Chatter By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
Many. of the Kentucky highway signs are being changed, as
in other states, and all drivers
of vehicles need to become
aware of these changes.
The new signs will rely more
on symbols than words. For
example, School signs- will
picture a boy and girl with
books. '—
Color also will be important to
the new signs. Red will indicate
will show
stop, Green
movement,
blue
means
motorist service, yellow will
indicate a general warning,
brown will show parka,
recreation areas, etc. It is
expected to take four or five
years for this new system to be
completed.—Maxine
Griffin,
Federal Building, Clinton,
Kentucky 42031 Phone 653-2231.

extend from L'2to 14inches
beyond the jacket sleeve. For
an extra touch of fashion, try
sporting some of the exelting
new designs in cuff links!—
Dean Roper, Courthouse,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone 2472334.
WAISTLINES ARE "IN"
AGAIN. -Clothes are moving
closer to the body for a softer
more feminine - look. The
waistline seam is part of the
look and for many who grew up
in the shift era, this is a new
experience.—Mis, Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
Phone 236-2351.
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Protect 'Hands
A cellulose sponge at-.
tached to a long or short,
handle will keep hands from
being marred by hot suds
and rinse water.
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• c

11.1. ,
1•4

10 ,0..c.o. 'pet or cm•04g

Anyone interested is invited
to attend a special open meeting
this spring on "Charm for the.
This will be held on
March 9, in Paducah, at the
Jaycee Civic Center and on
March 11 in the University
School Auditorium in Murray.
Speakers are Miss Elizabeth
Geraldine Sparks, manager of
consumer and retail information for a celanese fibers
marketing company in New
York. Also on the program-is
Mrs. Lois Sawyer, employed by
a local retail paint firm, and a
member of N.S.I.D.—Mrs.
Mildred W. Potts, La Center,
Kentucky 42056 Phone 665-5671.
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The sleeves of a man's shirt

Bridal Couple Is
Honored At Dinner
At The Ward Home
Miss Rita Harris arid Jimmy
Stroud whose marriage will be
an event of March 4 .were
honored with a potluck dinner
held at the home of Mr. arid
Mrs. James Ward on Sunday,
February 20, at six o'clock in
the evening following the early
church hour of the First Baptist
Church.
The dinner was served buffet
style from the dining room
table iiverlaid with a white cloth
and
centered
with
an
arrangements of multi-colored
spring flowers. The guests were
seated in the den and dining
room.
Mrs Ward had prepared a
three tluered pink cake iced in
%011ie and decorated with pink
rc,sebuds and white lovebirds as
•special treat" for the bridal
couple
Present for the occasion were
Miss Harris, 31-r_. Stroud, Mr
and Mrs. Marvin Harris, Mr.
and Mrs James Washer, Mr
and Mrs T.(' Collie, Mr. and
Mrs Graham Feltrter, end Mr.
and Mrs. Ward. Thelatt4,Jour
couples presented the couple
with an electric mixer „Its a
v.edding oft
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
INC.
7:30 .m. —5 p.m

$1)

Open Moi.-Sat .

8-33 Chestnut Street, Mu-ray
Ph. 753-8350
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South Marshall Rebels Advance
In Fourth District Tournament
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The Civil War was fought
again last night in the Fourth
District Tournament at the
Murray State Fieldhouse. But
this time the Rebels came out
the winner.
Using double figure scoring
_ by_ _four starters along with
some marksmanship free throw
shooting, South Marshall ended
the North Marshall Jet's season
by grabbing an 80-63 decision.
North grabbed a quick 5-0
lead and held the advantage
through the first four minutes of
the opening stanza. _BUt_lhe
Rebels fine guard, Sherman
Cothran, popped in a 15 foot
jumper and South took their
-first lead at 1543. South added a
point to the margin as the frame
ended with the Rebels on top 18-

be a doubtful starts
tonight.
Before leaving , the -game
early in the final quarter,
Cothran racked up 23 points to
take individual game honors.
Lovett followed closely with 17
white Henson and Slack chipped
in with 14 and 12 respectively.

Kentucky
Basketball
Results

Dennis Smith, the other South
Marshall starter, just missed
double digits by canning eight
markers.
Keith Jones paced the losing
Jets with 18 while teammate
Rodney Edwards contributed
15. South hit on 28-52 for the
game for a sizzling .538 mark.
The Rebels also sank 24-31 from
the charity stripe.
North Marshall was also hot
from the floor. The Jets hit 2548 for a .520 clip but missed half
of their 26 free throws. Oddly
enough, North
Marshall
outrebounded the winning
Rebels 36-22.
itelrainita-thi
Calloway County Lakers
against the Benton Indians at
7:30 followed- insnadiately try'
the Tiger-Rebel clash.
North
15 19 13 16-63
South
18 - 22 19 21-80
North(63)-Capps 12, Jones
18, Edwards 15, Phelps 9,
English 6, Pilant 2 and Darnell
.
TWOVORE-z-Kodney Edwards goes up hr the alrfor thesetwo
South(80)-Smith 8 qtbran points against South Marshall last night. Looking on are Larry
23, Slack 12, Henson 14, Loireff Henson(41)and Dennis Smith 1241 of South Marshall.
17, Hall 2, Beasley 2 and Gold 2.
Staff Photo by David Hill

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Thursday's Results
College
Memphis State 80, University of
North Came back early in
Louisville 65
the second frame and tied
Union 85, Cumberland 64
the score at 20 apiece. Then
Transylvania 97, Bellartnine 76
-ant -or111e-raritttes
ofSchool
basketball happened. Larry
district Tournaments
Henson hit a 15 foot jumper
Semifinals
and was fouled after the
1st District
release of the ball. Henson
Fulton Co. 511, Hickman 46
hit bobb-ends •f--a-bonus
• kid-District
situation to make it a four
Heath 80, Reidland 73
point play and give the
3rd District
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Rebels a 24-20 lead.
Mayfield-77, Lows 61
Les Hunter played on chamA 15 footer by Jim Capps
• 4th District
pulled North Marshall to within South Marshall 80, North Mar- pionship teams in high school
and college. Thursday night he
two, 28-26, midway through the shall 63
took a step towards adding the
second quarter. But Cothran-5111 Dialect
and Henson each scored two .Crittendbn Co. /4, Caldwell Co. professional ranks to that list.
Hunter tossed in 39 points as
points and the lead was up to 70
the Kentucky Colonels edged
six.
6th District
One four point play wasn't Union Co. 92, Henderson City 62 the Virginia Squires,135-130 in
overtime. The Colonels thus
enough for the Rebels. So, to
7th District
clinched
a tie-les:bast place in
give
the
real
treat,
fans
a
Madisonville
106,
South
Hopkins
I'VE ONLY GOT FOUR HANDS-North Marshall's Phelps (21) goes up for these two points with
the American Basketball Assocothrlin bombed home a 30, 44
an extra pair of hands. Phelps finished with 9 points for the Jets. South Marshall finished with a first
ciation's East Division race.
footer and was fouled. The
9th District
round win after downing the Jet8043in the Fourth District tournament last night.
Hunter led Nashville Pearl 40
scrappy
6-1
senior
guard
hit
the
Calheqn.ALDayiess
County
57
Staff photo by David Hill
one phis situation and the Rebel ithverisboro 100, Livermore 34 the National Black High School
championship in 1960, then e
lead vaulted to 10 points.
10th District
played on an NCAA championNorth Marshall started a late Greenville 96, Hughes-Kirk 76
ship team while at Chicago Lorally but the half ended before
Ilth District
the threat got too serious. The Breckinridge Co. 95, Hardi- yola. His closest try as a pro
came last season, when KenRebels carried a 40-34 lead into nsburg St. Romuald 64
tacky went to seven games bethe dressing room at in- Hancock Co. 77, Fordsville 68
igh mimic/
-fore-bowing to-Utah-in-tise-ABA
termission,
MIAMI(AP)just go- money list, was three strokes
Playoffs.
Sherman Cothran fired in 7-13 Leitchfield 68, Caner4lle 53
ing to go for broke."
off the pace but promised "it'll from the field and added three
Against the Squires, Ken• 13th District
Gihhy StiihPrt was
._ Gary- criarity CosseirofIrp•Mts tn a Auburn-75, Russellville 61
tucky trailed by three points in
Thursday's Results
about his game plan for today's Player of South Africa matched
splendid first half effort. Lewisburg 57, Chandler's Chap- the waning seconds. But HuntNo -games scheduled
second round in the $150,000 par 72. Tony Jacklin of Enger, a 6-foot-7, 230-pound forCothran combined his speed el 43
Friday's Games
Doral-Eastern Open Golf Tour- land had a 74. Palmer and Bill with
deadly
shooting
and--war
Pittsburgh vs. Chicago(A)at nament,an event that has been Casper are not
the main reason for the Rebels'
Sarasota, Fla.
a keystone to two comebacks
Gilbert, though not widely
New Yort (A) vs. Texas at by the resident of nearby Holly- known to the public, has been-a- - halftime lead.
TeetriaWon tWO
Pompano Beach, fla.
wood, Fla.
solid performer since he Made' straight buckets and teammate
--San -Diego- vs.--Mexico City
"You can't do anythi-g Play- his first comeback at this Blue Jim Slack chipped in with a two
Reds at Mexico Csity
ing defensively out here," the Monster course in this tourna- pointer to give the Rebels a 4 46Only games scheduled stocky, sturdy guy said. ment in 1970.
44 lead after just three minutes
Saturday's Games
"You've got to go for it. I'll try
He'd quit the tour- di.sgua
7-1 Pittsburgh vs. Boston at Bra- to make as many birdies as I over his poor play the year be- had Pasied in the third period.
Both teams played on even
denton, Fla.
can."
fore but decided to give it one terms for the remainder of the
New York (N) vs. Chicago
Gilbert, bouncing back after more, try here. He won $4,800 quarter and South Marshall'
JAI at Sarasota, Fla.
being injured in an airplane ac- with a seventh place finish and
Mesota
in.n
vs, Detroit at cident earlier this year, cut used-it-as a.springboard to a held a 59-47 lead going into the
--finatittme. • • - -takeland, Fla.
through gusty winds with a $65,000 season that included a
Texas vs. New York (A) at four-under-par 68 Thursday for triumph in the Houston-Charm-v., The Jets did manage to pull
within 11 points on two separate
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
the first-round lead.
pions International. And he won ,occasione s but the Rebels
San Diego vs. Mexico City
Gilbert, a consistent money- some $62,000 last season.
managed to pull back to the
Reds at Mexico City
winner for two seasons, held a
Now he's on still another final 17 point ,margin without
Only games scheduled
one stroke lead over Super Mex comeback, this time from in- much trouble. Sunday's Games
Lee Trevino, veteran Bob Roe- juries suffered in an airplane
Action halted temporarily
New York (Ni vs. Pittsburgh burg, Dick Lotz, Butch Baird accident Jan. 4 when he was en
In the last quarter when ace
at Bradenton, Fla.
and Jim Colbert.
route to Los Angeles and the
guard Cothran suffered an
Boston vs. Texas at Pompano
Masters champion Charles first tournament of the season.
eye
injury. According to
Beach, Fla.
Goody and Paul Barney, the
Gilbert had two penalty
reports,Cothran received a
New York (Al vs. Chitag,p grey-haired club pro who won _strokes in his round. both _after
- cut on his right, lower
-t-A t at Fort -Lauderdale, Fin. ' the 'An-dy
'Diego hitting into the water.' One
eyelid. The wound required
Detroit vs. Minnesota at Or- Open, headed a large gi lup at came on,the 18th and cut his
four stitches and it now
land, Fla.
70.
lead from two strokes to one.
appears that Cothran will
San Diego vs_fifexico City
• Jack Nicklaus, -who needs a
Reds at Mexico City
victory in this one to go past
Only games scheduled
Arnold Palmer on the all-time

Win Assures Colonels Of Tie For First

Friday's
Exhibition
Baseball

ward, sank a three-point jumper at the buzzer to send the
game into overtime, then Kentucky outscored Virginia 8-0 in
the final 1:38 of the extra period for the victory.
Artis Gilmore added 34 points
and Walt Simon 27 for the Colonels, while Charlie Scott had 41,
Julius Erving 26 and Raj, Scott
21 for the Squires.
In the only other ABA game
of the night, Utah edged Dallas
123421i4 overtime.
-•
There were no National Basketball Association games
scheduled.
Glen Combs sank seven free
throws lin the overtime period
to lift the Stars past Dallas.
Utah managed only two field
goals irr-the-extfa---session, but
was bailed out by Combs' foul
shooting.
CeriW-ZeTiiitilrebt-f--ff Utah
led all scorers with 37 points,
while teammates Willie Wise

added 24 and James Jones 20.
For Dallas, Donnie Freeman
netted 30, Joe Hamilton 23 and
Steve Jones 20.

Aloueftes Sign Ike
MONTREAL (AP) - "Ike"
Brown, a 21-year-old running
back with the Atlantic Coast-Football Conference
threeeoanoke
Roadrunners for
asons,
has signed -a contract with the
)4ontreal -Alouettes
;the Canadian Football League club said
Wednesday.

Hite Signs With UK
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-A
180-pound quarterback from
Findlay, -Ohio, High School,
tiff Hite, has sighed to- play
football next season at the University of Kentucky.
Hite complifeif TOG passes
last season for 1,475 yards and
seven touchdowns.

Developed originally for Yamahas GP cham. ,
pions, the newly designed 5-port engine of
the g0

G7s

makes this,the most exciting

machine seen in years. AUTOLUBE, big fadefree brakes and Enduro styling lets_you feel
the thrills of the race circuit, in street clothes.
PUT IT TO THE TEST!
only

'38900

YAMAHA
It's a better machine

lb*

H&H cycle Shcm,
816 Coldwater Rd.

Phone 753-8078
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The Extraordinary Bank s.

Three Convenient Locations
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OHIO
OREGOI
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PENN :
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Two-Ga
Possib

Take the controls of this personal checking account and put your money in gear. The Billdozer
handles bills safely and easily and runs on next to nothing. This financial leveler comes in many
attractive models from colorful flower designs to the free personal style printed while you wait. No
matter what your checking needs may be,there is a Billdozer Checking Account to meet those needs.
This proves one important point: It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us.
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By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Sports Writer
Xiler 13 games and 7,978
points, the Ohio Valley Conference basketball battle will be
settled Saturday night. Maybe.
It all depends on the outcome
if what should be a dandy donnybrook at Richmond between
Eastern Kentucky and More-

'72 ROAD RACER IN
STREET CLOTHES

-6E-Tito

Ridl

Outcome Uncertain
For OVC Title Race

tolonel bench were called for
successive technical fouls for
complaining too strongly on an
out-,-f-bounds play.
Eastern had threatened several times earlier to pull away.
Some observers rate Eastern
a favorite in the rematch, on
the basis of the home floor and
the revenge motive stemming
from the earlier Joss.
Morehead leads tiie confer.Wesfern Kentucky also has a
ence WWI a 9-4 record while the score to settle with Middle TenColonels are a game behind at nessee, losing to the Blue Raid'
ers 78-67 in Murfreesboro Feb.
If the Eagles win, the,Atle is
theirs.
Any playoff will be next week
If Eastern wins, there's a tie in the 7,000-seat Frankfort, Ky.,
for the title.
Sprts Center. A three-way playAnd if Western Kentucky, off would be next Tuesday and
also 8-5, beats Middle Ten- Wednesday and a two-way
nessee in Bowling Green--and playoff next Wednesday.
Eastern wins-there's a threeIf there's a three-way tie,
way tie for the crown.
Western will play Morehead
Walter games, Murray' is at Tuesday and Eastern will meet
Austin Peay and Tennessee the
winner
Wednesday.
Tech at East Tennessee.
Wednesday's two-way playoff
Eastern Kentucky, 134 over- could involve only Eastern and
all, lost to the Eagles 94443 in a Morehead.
controversial gatne Feb. 5 in
In the 23-year history of the
Morehead.
OVC, there's been a three-way
Morehead, now 15-9 overall, tie for the title twice and a twowon when Howard *alien sank
way tie for The crown four-two free throws on technical times. The last tie was in 1969 _
fouls with 27 seconds left. Wall
'
, beam Iftnrehead and Murray,
en went to the line after East- with Murray winning the play-ern's George Bryant and the off 94-76. -
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Phillies Looking To
Teams In Years Ahead

THE CARR RATINGS
BY DON CARR

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10-

TOP TWENTY TEAMS
'
- 105.4
- 98.9
• 97.7
- 96.4
- 94.3
- 94.2
- 94.0
- 93.9
- 93.8
- 93.7

C. C. L. A.
NORTH CAROLINA
LOUISVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA
BRIGHAM YOUNG
MARQUETTE
PENNSYLVANIA
LONG BEACH STATE
S. W. LOUISIANA
FLORIDA STATE

FEBRUARY 27. 1972:
11
12
13
.14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-

MARYLAND
MARSHALL
OHIO STATE
VIRGINIA
KESENCKY
VILLAMDVA
MEMPHIS STATE
MISSOURI
HOUSTON
ORAL ROBERTS

93.2
93.1
93.0
92.9
92.0
91.9
91.8
91.6
91.4
91.3

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - FEBRUARY 27, 1972:
1 2 .1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.

40.

4
•IS
•

tbeSetwo
are Lxrry
y David HMI

es Jones 20.
ie Freeman
nlion 23 and

ign Ike
?) - "Ike'

old running
antic Coast•
toanoke
reeiseasons,
act with the
1, the Canaue club said

ith UK

y. AP)-A
back from
[gh School,
led-RI play
at the Uni,.
1-06 Passes
5 yards and

tnuisuat TECH

- 87.8
EAU CLAIRE
- 84.6
TENNESSEE STATE.. - 83.5
S. F. AUSTIN
- 81.9
EASTERN MICHIGAN - 81.1
EVANSVILLE
'846.16'
AKRON
- 60,3
ASSUMPTION
- 78.6
TRANSYLVANIA
• 78.4
CHEYNEY STATE
- 77.8

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-

ALABAMA STATE
KENTUCKY STATE
SAM HOUSTON
ST. LOUIS-U.N.
CAPITAL
FAIRMONT
BROL1CPORT
ROANOKE
MORRIS HARVEY
MERCER

77.7
77.5
77.2
76.3
- 76.2
- 76.1
- 75.8
- 75.8
' 75.7
- 75.6

FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
OPPONENT
MARGIN
4-FAVORITEGAMES OF 3-4-72:
GAMES OF 3-4-72 - CONTINUED:
ARIZONA STATE
18
TOLEDO
KENT STATE
AKILONA
_
BAYLOR
5
S. M. U. TULAXE
' 5 -AIR FORCE
BOSTON COLLEGE
12
GEORGETOWN-D.C.
TULSA
NORTH TEXAS
12
BRADLEY
4
ST. LOUIS
U. C. L. A.
24
STANFORD
CALIFORNIA
1
SO. CALIFORNIA
WAKE FOREST
NO. CAROLINA ST.
CHEYNEY STATE
6
OREGON
ASHLAND
WASHINGTON STATE
2
COAST GUARD
35
NEW ENGLAND COL.
PITTSBURGH
WEST VIRGINIA
3
COLOMBIA
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
2
WESTERN KENTUCKY
5
DARZMOUTH
OORTLAND STATE
16-. WEST TEXAS
14
ALFRED
WIGHITA
C. W. POST ,
'
9 -"NORTHWESTERN
BROOKLYN COLLEGE
WISCONSIN
32
DAYTON
4
NOIRE DAME
,
54VIER-911I0
3
M1AMI-OHIR
IlePAUL
8
GAMES OF 3-5.72:
CHARLOTTE
"-1-DETITOIT
--4 ---arTE1M-14MTCAN
sutrigitr-is ST.-111/21CIS-PA.
EAST TENNESSEE
MARQUETTE
4
TENNESSEE TECH
NEW MEXICO STATE
6
EASTERN KENTUCKY
6
MOKEHEAb-KENTUCKY
GAMES OF 3-6-72.
EL PASO
BUFFALO STATE
7
UTAH
BUFFALO
10
FLORIDA STATE
3
CINCINNATI
DRAKE
2
DePAUL
FORDHAM
7
MASSACHUSETTS
IOWA STATE
I
NEBRASKA
. GANNON
4
PROVIDENCE
17
GENEVA
JACKSONVILLE-FLA.
GEORGIA
FLORIDA
AUBURN
10
KENTUCXY
11
HARVARD
CORPiELL-N.Y.
TULSA
14
LOUISVILLE
16
suusius
MISSISSIPPI
3
ALABAMA
18
DENVER
ILLINOIS STATE
KANSAS
12
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
OKLAHOMA
3
INDIANA
'4--"OHIO'STATE
9
ORAL ROBERTS
PAN AMERICAN
IOWA
9
. PURDUE
TENNESSEE
VANDERBILT
KANSAS
2
OKLAHOMA STATE
VA, COMMONWEALTH
20
IONA
KANSAS STATE
VIRGINIA TECH
3
EASTERN KENTUCKY
16
COLORADO
LAKE SUPERIOR
25
SAGINAW VALLEY .
WICHITA
17
NORTH TEXAS
LEBANON VALLEY
51
DREW
XAVIER-OHIO
3;3
' CA/451e
5
CONNECTICUT
MANHAVAN
GAMES OF 3-7-72.
MARYLAND
6
BROW
RHODE ISLAND
VIRGINIA
6
it
MEMPHIS STATE
DRAKE
CREIGHTON
12
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
MICHIGAN STATE
MICHIGAN
16
GEORGIA TECH
2
GEORGIA
' MINNESOTA
ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS
6
IOWA
7
MISSISSIPPI
7
L. S. C.
INDIANA
6
NORTHWESTERN
ALABAMA
9
WISCONSIN
MISSISSIPPI STATE
1
MICHIGAN
9
MISSOURI
7
NEBRASKA
MISSOURI
KANSAS STATE
12
MICHIGAN STATE
5
AUSTIN PRAY
OHIO STATE
MURRAY
2
MECHAM YOUNG
1
NEW MEXICO
PURDUE
MINNESOTA
GAMES OF 3-8-72:NIAGARA
10
GANISIUS
IONA
FAIRFIELD
NORTH CAROLINA
16
DUKE
19
BOWLING GREEN
,OHIO UNIVERSITY _ ,16
SAN FRANCISCO
SANTA MARA
7
WASHINGTON
GAMES OF 3-9.72:
OREGON STATE
5
12
ALABAMA
GEORGIA
PACIFIC
SAN JOSE
5
PENNSyLVANIA
MADMAN
6
MANHATTAN
16
now
HOLY CROSS
RUTGERS
PENN STATE
12
RUTGERS
1
11
PRINCETON
YALE
MISSISSIPPI
7
AUBURN
PROVIDENCE
PROVIDENCE
15
SETON HALL
12
BROWN
RHOUE ISLAND
15
MAINE
TENNESSEE
3
KENTUCKY
RICE
1
ARKANSAS
11
MISSISSIPPI STATE
VANDERBILT
GAMES E-3-3
53401FRANCLSCO -4
LAS VECxC
- OREGON STATE
5
OREGON
SANTA CLARA
37 .RENO
14
PEPPERDINE
U. C. L. A.
SEATTLE
16
SO. CALIFORNIA
18
CLEMSON
SOU/II CAROLINA
WASHINGTON
I
WASHINGTON STATE
4..
COLGATE
-SYRACUSE
ATLANTIC
COAST
-CONF.
3OURNAMENT-4-4-11-4Z.
12
AUBURN
CLEMSON
TENNESSEE '
76.3
NO.CARO.ST.----87.3
9
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN
TENNESSEE STATE
DUKE
82.5
VIRGINIA
92.9
4
T. C. U.
TEXAS
MARYLAND
93.2
WAKE FOREST----79.9
TECH
Ate
M
NO..
TEXAS
2
TEXAS
cAttoiatrA---98,0
1111-4290
SEASONS RECORD,:
PCT-850
missen-70
COPYRIGHT 1872 AY THE GAILLAAIINGA &AMIGA

Harris Optimistic
Over Braves Squad
ATLANTA (AP)- Manager
Lurnan Harris of the Atlanta
Braves isn't impressed with the
major league baseball odd-smakers who tabbed his team
at only 6-1 in the National
League West race.
"I think there are five good
teams in the division and I
think any one of them could
win," Harris said. "All they
(BraveS) have lo do IS loOkitt
the talent on the team and
they'll know we can win.
"This should be the best hitting Braves club ever and potentially the best hitting club in
baseball," he added.
"We have the strongest and
deepest personnel of any
Braves team I've managed,"
Atlanta's success depends
primarily.on the knees of Hammerin' Hank Aaron, Orlando
Cepeda an Rico Carty, a trio
of super sluggers who have
combined for almost 1,100 home
runs during their careers.
Aaron, who Tuesday probably
became the game's highest
paid player when he signed a
three-year contract for an estimated $200,000 per year, enters
his 19th season only 751 homers
away from Babe Ruth's lifetime record of 714.
His nagging knee problem
forced him to the sideline _more
last season than in previous
years. Despite this, he hit a career high 47 rouud trippers.
Carty, the .4970 National
League batting champion,
missed the entire 1971 campaign after breaking his left leg
near the knee in a winter
league collision. A pin was removed from the leg last November.
Cepeda iirnpd through 71

Murray Middle School
Intramural 'Cage Scores
Globetrotters 19, Knicks 3
Hawks 11, Colonels 10
Lakers. 13, Wildcats
(Mtict 6, Warriors 14

Richie Allen Still Missing From Chisox
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
A Richie Allen by any other
name is just as tough to locate
as the original was.
Allen, who has expressed a
desire to be called Dick this
season, either is or is not a
holdout for the Chicago White

Two-Game Playoff
Possible In MVC
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) The Missouri Valley conference
early today announced there
will be a two-game playoff if
Memphis State and Louisville
tie for the conference crown.
MVC officials said the first
game would be March 10 at
Memphis' Mid-South Coliseum
and the second game would be
the following afternoon in
Louisville's Freedom Hall.
Officials said the MVC representative to the NCAA tournawi'old
be determined
tent
- from the team with the most
points from the two games. In
the event of a tie, the MVC
said, the respresentative would
be determined by a toss,of a
coin.
Both teams are now 11-2 in
the conference. Memphis hosts
Drake Saturday and Louisville
entertains Tulsa Monday,

Sox. General Manager Stu Holcomb isn't exactly sure.
This much Holcomb and the
White Sox know. They did not
have a contract with Allen's
signature on it as they pre- pared for today's baseball exhibition opener against the Pittsburgh Pirates at Sarasota; Fla.,
and, as matter of fact, they
did not have Allen either.
"I don't know where Allen is
at the moment," said Holcomb
Tuesday. "We're waiting until
he comes to us. It's been the
history of the man that he generally reports late for spring
training."
And, Allen's ex-employers in
Philadelphia, St. Louis and Los
Angeles might add, he's occasionally late for other incidentals like regular season
games.
The problem does not seem
to be financial. Holcomb has a
verbal commitment from Allen's Philadelphia agent for a
1972 contract. The numbers are
reported to be $120,000.
But a commitment is not a
contract and a contract Holcomb does not have. "I imagine," said the Sox general manager, -he'll come to us when he
gets,ready."
He was not ready for today's
opener, one of three exhibitions
scheduled. The others had the

ISSAVE MONEY AT

8,

I5

LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Uncle Charlie's

RIB EYE STEAK
Choice of 2
Vegetables 1
RollsCoffee or Iced Tea

33

TOSES

SAVE MONEY AT

New York Yankees playing the
Texas Rangers at Pompano
Beach, Fla., and the San Diego
the Mexico City
Padres playing.
Reds at Mexico City.
The absent Allen had some
star company missing from
other spring training camps.
Joe Torre, who had been in St.
Petersburg, negotiating with St.
Louis, left town to fly to New
Hampshire for some camPaigning in the presidential primary
there. And Vida Blue's attorney, Robert J. Gerst of Los Angeles, was keeping the pitching
prodidgy out qf Oakland owner
Charles 0. Finley's ',vett.
Torre, who made abbot $100,000 last year, is said to be

FRIDAY-MARCH 3, 1972

shooting for $150,000-suns-thing over the 5.5 wagt, ihcrease ceiling approved by
President Nixon. Nevertheless,
Torre is campaigning for the
president while the Cards (tampaign for economic reason on
the
part of the National
League's Most Valuable Player.
Blue, who made ;14,750 toiling for the A's last year and
was shooting for ;92,000 this
time around, is still at hiinie iri
Mansfield, La., waiting for Finley to up his $54,000 offer Finley said that Vida's attorney,
Gerst, had turned down a prhposal that the three talk contract at the A's Mesa, Artz
training base.

CLEAR WATER.Kele.(AP)- year, and 27-year-old Steve a year when he nursed a sore
The Philadelphia Phillies Carlton, a 20-game winning arm most of the time:
The Phillies have left-handers
haven't given up on 1972, but -pitcher with the St. Louis Car• Woodie Fryman 10-7, Ken Reyclub officials are thinking more - dinals last season.
Luzinski, Anderson and Mon- nolds 5-1, Ad 35-year-old[Chreir
in terms of 1973, 74, 75, ad intanez are the starting outfield, Short 7-14, and right-handera,
finitum.
games with the Braves last
John Quinn drew the line on probably the youngest in base- Barry Lersch 5-14, Billy Chain-year before receiving perpion 3-5 and possibly reliever
club policy when the general ball.
mission to undergo surgery on
Darrell Brandon 6-6, battling
PEucchesi says his infield is
=lager
of
the
place
his left knee last August.
Phillies walked into the winter set with veteran DerouJohnsau for the rest of the starting jobill
Braves .officials are taking a
Lefty Joe Hoerner 4-5, with
baseball trade mart and on first, Denny Doyle and Terlook at Carty and Cepeda in
ry Harmon platooning at sec- nine saves heads the bullpen
stunned
some
people
by
saying
Spring drills at West Palm
ond, Bowa and Money. The corps. He'll get help from Billy
he had six untouchables.
Beach, Fla., before offering
Untouchables on a club that Phillies tried desperately to Wilson 4-6, with seven saves
them 1972 contracts.
finished last in the Natfonal trade Johnson, who hit .265 after coming up from Class A
Another Brave who strikes
League East behind expansion with 34 home runs and 95 RBI, ball in June. Lucchesi has
fear in opposing pitchera is
Montreal?
but they cbuisIntget the start-_ hopes also for rookie Max
catcher - EhitWi1IiáiS1kst
That's the Phillies: story. ing pitcher or second baseman Scarce, who has been a relief-year's NL Rookie of the Year
Quinn and his Manager Frank they sought. Doyle and Harmon pitcher his entire baseball caafter belting 33 home runs and
Lucchesi are dedicatedlo build- are unproven major leaguers. reer.
dming in 87 runs.
Last season he appeared in
ing a contender from the ranks Bowa is one of the better shortSpeedster Ralph Garr, who of the club's farm
system. The stops in the league, while Mon- relief 20 times in the Carolina
hit 343 and swiped 30 bases in
nucleus is Greg Luzinski, a ey has to prove whether he's League, winning three and loshis first full season in the mamuscular 21-year-old who hits the .295 hitter of 1970, or the ing none and compiling a 1.29
jors, and steady second base- baseballs out of sight;
era.Mike An- .223 weak sister of 1971.
man Felix Milan, who batted
On paper, the Phillies don't
derson, 20, who hit .334 and 36
no
problems
in
Lucchesi
has
.239 despite circulation probhome runs in the PaCific Coast the catching department with figure to do better than fifth,
lems in his_right.index_ finger,,
t- League-- iast---season; Larry
tritter-Tim *
- Carver -and -and last place-again-ig 4s7 should give the sluggers plenty Bowe, 26, a record-setting field- 7276
Ryun,
who
is a fine re- tinct possibility. Lucchesi had
.Mike
of RBI opportunities.
er at shortstop in 1971; Don ceiver although not a strong better hope that Quinn and the
However, it may take the Money, 25, a third baseman
-rest-of the Phillies'- brass" are
hitter. ,
best hitting club in basdball to
many clubs tried to get in a
biggest as dedicated to the future as
Pitching
is
Lucchesi's
make contenders of the Braves.
trade; Willie Montanezo 23, run- headatheTAfter- lefty Car/ton, they indicate they are, because
Team speed is average, at best,
nerup as 1971 rOokie of the - who the Phillies acquired the present appears ,bleak. If
and the pitching staff has a hisrecently for pitcher Rick Wise, the Phillies aren't playing retory of inconsistency and lacks
the ranks are thin. Things are spectable, say by Memoriol
a proven stopper.
Two Coaches Hired
so lean that Lucchesi is dipping Day or July 4, the manager
The starters probably will be
into his bullpen and converting could pay the price.
kiluckleballer PhiLNiekro. who
LOUISVILLE,. Ky
044;44elsow-wheitIliangir_ Dick
Seima into a-starter. Sel,A,TJ 23 in leading Atlanta to the Two assistant football coaches
are -bad, you can't fire 25 playma,
who
once
the
started
for
division crown in 1969; former have been hired at,the UniverMets and Cards, is coming Off ers, just one manager.
,Ire Dame basketball star sity of Louisville.
Reed; Pat Jarvis, who won
Pete Compise is a 1969.gr.adusix games last year; arid ate of the university,
where he
s, u1.1.ipaws George- Stone and still holds two place kicking
,I.Ote McQueen, who underwent records.
,t).,w surgery last fall.
Trent Walters is head freshHarris says his 1972 squad
.,ives' Me the most pleasant man coach at Indiana,Wniverfee]ing I've ever had as man- sity. He is a 1966 graduate of
a..[er while the frost is still on Indiana and a native of Knoxville, Tenn.
:he ground."
Coach lee Corso said ThursWhen the frost returns next
iktober, he'll probably find his day that One mores assistant,
Braves no better than third or football coach will be hired
soon.
el,urth in the division.

The Datsun 510
Sedan won the 1971
Trans-Am.

The 2.5 Trans-Am championship
is a professional road racing series
for sedans. Datsun entered for the
first time,_and we won the championship against some of the world's
toughest competition.

ABA Secret Draft Is
Made Public Quickly
quiet. Utah, Kentucky and No
York all declined to re:,,
their picks, although it wa.,
lieved the Nets had taken fitS
Chamberlain, a 6-6 ,
f r:,.
from North Carolina,
second round.
New York did not have a
-The Virginia Squires had
used the first pick in the draft (ni the opening round. ha,,.
- to select Bob McAdoo, a 6-foot-9 forfeited its No. 1- eh"t"'
forward from North Carolina signing Jim Chones, Itwho still has one year of col- juni center from Maiapie'!,
lege eligibility remaining.
For the first tirne.
-Torn Riker of South Caro- teams were permitted
lina, a highly-prfted 6-10 for- elude one non-senior ifr
ward. had been tabbed on the players selected on !le He
first round by the Carolina Cou- draft rounds held Thoraddition to McAdoo, tIa.
gars'.
classmen chosen inf.•Ihded
--The Denver Rockets, with
Walton, UCLA's :-0 , ;
two picks on the first round,
(-enter who has air. :HI%
named Bud Stallworth of Kan- he'd
prefer to stii
sas and Paul Stovall of Arizona for now,
drafted hi
State, two 6-5 forwards.
round by Dallas
--Other players chosen on the
Dave Brent, a 7-0
first round included Dwight from
Jacksonville,
Davis of Houston, a 6-7 forward by
r.
Memphis as
drafted by the Floridians, and .the
second round. It
LaRue Martin, a 6-11 center r-44f
((-; j,,, .
Illinois State,
from Chicago Loyola picked by
./4 - II
forward who is t_'
IT
Uri.
I
!
the Dallas Chaparrals.
tion
scOrinif; was rtrafted
ABA Commissioner Jack Deriver on the fourth rouoili.
Dolph supervised the telephonic though the OCRets ,:aitt the
draft among the league's 11 would not s n'hun until his
clues, only three (of whommanits- runs oui
aged to keep their -Selections -1973.
NEW YORK ( AP) - Can't
anybody keep a secret?
The,Arnerican Basketball Association held its "secret" draft
of college players Thursday,
but before long, it was learned
that:

Irs also
available
as a wagon.

atsun 510 is built to be a champion. It's available in 2- and 4-door
versions and a roomy wagon. And
what a wagon it is. Five doors for
easy accessibility and loading.
(Many small wagons just have 3
doors.) Its long list of standard features make it an outstanding value:
Overhead cam engine. Safety front
disc brakes. (Two very important
things that helped us win the Trans.
Am.) Vinyl-trimmed interior with
bucket seats. Tinted glass. Whitewalls. And more, included in the
price. lfou need a down-to-earth
hard-Working wagon, drive Datsun
510. It sure beats whatever's second.

DATER
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

7_
I 5i H

1

p,,

-Ian

510 2-Dr Sedan 510 4-Dr Sedan , 510 Wagon

Datsun prices start at $ 1976 complete.
•Mfgr's, suggested ,etai: ; r

for 1200 Sedan, excluding tax,

ticense, freight and

handling, dealer preparation

Drive a Datsun. . then decide.Today at

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
"Open Evenings Til 8:00"
604 SO. 12th Streej,

Phone 753-7114
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County Grade Schoolsielease
Fourth Six Weeks Honor Rolls

IRS Officials
'Confused By
Wage Controls

-FRIDAY—MARCH 3, 1972

__

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

-vt.kFT

SI

\

FOR SATURDAY,MARCH 4, 1972
the section in which all situations.
in
Look
Grade—Rhonda
Miller,
Seventh
Bobby
Honor rolls for the fourth six McKinney,
WASHINGTON (AP) — A your birthday comes and find SCORPIO
Ross, Adams, Rodney Black, Jill
weeks grading period have been Rhonda Young, Tim
Greer, Kevin spot check shows Internal Rev- what your outlook is, according (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rn/
Donald
Falwell,
Morris.
Richie
released by principals of the six
to the stars.
1,.. Financial and occupational
Seventh Grade—Linda Miller, Lamb, Kevin Lovett, Maragret enue Service officials some
county elementary schools.
ARIES
Melvin,
times
give
the
Patricia
public
wrong
inMorris, McCallon,
interests will need more than
Students making the honor roll Jennifer Darnell, Teri
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) griA usual attention, but give it to
Debbie Brooks, Sheri Thomas. Penny Moody, Mark Rogers, formation about wage-price
to
attention
Devote
your
are:
them and you will be
Eighth Grade—Guy Mitchell, Vanessa Stone, Renee Tobey, control's.
ALMO
Posing as businessmen,-Aso„ completing routine matters pleased with the results. hg
I hlY
Watson.
Brittain,
Dan
Danny
Smith,
Bonnie
Fourth Grade—Mike Dillon,
daied_press.newsmen_ity . _rather than launching new SAGITTARIUS _
-Saridl
Sherry-Morris,
Carade
Eighth
Dorina-Boggesir,
unflrtakingS.—KCep
things"'
e
- -Tommy Frankhauser, Debra
Cathy Easley, cities asked a standard set of orderly, sYstematic On your ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Roberson, Sharon Buchanan, Becky Kathie Broach,
Pritchett, Sherri
Planetary aspects mostly
McCallon,
questions by telephone, one toes' y,
Bynum, Debbie.Hill, Martha
.
Jeanne Schroeder, Roger Scott, Blackford, Debbie
auspicious, but accuracy and
.
Rogers,
Peggy
concerning
Rhoades,
prices
and
one
Curd.
Diane
Vanessa
Turley,
TAURUS
David Thorn,Chandra Watkins, Teresa
Rickey about wages. In six of the 10 (Apr. 21 to May 21) t:I''' forethought must spark all
Stark,
Sandia
NEW CONCORD
Sheri Walter, Sherri Wilson-,
decisions, moves. Some excases the IRS answers were eiWilkerson.
Hold off in those areas which
Timothy Feltner, Sharon
Third Grade—Carla Beach,
ther wrong, when compared need more investigation, but cellent rewards will reward
Walker, Karon Walker, Timmy Jeff Wyatt, Cindy Johnson,
LYNN GROVE
with government regulations, step up on your schedule once serious endeavor.
Jones, Tracie
Housden, Connie
Graham, Sharon
..Trrer.7216.7str..2arj4CAPRION
Fourth Grady.j.
nave-tbe-elaterea-aanot
-vac-toavaglielitrbe-ohnier
— ThomasGearheariTHrigittr Garrett, Lynne Barldnits17
Cathy Crawford,
In one instance an IRS man lose time. New opportunities
Not all will work out as
Bynum.
Ricky Ferguson.
Shirley Elkins, Tripp Furchess, suggested that the caller get soon.
planned but you will find out
Grade—Cindy Kenneth Griffin, Mark Jackson,
Fifth Grade—La Don Dowdy,
Fourth
around pay regulations by us- GEMINI
later that this hap been to your I
Tommy Boggess, Johnna Brandon, Melissa Brinkley, Joy Kelso, Melissa Miller, Keith ing
a tactic of questionable le- I May 22 to June 21)
advantage. Do what you must
Brandon,Renae Edwards, Mary Waganor.
Brighter aspects than for as well as you can; gains will
Overby, Meleah Paschall, Mike gality.
Michael Girlikin, Laurie Haley,
Sixth Grade—John Brinkley, Rogers,
Dale Sheridan,
These findings raise questions many, but there are hidden accrue.
Lisa., Hoke, John Morrison, Pat Cunningham, Lenna Duke, Richard Smotherman, Teresa
about
how well wage-price snags, conditions with which to AQUARIUS
Kevin Pritchett, Kim Starks, Jeff Harper, Laura Jarrett, Tucker.
guidelines
can work if they con- . reckon carefully. No jumping at ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Terry Tucker, Billy- Vincent, Susan Lewis, Patty McCuiston,
Fifth Grade—Eric Kellber, fuse even the government offi- conclusions! Hear others, out
No
Note Capricorn; your outlook
Connie Taylor, Doron Ahart, Nix Ann Osborn, Mitzi Redick, Karol Kemp, Holly LaMastus,
fully.
similar. Be careful not -to give
dais enforcing them.
iiinanetkiL
Williams,
Ricky Terry - -Lassiter,- - -Sheila -Eddie Beach. Michael _Carr.
---litlicks ilITOTTg inirincosit.ww
-mov
.--7evir-,-the Vat Check
eAlwERCharlotte • Coursey, Roger Barkhurst.
7 McKenzie, Ginger Mitchell,
based on only 10 questions, a (June 22 to July 23) e± -DO avoid making hasty Edwards, David Lee, Renee
Seventh Grade--ponnie Terry Paschall, Mike RanDon't waste time or energies. decisions. Confusion could
tiny fraction of the tens of thouMcDougal, Jennifer Woodnll. Gibson, Linda McCuiston, Steve dolph, Chuck Williams.
sands of public inquiries about You will have this day "in the result.
Sixth Grade—Lisa Cleaver, McCuiston, Cindy Williams.'
Sixth Grade—Bonnie .Arm- pay'and price matters that the bag" if you emphasize system, mem
Luane Colson, Donnie Crouse,
Eighth Grade—Linda Avery, strong, Tammie Calhoun, Greg
IRS handles each month. Also accuracy, foresightedness. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Rita. Edwards, Kenneth Venetia Barkhurst, Roger Cooper, Regina Gentry, Denise
well, however,
You may not accomplish all
of note is that the check comes Study offerings
before accepting.
Gilliken, Mark Jones, Randall Hendon, Randy Herndon, Rids Howard
that you wish, but keep doing
as
the
IRS
is
neck-deep
in
its
Starks, Jerry Thweatt, Trine Hicks, Judy ICimbro, Teresa
your best and stick with
Mike Howard, Kevin Hutson, primary task of 'ccillecting 1971 LEO
Swift, Terry Cleaver, Michael Moody, Benny Pittman, Kathy Kim Kemp, Cindy Lassiter,
(July 24 to Aug. 23) *16,W'A "musts" to be finished. Don't
income
taxes.
Duncan,Tommy Feltner, Susan Todd.
You may have to work hard to leave them for others to cornTammie Miller, Garry Morris,
Since - the spot cheek was
HAZEL
Imes, Keith Starks, Tina
keep this day up to par, and to plete.
Steve Silts, Mesa Walker.
made the -IRS independently
Fifth grade—Zana Elkins,
Thompson.
present yourself at your best.
Grade—Donna
YOU BORN TODAY admire
Seven,th
Grade—Larry Ricky Garland, Sandra Hutson, Adams, Ftandy Barrow, Tom has begun its own program of Pick up loose ends, retouch, everything good and abhor the
Seventh
monitoring
its
answers
to
quitsstarted.
Be
Mathis,
finish
all
projects
,
Lassiter,
Lisa
Peeler,
Shayne
Frankhouser, Phillip
questionable, but sometimes
Chavis, Gay Howard, Randy lions from the public, a spokescareful with finances.
Candace Ramsey, Carla Debra Miller, Nancy Murdock, Hutchens, Carl Kelleher, Gene
° are too critical and suspicious.
man
said
in
Washington.
Ramsey, Cresti Bucy, Mike Janet Ordway, Conda Stub- Dale Lockhart, Randy McVIRGO
,
prol.P You could be a gifted speaker, ,
Highlights of the AP spot (Aug. 24 to
blefield, Kelly White, and
Sept.
Haley, Candy Hargis. Gena
23)'
knowing how to tell a simple
Kenny
Murdock,
Janet
Millan,
check:
Neither expect nor demand thing in a charming way, with
Hopkins, Marilyn McKenzie, Teresa Wilson.
Orr, Tammy Overby, Teresa
—A
Los
Angeles
IRS
official
too much and you will be sur- often cleverly emphasized wit.
Sixth grade—Timmy Alton,
Mike Murphy, La Donne
Starks, Gail Smotherman,Pam advised a newsman posing as a
prised at your overall returns. On the higher plane, you could
Crabtree,s James
Roberts, Melissa Shcroader, Gina
Todd, Sammy Tucker.
garage owner ,that he could Avoid, however, a tendency to be a . patient teacher, a
Renee Thompson, Wanda Gallimore, Paulette Hooks,Rex
Eighth Grade—Pat Adams, give his mechanics a raise go off on tangents, to put aside
responsible parent, an excellent
Jackson, Cindy Mestere, Krista
Watkins.
Stanley Anderson, Kathy above the Pay Board's 5.5-per- "musts" for nonessentials.
physician. When not living up to
Eighth Grade—Kim Perkins, Russell, and Shane Tidwell.
Calhoun, Hal Crouch, Carl cent guideline if he would "proyour better side, you can be
Seventh grade—Rodney
LIBRA
Kevin Penick, Gena Cleaver,
Doron, Mike Farris, Kathy mote them to a new job title."
./1_ rl aggravatingly obstinate,
—'1'
Adams,
Kevin
(
Sept.
24
to
Oct.
23)
Scott,
Adams,
Susan
Kathy
VickiWeatherford,
-Jackson, Rita Kimbro, Don
C
T;simir
yto
atutrabl
rrels
il)ime,
rthdatfe
Get .busy and buckle down c
Sherry Haley, Becky Imes, Joe Barrett, Terri Erwin, Cheryl' McCuiston,Sandra Pogue, Lisa Such a bogus promotion would
of. Casimir
almost certainly violate federal where the odds are against You
Holsapple, Bryan Scott, and
Don Taylor, Cindy Rogers.
Rogers.
and problems loom. With the Pulaski, Polish-born general in
regulations.
Kevin Wilson.
FAXON
uhraws innate foresight and Amer. Rev. War; Sir Henry
In
fact,
the
IRS
man
himself
Eighth grade—Greg Byars,
Fourth. Grade—Ran
cautioned the caller that he resourcefulness, you can handle -Raeburn,-S-cottish painter.
Childress, Ken Cohoon, Donald Regina Cook, Theresa Dover, Plastic Trees pie
might be questioned if a gov •
Colson, Rose Herndon, Mary Rita Gibson, and Dickie
ernment__Spot _check. disclosed
Elkin;Tina Sheppard, Sandra Nesbitt.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — the questionable move. "It's a
KIRICSEY
Thompson, Gary Emerson.
County superiors' idea of plan- risk you have to take if you
Grade—Lisa
Bazzell,
Fourth
Janne Barnett, Regina Cunting plastic trees had died on want to give them a raise," he
ningham, Rhonda Garland, James Bibb, Tammi Crouse, the vine.
said. He did not mention the
Cathy Jones, Thomas Jones, Dale Finney, Laura Fones,
pressure,
penalty, up to a $5,000 fine, for
public
to
Bowing
Kerry
Lamb,
Garland,
Roger
Overby,
Jaatie Miller, Penny
! Anita Underhill, Anita Vance, Kathy Lovett, Belinda Smith, the supervisors have agreed to violating wtage-ptiee guidelines.
—A New York IRS official
return to using nature's prodJennifer Suzanne Smith, Kim Willie.
West,
Townya
roads.
landscape
county
wrongly
told a caller posing as
to
ucts
Grade—Jimmy
Hale,
Fifth
Morgan.
Williams, Laura
Teresa
Locke,
Fifth Grade—Mary Denny, Tammy
However,900 artificial plants the owner of a dry-cleaning
Ricky Cunningham, Mark McKinney, Jackie Parker, and trees, placed along a boule- store that he would have to
Outland, Angela Noel, Brenda Shawn Simmons, Dawn Sledd, vard at a cost of $74,504, will post lists of his base prices and
Miller, Marion Adams, Sharion William Tobey, Stephanie remain as long as they survive. that his prtits could not exAdams, Tammie Jo Rudolph, Wyatt.
They have been the target of ceed 2.5 perr"cent a year. Only
Sixth Grade—Teresa, Bibb, angry protests, one demonstra- large retail stores must post
Rose Marie Ross, Mike
Sheila Dirnell, Betty Easley, tion and vandalism „from un- prices, not service firms such
Thomas, David Cohoon.
as dry-cleaning stores. And, noSixth-Graile—Ricky Cherry, Karen Edwaidz, Nada Frazier, happy nature lovers.
where in the Price CommisMarc Darnell, Tens Eldridge, Dennis Green, James HudThe plastic plants were sion's regulations is there any
Beverly Garland, Paul Guy, speth, Randy McCallon, JoBeth erected because officials feared
Brenda Hicks, Barbara Hooks, Norwood, Patricia Parrish, the earth was too shallow to mention of a 2.5-per-cent limit
on profits.
Cindy Knight, Chris Mathis, Connie Smith, Dale Swift, Shari support real ones.
—an Boston, an official rightRichard McCuiston, Patricia Tucker, Gail Tucker.
ly told the "dry cleaner" that
he could raise prices to cover
increased costs, but failed to
mention that profit margins
cannot be raised above those
that prevailed over two of the
last three fiscal years.
—New York and Atlanta callers, both posing as the garage
owner who wanted to give
raises to his employes, were
not given detailed advice about
a rule that might well have
helped him. This rule says that
the Pay Board will grant an exception allowing raises of up to
7 per cent for a firm that can
prove it needs to attract or hold
essential employes. The fictional garage owner said he wanted
to keep his skilled employes,
but was told he couldn't give
any more than a 5.5-per-cent
Save up to $28 on Package "A"
raise.
• Special Paint • Special Seat Trim • Foam Seat (Custom)

Weight-Watchers

Worship Sec
Evening eiO4

TRY

Morning Woi
Evening Wog
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Diaphene-Forte

ei,k
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Morning WO
Evening Woi

A pleasant way to
help decrease your
desire to eat.

pi
Morning Woi
Evening

WoSI
Morning We
Evening Wo
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DRUGS
WALLIS
WIIIIIME111111111=11A
, MURRAY

Phone PL 3-1272

Morning Wi
Evening WI
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Morning Wi
Evening WI

Morning Wi
Evening Wi

Morning WI

Everting WI

Morning WI
Evening WI

Morning W
Even-intinn

Ki
Morning WI
Evening Wi

Me
Morning Wc
Evening Wo

New Mt.
Morning Wi
Evening

The people we lend moneTto
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That Way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and rase — our service. So we
know all about thairepecial money needs.
Supplies, equipment; maintenance, extra
help, medical bills; elfucational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment pro'.
grams to their Production and income.
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year —with a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.

Morning Wi
Evening Wi

Morning Wi
Evening Wi

Morning WI
Evening WI

Morning
Evening Wo

Morning
Evening v

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

Morning W
Evening W.

Keys Keel; Office Manager
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Week - -

Loni
1st. Sunday
3rd. Sunda)

F,
Morning WS
Evening Wi

Amp disc
to$212*
from e Ford Team.

Ours
is an old.,
established.
firm.

(Who cares?)
Frankly, no one cares.
The mere fact that we've been around for many years
doesn't impress anyone, nor should it.
What's impressivi is what we've dons during those
years -- always keeping up with (or maybe even a
little ahead of!) the needs of saddened families,
always serving with the skill of professionals and the
sincere concern of friends.

THE J. H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
381) AND MAPt E STREETS
MORRANI*, KENTUCKY
PiioNE 753 2411
"SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886"

or.r.

..$•••

Group Too Loud
PHOENIX, Ariz. 1AP!
A
rock music band vent to small
claims court seeking $100 of a
contract they claim a night
.club failed to pay them after
the group was forced to play in
a storeroom because they were
too loud.
Members of the Gibraller
Group said Wednesday
contracted with the night 4 lob
last March to play six nights
for $600. They said they plii),ed
three nights in the club and i fle

Trans.S
• Package -C" plus • Air Conditioning • Tinted Glass

FE A

Ca

YOI

1105 Pcic

Colon
A Choi

Hwy 641

Co
BOW

• Special Paint • Special Seat Trim • Foam Seat (Custom)
• Bumper Guards• Bright Drip Moldings• Explorer Plagues
• Bright Hub Caps• Vinyl Door- Trim Panels (Custom)

ina"
i v"ii
a-c'unp to $212 on Package "D"

621 So. i

Five Point

. •Bumper Guards• Bright Drip Moldings•Explorer Plagues'
• Bright Hub Caps • Vinyl Door Trim Panels(Custom)

Save up to $125 on Package "C"
• Package "B"' plus • Power Steering • Automatic

EdWil

COMME6

Amba

F-250 Ford Explorer Special

• Package "A" plus • Mag Wheel Covers •'Spear Side
Moldings • Bright Swing-Lok Mirrors • Bright Box Rails
(Long WO F-100 only)

THE CLE

Caii

F-100 Ford Explorer Special

Uwe up to $66 on Package "IR"

Boo

1415 61Ia

Save up to $28 on Package "A"

Fret
HEATING

-Save up to $66 on Package "B"
• Package "A" plus • Spear Side Moldings • Bright SwingLok Mirrors

Wayne

Save up to $425 on Package "C"
• Package "B.' plus • Power Steering • Automatic Transmission

YO1
Sales,

Save up to $212 on Package "D"

P

94E at M

• Package 'C" plus • Air Conditioning • Tinted Glass

Dun

'Price reductions are based on manufacturer's suggested retail prices which are not
determinative of dealers' actual selling prices
See your Ford Dealer for his terms.

A DP

118 South

night in a storeroom with ,ini v
a club official in ..atign(1;(ri..

1

then were fired with paviiiillt
$500.

of

Tony Cerkvenik, preskinit
the Fifth National Bariquu, :he
night club, said he put the
group in the store rixiii,
cause they were driving,
customers.-•
Just* of the Pea' .j
Murphy took the case unit,-i
visement.

c

Rth at

PARKER FORD Inc.
Corner of 7th 8 Main

SALE

Phone 753-5273

4
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Baptist

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
Ilam
Evening Worship
7 3Qpm

L LL

11 a.m
6 30p.m.

11 a.m.
8p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m
7p m

I

11 I E

UMVOrSitY
Morning worship
.10:.3011.rn•,*
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

5."Few where yair treasure Is, there wil yaw heart

Christian

Methodist

First Christian
Worship ServiceS • 10 303m .7
p m
Murray Christian
Worsh,p Services 10 458 m

7p m

„
Murray Church
Sunday-Srhoot Worship Service
11 a
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a
Evening Worship
7p

11 a m
7 30p m

m
m
m
m

United,-310 Irvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7p.m
United,
New
Concord
Blood River
School
Sunday
10
a .rri
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
W_Clr,
hp....Ser..rn.
a-co-.7 p.m..
Evening-Worship-• - _
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Kirksey Baptist
Worship
Services
11 a m., 730
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
pm
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

r to

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m•

fl

mem s Ni-

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
1045 a.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
630p.m.

'
Sor
prsh
Plep
asM Grove
Morning
10:45a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
9.30 a m.
Sunday School
10.30a m
brooks Chapel united
Worship services at 930 a.m. 1st
8. 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, e. 6 p.m. 4th Sunday

imingunie. It ii BA DM Win word wkiek
twirl period swoi before lower. k446odd' Al. lEallamiataliel coosinues till Easter; wham of Soodiya
h is I ole* fee dancednigoliatiud.
IiMt
OW
6
1,11Nr.

Pentecostal

blab-

Paleshne United
Worship Servite 11 a.m. 1st
Stinclay • 10 am. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel Unit...
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.

"I Shall Keep
Thrsiont"

Nazarene

Poplar Springs
MOining Worship
Evening Worship
6 30 p m

Souls so become penitent It simply means ihia a is

'up oar.. the
season lor pianosg ormls s;Sa4 tor 4.4S binomial
'
qua
la_Ne PAM Ot 14/ !pow a •al so gm,

Bethel United
159
---wormirsemervar
and 4th sendays, 6:30 P.m. 2^P
Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
4k0
9 30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Kirksey United
NO▪
'
▪
AAorning.Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
700p.m.
it
Coldwater United
SP%
Church School
10:00
•
Worship Service
11 00

be47i.

rim; I:-dm mem,

Who amongst el is assistiod with whir
be is of wing he he besal
lee w 4*.!itY
I.. the Lam Slue Let al clear away

First Ast,ernbly Of God
Church school10:00
Worsliiis Service
11:00

die nWhish id Ian year's crap,.

an leder

the aid stalks. May re leafs ham at Lard
to give aundwe to rod conditional,
dosing Lent The miracle of Lent is

Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7.30 p.m.
Evening Worship

Lae said it well when ht spoke de
eees.. -I shall keep this Lem.

11a m
7p.m.

Salem Baptist
11 a.m
Morning Worship
7: 15 P.m .
„Evening Woesh.ip
Sugar Creek
a

11 a.m.
Morning worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening worship
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00 A'M
Evening Worship
5:30 PM
Lone Oak Primitive
1st. Sunday
-10:30 A.M.
3rd. Sunday
2:00 P.M.

To la 1k Ikea
Close In To

Ji•

Faith Baptist
11 A,.M.
Morning Worship.
Evening Worship
6 30 P M

Esmiummummiwi,.--logre-egiow

Boone
'
s Incorporated

,
'
'w*....!..eirr

F"..
- ,...

Other
Denominations

Mobile Horne Courts

'- ,

Ph. 753-5709

Mayfield Hwy. 121

'

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

,Grecian

Steak

Through The Courtesy

Steaks - Chops • Seafood Plates - Sandwiches

rl

Hutson -Chemical Co. , Inc.
-

Top Quality Used Cars

Phone 753-6448
.

Five Points

never go up in
price nor down in value!

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue - 1 2 Block E. of S. 12th. Phone 753-1499

41
..-

A Choice Selection of Relishes- Salads.Moats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays

Sycamore at 12th

el 11,&Il5.

'\.1*
\

.SALES . SERVICE

•
I

Master Tire Service, Inc.
Storey
'
s Food

Bel

Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-753-3571

,

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
-

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies

Five

Phone 753-7992 '

Points

•

•

Phone 753-2997

12th & Chestnut

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
SNELL
Murray
753-1323

FISH *CHIPS
Chicken Peglegs Fish & Chips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th - Murray Ph 753 5267

,1,-,

• PIZZA - SPAGHETTI

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $2.00 OR MORE

Phone 753-3734

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES

Mayfield
147-1417

Long‘ John Silvcrs

s Drive-In
Trenholm'
Palace Drive-In

Phone 7S3-2921

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work_ Free estimates.
• eh 753-7150
Hwy. 6415. ( Hazel Hwy )

. Phone 753-8181

802 Chestnut

Industrial Road

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

44.e.:;sai'

-----

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEA2GE

Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
E. W Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-8220

Phone 753-4832

111 W (Coldwater Rd.) Ph 753 3164

.AP

Air Conditioning-Heating Commercial Refrigeration

Highest cash prices for corn ovidisoybeans

AIR CONDITIONING

SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1934

RECAPPING

Air Shopping Center

Randy Thornton Service Co.

GRAIN DIVISION

Co., Inc.

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

union

Giant

Hwy

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

DIV

94 E. at Murray Bait Co

s

r

%

A-

Hwy 94. 1 Mi E Murray Ph 753•6685

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Call in Orders 753-7101

/vulg.

rans-

OA
..

V.

Ph. 753-7100

PARTS 8. RENTAL

Distributing Gulf Products

iaI

9th at Chestnut

N. 12th Extended

4'

Phone 753-2202

HEATING - SHEET METAL

, .,,. o
ATTEN,

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"
A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Accessories

Rudy Lott

BOWLING AT ItS BEST - FINE FOOD

Cotham

74

Allied Radio Shack

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Distributing Co.

Freed

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

JAS D CLOPTON

Wells Electric

Ph. 753-8119

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

"IT'S FINGke LICKIN' GOOD"

Phone 753-2700

1415 Main Street

I

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING

Residential - Commercial Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying . Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7724
518 W. Main

Kentucky Fried Ckicken

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Hwy 641 North

..

Central Shopping Center -- 753-6041

. .

North 4th St.

Put first things first,
Attend Church

Carroll Tire Service

CHILI

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

Phone 753-1933

Murray, Ky.

15c

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days

Beal
'
s

.Smiles

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

ell

Phone 753-1713

...:.

0

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep

'3tom)
iques

.03 Maple

No. 12th Ext. 641 • Call In Orders to 753-4419

American
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

HAMBURGERS

RCA VICTOR • FRIGIDARtRE • MAYTAG

buildings
S
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
•o
Fri., Fish
f
Wed., Ground Sirloin -,Thurs., Chickenthe Following Businesses:
Phone 753-1675
621 So. 4th

V

Stadium Chili

Ilf
,
rtIti Ia.•71

Ward-Elkins

TOM ANDREWS- YOUR HOST

RESIDENTIAL

>

This Page Sponsored

House

Susie
'
s Cafe
'

National Motel Building

r
ik
Dunn TV &

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Appliance

119 South 12th

Phone 753 3037

I

a

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

C A00Orp-die

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE
500 Main

MEMBER FDIC

Phone 753-3231

-

Branch Office So 17th & Story 753 6655
1•

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT I P.M
..
Moos bought daily

!73

WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

4

- PH 753 5334
, .- -

_

F I V\

..
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
... _ . .
. ,... _
MEMBER F.T.11
.

502 N. 4th St.

753-3251

RADIATORS REPAIRED
FREE PICKUP ANC DELIVERY

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

I

1 .„.•.

''''' - T

.i.- •
- - --

Typewriters
Calculators
115 So 4th

Adding Machines and

ANI.

753 1743
'

I

Bob's

TV Service
SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY
SINCE 1950
-2-way Business Radio Installation & Service
-Aerotron Sales & Service
aiiieland Center Chestnut St Ph 753.5191

Sholar's Auto Repair
Lynhurst Resort

FRONsT END ALIGNMENT
11F
1
4
WillOkillia_____MCLURYICE
.... .
The Buttn•ssnaan s Ch ' e FOr Fine Pr Intl,/

Murray, Kentucky

Is

.

.... 753 SM17
Pim ?53..o

403 Maple St.

Close 12.00

South 12th Street --Phone 153 9131

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies
kif-svc"" \ 'SALES SERVICE & RENTALS
6

.

Open 6:00 a.m

Ph 753 4424

605 Maple St

Phone 75) 5012

Shirley Florist

..........
,
116.

641 Super Shell
RE BUILT ENGINES

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation - Gas & Sewer
501 N 4th
Phone 753 6168

MR & MRS WM A. JONES, OWNERS
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
--Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753 7494
604 S 4th

SALES AND SERVICF
ADMIRAL - TAPPAN - WHIRLPOOL

Murray Auto Parts

Claude Vaughn

MOTOR TUNE UPS
AIR COtorDtTIONitti3-:SERVre€

209

So 7th

753 1751

i.°.
.,I
. . .4
'r'
)

Sunday School
.10 a.m. ,.
Worship Services 11 a.nl., 7 p.m. '-.)
Mount Plesant
I
Morning Worship
11 ern. ....
.Evening Worship
7 p.m.
.
First Presbyterian..
-Church School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m

Shady Oaks

xxxx.c.mormeicior
i
)
lli

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN VOL.

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
North Plesant Grove
Sunday School
- 10 a.M.
Worship Syne-ice
11 a.m.

ta--

''''7*

k
f...,•
rd.
.
.,....
no
,:„....515..
. . .....mccors.
.,3.
...c.k.
..*:.4..........c.
...e.;...."........c
.c.4.
,

,

L.,18:

Immanuel Lutheran
Dexter-Hardin United
ot*cl
,
ay.,4School
9 15a m
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
Worsinp
10- 3tra m
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11,00 a.m:3rd & 4th Sunday, 6.30 p.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
.
Sabbath School
1000 a m.
Worship Service
9.30 a.m.

.40
'
0
.
.
..A
.
:

.3'

Presbyterian

to am
Mornino Worship
Church of..... Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
11 a.m
Sunday School
Sunday School
10a m.
First Methodist
Worship
8 45 & 10150a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Russe/Is diapei United,. Sunday Mass 8 a m., 11 a m .4:30
pm
Sunday. School
10 a.m
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Christian Science
Worship
Service
Goshen Methodist
II a m.
Worship Services 81 11 a m 1st &
Jehovah's Wit
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd & 4th
warchtower
10 30a m
Sundays
Bible Lecture
9 30a m
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. 1st
wayman Chapel A.M.E.
l& 3rd Sundays, II a m. 2nd & 4th
Worship Services 11 am.lpm
Sunday
St. John's Episcopal
Coles's Camp Ground
Sunday School
Worstiip Service at 11 a m 2nd
10:30 a.m
Sunday, 10 45 a m 4th Sunday
Morning Worship
9:30a.m.

wed hope to -.refresh my Sour AM"

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Second Street
Morning Worship
Ila.m.
gyknin9,Wgrgli.12_
Friendship
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
Morning Worshio
11:0011•111.

Temple Hill United

IA41!

mks.

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
'Ham
Evening Worship
7p.m.

end up
people
. So we
needs.
extra
cpenses.
cut pro.
come.
my seamoney

Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:4S a.ns..
.Evening worship
7 p.m.
West Murray
10:50a.m.
Morning 1tiltorship
Evening worship
SP.m•
Union Grove
10:5041m.
Morning Worship .
Evening worship
er..30p.re
Seventh I Poplar
Worship Service
10.40 a.m.)
EVening Servia6 rn.r
Now Concord
Morning Service
le:50 a.rn.
7 p.on.
Evening WOrShiP
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship

L

"amine repentance which lads ID
'Newness of We A Saintly Keeper all

netters.
borrow
tell us
ly going

also"

be

yrizzwit=imacricx.vragmazromacsixxx..

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7 30p m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

New-Provident.
-aiirningWoraloolv Evening Worship

-A0dtta'.: a4:416A0V

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45a m
Evening Worship
500 p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church-Of Cluist

An investment in. Your future

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
7:30pm

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship •

.

Brown---Ownei s
..Col .and . Mrs!'
. .Thomas
Phone 436 2345 and 436 5376
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For Teachers Use Slows in
o Be Given Areas By NA Figures

TPLE3ViSION

About two weeks remain for
prospective teachers who plan
The growth rate in home use
home used nearly twice as
to take the National Teacher
of electricity has showed a
much electricity and had
Examinations at Murray State marked slowdown in .recent
electric bills totaling
University April 8.to submit years in areas of the Tennessee
This meant consumers served
their registrations for the tests. Valley where consumption was
power distributors paid
- Dr, Donald-, Rye, director of already at a high level, ac- by TVA
an average of L27 cents a
the testing center at Murray cording to 1971 figures from
kilowatt-hour, more than 40
State, said the registrations for TVA.
percent below the national
the examinations must be
Meanwhile use has continued average residential rate. The
to reach to grow rapidly in low-income
forwarded so as
TVA area average was up from
Educational Testing Service,
areas where consumptions had
1.09 cents the previous year as a
Princeton, N.J., not later than been smallest in the past.
result
of increased rates late in
March 16.
,TVA power is distributed to
"Bulletins of Information" residential consumers by 160 1970,
TVA Contract Award
describing registration local electric systems in parts
TVA has awarded a contract*
procedures and containing of seven states. On the ten
registration forms may lie systems where average annual to Great Lakes Carbon Corobtained from the Testing residential use was highest ten poration, Niagara Falls, New
Center, Room 350, Education years age(oVer 13,000 kilewatt: York, for graphite electrodes
Building,
Murray
State hours), the typical home used ' used in electric furnace
TOMB FIND— Scholar examines gold' death mask of
University, Murray, Ky., 42071, only about one-third more production of phosphorus a the
the Egyptian Pharaoh Tutankhamen at the British Museum.
National Fertilizer Developor directly from National electricity
Exhibit marks 5001,. anniversary of his tomb's discovery.
in 1971 than it had in' ment Center, Muscle Shoals,
Teacher Examinations, 1961, TVA Said.
barna„XI*.tt41 aingtint for
FAD,.F
Taating..Seruipe,Atthe nt/wrettrane; minetimated requirements over
Box 911, Princeton, N.J. 08540. use in 1961 had averaged only
the term of the contract (110
At the one-day session a about 3,000 to 4,000 kilowatt- electrodes and connecting pins)
candidate may take the Com- hour on the ten systems where is $272,141.
mon Examinations, which consumption was lowest-all of
include tests in professional them in areas of unusually low
education
and
general family income levels. On these
Welfare Rolls Rises
education, and one of the 25 systems, average home use has
NEW
YORK (AP) - The
Teaching Area Examinations expanded two to three times
number of persons receiving
designed to evaluate his un- during the past ten years.
For the region as a whole, welfare payments in New York
By NANCY ANDERSON
and -an unfortunate second derstanding of the subject
-City -hes- risen to 1.27
matter and methods applicable average residentiaT use grew
marriage followed.
Copley News Service
"the highest point in years,"
from
about
9,200
kwh
in
1961
to
to
the
area
he
may be assigned
Two and a half years after
Human Resources Adminis14,600
kwh
in
1970.
Then
it
HOLLYWOOD - Little June Powell's death, June, who'd to teach.
trator Jule Sugarman says.
slipped
to
14,360
in
1971,
Rye
said
each
candidate
gotten
her
second._;,
will
Allyson has
relinquished her widow's rights
Sugarman said Monday night
primarily
because
milder
receive
an admission ticket
wind.
to marry Glenn Maxwell said
in
a radio interview the welfare
After.a period which was dif- she was forced to live on $100 a advising him of the exact weather reduced winter power load is increasing by 8,000 to
ficult at best, tragic at- its week and that the production location of the center to which consumptipn for electric
heating. TVA said growth is 10,000 persondMi month.
worst, the slim, husky-voiced company her late husband had he should report.
lady who was the nation's No. 1 helped found had billed her for
Candidates for the Common expected to resume this year if
FOR CORRECT
star at the box offices in 1955 the car she had used to go to his Examinations will report at the weather pattern is normal,
(an official title based on the funeral.
TIMLand
although
TVA
and
most
of the
8:30 a.m. on April 8 and should
record) has resumed her
The marriage to Maxwell finish at' approximately 12:30 region's power distributors are
TEMPERATURE
career with her early enthu- was an on-again-off-again rela- p.m., according to the
test providing information to conDAY OR NIGH
siasm restored.
tionship which ended in schedule set up by the El'S. sumers on power 'conservation
She's come back from misery divorce.
Teaching Area Examinations and ways of avoiding waste in
even
to
bea vibrant optimist
June, in retreat from Holly- will begin at 1:30 p.m. and home use of electricity.
lieving Hollywood is due for a wood at-Newport, Calif., talked should priiNh
The average American home
at about 4:15 p.m.
resurgence of glory.
as though she might never
used about 7,400 kwh of elec"It will be like it was in the work again: Her Hollywood
Vermont is now considered tricity in 1911, with power bills
old days," he predicts in her memories were too galling.
of
the
home for a pure strain of totaling about $162 for the year.
inimitable voice, something
Today, however, she's ambi- coycite.
Murray, Kentucky'
In
the
TVA
area
the
average
like thatofa-femake Nat(King) tious, energetic and full of good
Cole.'"I think we'll have great will.
men at the heads of studios,
"When things get to be
and lots of contract players and almost too hard to bear," June
thesiology, Pathology and psy- United States and learn and all the glamor we used to said in her West Los Angeles
By EDWARD NEILAN
have."
apartment after a recent reCopley News Service 'chiatry. They constitute about work and enjoy better living
June, who was infected with hearsal for the national touring
one-fourth of all doctors now
standard's. That's how the
an incurable yearn to perform show of "No, No, Nanette," "I
WASHINGTON - In a high: working in these specialities. United States became strong in after she saw one Rogers
and remember God. We can't get
In some cases, the doctors the first place. Many foreign
income suburb near George
medical students here do go Astaire film 18 times, was along without God. None of us
Washington's old home at received advanted training in
almost disqualified by a serious
Mount Vernon, one of the most the United States and then went back home. Others can't go fall when she was quite young. can.
-Also, I can get my mind off
back
to
their
own
countries
to
home
because of political
popular doctors is a Filipino.
changes. Who would want to go However, as part of her recu- troubles through work and
Dr. Mario Ordonez does a practice.
But many return here again
back to Biafra or Ghana or perative therapy, she not only hobbies. My hobbies are golf
booming business as a general
Bangladesh right now to prac- taught herself to dance but be- and needlepoint which I work
•practitioner. HI(wife, Esther, after finding that their skills
from my own designs. Then I
were
not
needed
in
theft
native
tice
medicine if lie had earlier came,expert at it.
is a psychiatrist.
.
_
had ties to the deposed - She made her first profes- work. with, the IntPrnsuinnl
- - Net-far -down SherwoOd. Hall
siOnarappearkve in the chorus Guiding Eye, an organization
One of them asked: "What regimes?
Lane from the Ordonez' combiof the Broadway musical
nation home and office is a doc- good is a, heart surgeon in a
The critics also claim that -Very Warm Fot-May'.'before' that trains dogs for the blind
and their future owners along
country
where
few
people
live
tor who . received 'his medical
many foreign medical grad- she finished high school.
with them. The way I help most
beyond 40 and malnutrition is
training in England.
uates who come to the United
Out of the chorus in time for is by raising money."
Near the fashionable Belle the most common source of States are poorly trained by
final exams, June graduated
Haven golf course a mile away, disease?"
When June performed with
American standards and have
Others educated here com- trouble speaking and under- then returned to Broadway to her 20-year-old son recently at
two of six doctors whose offices
earn enough monq to go on to
plain
that
the
medical
estabare in a new medical building
standing English. Their argu- college, maybe even to medical The Thalian Ball, the audience
received their medical educa- lishments back home in their
ment is that hospitals which de- school, for, while she adored was amazed by her over-all
tion in India and Germany, re- own countries were not recep- pend on such foreign interns dancing, she also dreamed youthful appearance and by
tive to modern American tech- and residents are guilty of despectively.
sometimes of being a doctor. how much Dick Powell Jr.
There are plenty of U.S.- nology. livering substandard medical
However, just like in the looks like his late father.
trained doctors in the same
As for her son, June said,
A Japanese doctor practicing care.
movies, June got' a Broadway
neighborhoods but the presence in the Georgetown area of the
-Richard is going to continue in
Backers
of
foreign
doctors'
break which brought her to the
of the foreign-trained M.D.s in capital said: "It is almost imshow business. He not only
this and other communities possible to get anywhere in abilities and right to practice attention of a Hollywood scout. sings, he acts. You'll see him
here
admit
there
are
problems
Midway
through
the
long
spotlights a *Anon that is Japanese medicine if you've
of comprehension but that Broadway run of "Panama soon in an episode of 'Mod
stirring a controlersy of the done a major part of your
Squad.'
study
kind that television's Dr. in the United States. The prob- these are exaggerated by Hattie," one of its stars, Betty
"No. I don't think being comMarcus Welby- and Dr. Ben lem is that you know too much critics. Most foreign medical Hutton, missed five perforgraduates have all passed mances because of illness.
pared with his father has given
Casey never had to face.
technology but not enough
minimum tests in both mediHer understudy, the cute him a complex. My daughter,
Because there is so much about the 'system' and the big
cine and English. Those who Allyson kid, stepped into the Pam, has been studying and
emphasis these days on high shots in Japan."
are full-fledged doctors have' part and, as a result,
working in New York."
doctor fees and a, shortage of
Another,a Pakistani, said he passed exactly the same U.S. signed to a long-term was
Pam at 22 is no more intimdoctors, little is said in public found that back home in
NIGM
idated by her parent's fame
about the fact that one in six of Karachi Oldit doctors -were tests as their American col- contract.
leagues.
Goodoy, college. Goodby, than is her brother and is
doctors now practicing in this
often hostilf to him because his
determined to be an actress.
country received his medical American-learned techniques
Even the most outspoken medical school.
June quickly' became a
training abroad.
exposed the incompetence of critics concede, according to a property: In addition to hot
being
Is that good or bad?
recent AMA publication on the
locally trained doctors.
named No. 1 star in
Most observers in the mediNo one disputes the impor- question, that there are many was the country's No. 1955, she
1 female
cal world see nothing wrong tance of these foreign-educated communities in the nation that
with the statistic at present. physicians play in American
would be without resident staff box office attraction for six
But some long-range planners medical care; most citizens, if it were not for the availability consecutive years and one- nf
the top ten bolt office draws for
see a crisis coming when the and even patients, don't give it of foreign trainees.
10 years.
"'
American Medical Association a second thought.
And even the most outspoken
To add to her glory, she
may start screaming that forBut there is a growing chorus advocates of free access to jobs became the happy wife also
of a
eign doctors are taking jobs of critics that denounces the
by these foreign-trainees admit major
away from Americans -"just country's increasing- depen-i that some of the immigrants well As star, Dick Powell. as
like the automobile and textile dence on immigrant docto-ii----1- are exposed to disturbing ex- have one of the first stars to
her own television series,
industries,•' one doctor pre- a trend some say is gaining
ploitation. This is especially "The Dupont Theater,
Starring
dicts
true in hospitals that hire for- June Allyson."
momentum • •
A recent head count by the
The critics' line goes like eign trainees on the promise
Fate smiled.
fate
AMA shows some 60,000 foreign this:
that they'll receive training but has more than However,
one fafl, ri nd
medical graduates in the
in fact are kept so busy actually when it turned a
"It is unethical for the United
set','nli ian
United States.
States to import with the lure of taking care of sick people that June, the smile was gori
They hail from 84 countries, high fees thousands of doctors they get little or no formal eduHer 17-year-old marriai•c to
ranging from Afghanistan i 84 From poor countries like the (iation.
Powell wasn't a placid
graduates now practicing in the Philippines, South Korea and
There was a separation Ala- mg
United States) to Yugoslavia India when they are badly
which June and Richard
343).
needed in their own countries.
what she called, hini:
In New York these foreign .The United States should meet
together almost rvvr-,
graduates comprise one-third its own needs by expanding
and a "divorce" whim
of all the doctors in the state. medical school enrollments.
More than 170 Royal took place and dorm): inch
In New Jersey the over-all Many foreign students come
Powell never left horn,
percentage is slightly lower, here saying they want to go Engineers are constructing a
Yet the
Powell700-foot
aerial
ropeway
across each other Dick
but even there about 80 per cent back eventually to help their
so much thal, • ,„
the
Blue
Nile in Ethiopia, while
of the interns and residents countrymen, but actually
he died of cancer on
2,
were educated abroad.
they're seeking the good life of armed guards protect them 1963, June was desolati
from crocodiles.
Foreign doctors are _working an American doctor."
"When
Richard
ikr
,n!
The ropeway will help
in every state and in all
Defenders of the concept say
he "took three-quarter,
branches_ of American mech.. there einothing extreordinary, - leprosy-control workers reach -with
filw-ernrP
" eine. But they are particularly
unethical or new about foreign- the country's- lonelier regions
Illness, financial 11-rr,aa us
'important-0i these three: anes- ers wanting to come to the saving them a five-day march.
9:30 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW: Moderator Robert Mac
Neil is Joined by newsmen
Peter Ltsagor, Charles Corddry
and Neil MacNeil to analyze
the tap_stbliesficin the_natton'
cap.tol.
10:30 EYE Oil FRANKFORT:
Coverage of the 1972 legislative sessions.

6:25 LAW OF ThE LAND: An
Sun., March 5
information series on law for
the public.
7:00 ZOOM: The first national
6:30 HOW DO YOUR CHILtelevision prograM created by,
DREN GROW: If I Were My
as well as for, children. is
Teen-Age Child, What Would I
-sparked- by games, songs, fitrns
Think of Me?
and fun gleaned from thousands
1:00 ELECTRIC COMPANY
of ideajitent in by 7 to 12 year
7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
old all-over the U.S.
SCHOOL: Properties of Matter
7:30 FRENCH CHEF: Ele8:00 BLACK lOURNAL: The
gance with Aspic:
Tues., March 7 Black Cop. Black policemen
8:00 FIRING LINE.
discuss the issues and con9:00 MASTERPIECE THEA- 4:00 MISTER ROGERS NEIGH- flicts of black members of urban
..._
BORHOOD
_TRE: Elizabeth_ 11_ Horrible
pottee forces.-Conspirators Mary. Queen of 4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
WEEK:
8:30
THIS
Scots, is beheaded when her 5:00 SESAME STREET
9:00 VIBRATIONS:
plot to assassinate Queen Eliz- 6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS- 10:00 KET PRESENTS:
ROOM
is
d:scovered
abeth
10:30 THIRTY MINUTES
10:45 DAVID LITTLEJOHN: 6:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH 11:00 ?Ammo: For health
CRITIC AT LARGE: Grand. SCHOOL
professiona only
Opera East Littleiohn visits 700 ELECTRIC COMPANY
six-operas, including "Tristan 7:30 EKU PRESENTS:
and lsolde" and The Barber 8:00 BOOK BEAT: The Brass
Ring Bill Maudlin talks about Thurs., March
at Smite'. irks liie- fincuJugh school-drop- 4:00-#11&TER
out to Pulitzer Prize winner BORHOOD
Mon., MarCh
at 23.
4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
How- 5:00 SESAME STREET
4:03 MISTER ROGERS' NEIGH- 8:30 THE ADVOCATES:Rusher
ard Miller and William
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSBORHOOD
confront important,tastes ifi a ROOM: Images and Things
4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
fast-paced debate.
6:20 CALLING ALL CONSUM5:00 SESAME STREET
PLAYHOUSE BIOG6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS- 9:30 NET Charles Dickens: A ERS: Comparing Cost and
RAPHY:
Quality of Seed Dr. Dennis
ROOM: Your Heritage Orienta- dramatization
of the life of Tekrony, Extension Seed Spetion.
England's best-known novelist. cialist; niscusses economic
6:30 PUT IT IN WRITING
Formula: How Hard ts Your Wed., March 8. advantages of buying quality
seed
Writing to Read.
4:00 MISTER ROGERS' NEIGH 6:25 LAW OF THE LAND:
7:00 ELECTRIC COMPANY
BORH000
6:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
SCHOOL.
SCHOOL: Alternating Between 4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
5:00 SESAME STREET
Isolationism 8 Involvement.
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS8:00 SPECIAL Of THE WEEK: MOM: Images and Things.
Fri., March 10
Awake and Sing. CliffonfOdets-6:20 CALLING ALL CONSUM1
1935 drama about the life of a ERS: Broadleaf Weeds: A de- 4:00 MISTER ROGERS' NEIGHJewish family in the Bronx scription
of broadleaf weeds BORHOOD
during the Depression years.
with examples, controls, and 4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN safety tips in handling controls. 5:00 SESAME STREET

1,CAPITAL TOUCH
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YESTERDAY'S- STARS TODAY

June Allyson still
knocks 'em dead
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r
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Foreign-trained doctors
playing a vital role

HANK

K&N
ROOT BEER
Now Has New Hours!

Sunday - 2 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday - 11 a.m. to 11 p.m
Monday-Thursday - 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

KILN

Root Beer

4th & Sycamore -St.

Phone 753-7793

You Are Cordially Invited By

The Directors, Officers and Staff Of

DEES BANK OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY
To Attend An

New rope bridge
spans Blue Nile

OPEN HOUSE

Of Their New Bank Buildingin Ware, Kentucky

._ March 11 -19.72

- 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m

4
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By Dr. H. C. Chiles
THE FOUNDATION OF THE CHURCH
It is important that we acquire a better understanding of the
origin, nature, and purpose of the church, and then become more
deeply involved in the accomplishment of its mission.
Matthew 16:13-20
Fully aware of the increasing opposition to Him, our Lord took
His disciples and went into the coasts of Caesarea Philippi. There,
away from the multitudes that usually thronged Him, and away
from His enemies who sought to destroy His influences, He had a
choice opportunity to instruct His disciples. While doing so, He
asked His disciples Whom they had heard others say that He was.
He was not seeking this information for Hithself, because He
knew all things, but He asked the question in order to get them to
give the subject more serious consideration and to come to the
correct conclusion.
Christ's question was answered promptly, and the answer
revealed that the people had a variety IA opinions about Him.
Some thought He was John the Baptist, reminding them of their
obligations to God; others were of the opinion that He was Eliiah,
calling upon them to live righteous lives; still others thought that
He Was Jeremiah, advocating a genuine revival; and numerous
others declared Him to be one of the prophets. All seemingly
thought well of Him,and readily admitted that He was some great
man, perhaps the greatest that had ever lived. In reality the
people did not know Him. To them He was no more than man.
They ignored or denied the fact of His deity. It is not enough for
men to acknowledge that Christ was an extraordinary individual,
a perfect example, a great teacher, a moral leader, and a
courageous martyr, but only a man. His teachings and miracles
had been aimed at leading all to recognize Him as the Messiah.
How tragic that many failed to recognize Him as the Son of God1
Christ asked His intimate friends a very personal question,
"Whom say ye that I am?" With his usual impetuosity, Peter, the
spokesman for all the disciples, answered: "Thou art the Christ,
the Son of the living God." There was not any doubt in his mind
about that. So pleased was our Lord with Peter's splendid confession that He commended him highly. He hastened to tell Peter
that it was not due to any human wisdom that he had reached that
conclusion, but that it had been revealed to him by the Father.
The glorious truth of the deity of Christ is a divine revelation, and
not a human discovery.
In announcing His purpose Christ said: "Thou art Peter
Petros—Literally,'a pebble' or a little rock', and upon this Rock
(Petra—literally,'a fixed rock' or 'a ledge rock') I will build my
church." So, this Rock, upon which Christ promised to build His
church, is Himself, the Son of the living God. The carrying out of
His purpose in this regard through the centuries constitutes the
,dearest possible proof of the deity of Christ. Only God could speak
thus and then bring it to pass. As a foundation Christ is solid, safe,
secure, and eternal. Of Him the Bible states: "Jesus Christ the
same yesterday, and today, and forever." From the time when
Christ uttered the- words, ''I will build my church," until He
comes again there will never be a time when His churches will not
be on the earth taking care of His business. Christ said, "I will
give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven." Keys are for
locking or unlockingdoors. The "keys of the kingdom of heaven"
are the gospel of Christ which He 'cotrunitted to His churches. If
they refuse to disseminate the gospel, there is not any other way
whereby people can learn how to be saved. If the Lord's churches
proclaim the gosepl of Christ as He has commanded them, people
will hear it and many will believe on Christ and be saved. The
proclamation of His gospel is a glorious opportunity and a
tremendous responsiblity which our Lord has afforded His people
in His churches. Any church that refuses to proclaim the gospel of
Christ forfeits its reason for continued existence.
Ephesians 2:19-22
As Christians, we should be grateful for the wonderful change
which has been wrought in us. Before we were saved, we were
without Christ and without hope. Due to the atoning sacrifice of
Christ on the cross, we have been saved and are now able to approach GM and to enjoy a Wonderful fellowship with Him. As
saints, we are set apart and dedicated to God. As members of
God's family, we are the center of His interest, love and concern.
In addition to the superb fellowship which we have with God, it is
truly wonderful to have fellowship with those who have
become members of God's family, and to remember them when
we pray unto our heavenly Father. Those of us who have been
regenerated and reconciled to God, and are His children, should
be grateful for the privilege of church membership and all of the
blessings and advantages that accompany it. We should think of
ourselves as being the Lord's temple and the habitation of the
Holy Spirit. How wonderful it is to have the Holy Spirit indwelling,
directing and empowering us in our service for Christ!

Naval Forces To Cachet Mail
NORFOLK, Va.--The U.S.
Navy's Manned Spacecraft
Recovery forces in the Atlantic
and Pacific will cachet and
cancel philatelic mail for the
April 16. 1972 launch of Apollo
16.
, The special Apollo 16 covers
-will be processed through
designated coordinators at
Norfolk, Va., and Honolulu,
Hawaii. From the Hawaii site,
First Day covers will be forwarded to the recovery ship.
Atlantic covers sent to
Norfolk will be processed
through the local Post Office,
which will use the standard
-U.S. Postal Service" cancellation device.
This cancellation will not
contain the name of an Atlantic
recovery ship, since the
Atlantic Recovery Force
composition will not include a
ship with-postal facilities.
To ensure adequate timfitif,pr
handling covers, collectors
throughout the world should
PRE—STAMPED,
send
SELF—ADDRESSED envelopes to the appropriate
coordinator before March 25,
1972.
Current U.S. Post Office
regulations require that only
United States postage may be
used on covers. CASH, MONEY
EMFRS Off Cint'CRS IN
LIEU OF POSTAGE CANNOT
BE ACCEPTED.

Collectors are requested to
furnish standard-sized covers 3
-inches by 612 inches to simplify handling. A three-inch
square should be allowed on the
left-hand side of envelopes so
the cachet may be applied. If
adequate space is not left, the
cachet cannot be applied to the
front of the envelopes without
covering the cancellation or
return address.
Each recovery force coordinator will ACCEPT ONLY
TWO(2) COVERS PER
COLLECTOR. When more than
two are received, the extras will
be returned
unprocessed.
Covers received too late for
processing will also be returned.
Addresses for the Atlantic
and Pacific area coordinators
are: Atlantic: Apollo 16 Covers,
Task Force 140, Naval Air
Station, Norfolk, Va. 23511; and
for the Pacific: Chief-in-Charge
I Apollo 161 Task
Force 130,
Navy Terminal Post Office.
Fleet Post Office, San Francisco 96610.

Mounties In Philly
iqui,ApEi.prouAp) —

A
mounted police force will return to Philadelphia streets
next week for the first time in
yesea, lidayor1rank4.14izeft
said Monday.
Rizzo said six horses would
be assigned to business areas.

Hospital peport__

in National-Paris

WSchool
Lesson

FRIDAY—MARCH 3, 1972

ay JAMES H. PHILLIPS
'Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
snow soon will melt in the high
country, opening up narrow
passes. Trees and shrubs will
begin budding. Wildlife will begin moving with the warm
spring breezes. And millions of
people will invade the national
parks, hoping to find the solitude and relaxation that only
nature can provide.
Another season has begun,
but no ordinary one for the national park system. Wednesday
is the 100th anniversary of the
founding of Yellowstone, the
nation's first national park.
And in this centennial year .the
park system faces problems of
overcrowding,
bumper-tobumper traffic, smog, drugs
and crime.
Hundreds of thousands of
acres have been added to the
national park system since
President Ulysses S. Grant
signed into law on March 1,
1872, a bill to preserve the
scenic wundei s of Yellowstone:
But, says George B. Hartzog,
Jr., director of the National
Park Service, "I think we need
a great deal more."
The park service controls
over
million acres. They include natural areas such as
Yellowstone in the West ,and
Acadia on the Maine coasts,
historical sites snch as the Gettysburg-battlefield, and recreation areas such as the Indiana
Dunes National Lakeshore.
But some parks are strained
to their limits.
The park service recorded
over 200 million visits last year
and more people are expected
this year. They arrive in autos,
in campers and on foot.
"I think we've got to face up
to the fact that in some national parks we won't have any
more
recreational
vehicle
camping," Hartzog said in an
interview.
Campers, he added, "are at
the root of a great deal of our
problems of crowding and congestion today because they're
building these recreation. ve-'
hides ever larger and larger."
Private autos already have
been banned in some sections
of heavily visited parks. A concession-operated bus sytem
transports people through the
Mariposa Grove of ancient
sequoia trees in Yosemite National Park in California.
Even at Mount McKinley National Park in Alaska, the service plans to ban private autos
on the single highway leading
tri Wonder Lake and substitute
a shuttle service. "That many
autos _going up and_down
t
road will drive the wildlife into
the high ground," Hartzog said.
Even the back-country wilderness areas are feeling the
pressures of tramping feet. In
the next decade in wilderness
areas, Hartzog said, "we are
going to have to ration the visitors, that's all."
In the East, where population
pressures are greatest, Hartzog
wants to establish national park
reserves. "I'm very hopeful we
can get the concept of national
park reserves accepted so that
we can recycle some of these
Lands in Appalachia, the Ohio
Valley and in Pennsylvania
that have been used economically for mining and other purposes.
"Now they are of minimal
value. They have a minimal
contribution to our society.
Buy'em and puree-in reserve
status until they're healed and
restored and at that point you
can make national parks out of
them."
Money is needed to develop
existing parks, to oarve out
camping sites, scenic overlooks, toilet facilities and roads.
Congress has authorized about
$2 billion of &velopment projects, but construction funds this
year amount to only $63 million.
"A significInt increase in development money is needed to
get the development program
on schedule," Hartzog said.
Preservationists may argue
against additional development
in the parks, but Hartzog disagrees.
"A park by definition is an
area that is set aside to be preserved for the use and benefit
of the people. Therefore, there
has got to be appropriate use
designed into a park or by definition it is not a park," he said.
Moreover, he added, "you've
got a Wholly different kind of
society today than you had 75
or -100 yr..ars:sgrt. living in con-ft-Re and asphalt, they're illequipped.to cope initially with
an extensive outdoor, backcountry, pioneer, wilderness-

type experience." "
The service has even hired a
The service is attempting crocodile breeder, buffalo traalso to develop urban parks cker and sequoia-seed counter. where the only wildlife may be
Today , Hartzog said, the
a pigeon and a carp. It is part
of President Nixon's "parks to
the people" program.
Drugs have invaded the
parks, and rangers have attended police schools to learn Federal State Market News
how to cope with lawlessness. Service March 2, 1972
Drugs, said Hartzog, "are a Kentucky P URCHASE Area
problem. It's not as serious as Hog Market Report Includes 9
it was a year ago but it's still Buying Stations,
Receipts: Act. 198 Est. 600
there.
"It's part of our whole urban Barrows and Gilts 1.00 higher
society. That's where our vis- Sows steady to $1.00 higher.
itors come from and they bring US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 24.25-24.50
their problems with them."
few select 1-24.75
The service is also learning US 1-3 200- 250 lbs.,,, 23.75-'24,25
how to manage the land. The US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 23.25-23.75
old concept of preservation has US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 22.75-23.25
been outmoded. "I think we've Sows
come to recognize, not only US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 21.00-21.50 with wildlife, but with all the US 1-3 300-500 lbs., 20.00-21.00
resources in the parks, that US 1-3- 500-650 lbs., 21.00-22.00
these resources must be man- US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 19.00-20.00
Boars 15.00-17.50
aged.
"Historically and traditionally, the National Park Service
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale,
operated_rm.--the -managementI9N.
thesis that all you had to do
Total head 149. Compared to
was protect 'em. And if you
last week $2.00 to $3.00 higher.
did, everything was all right.
Lightweights 17 lbs., $60-25
"But we've learned now that —US 1-2 36-45 - kis., $54.00
it...requires management, and
US 1-2 46-55 lbs., $47.75
we've gone to controlled burnUS 3 36-45 lbs., $55.25
ing to regenerate plants and
US 346-55 lbs., ;47.75 .
native flora. Even elk herds
US 356-69 lbs., $34.25
have been trimmed to prevent
US 4 26-35 lbs., $35.25
them from stripping their
US 4 36-45 lbs., $36.50
„
range."
Boars 26-35 lbs., $47.25

Purchase Area
Hog Market

parks are more than: scenic
wonders. -I think the national
park system of our country has
begun to take on tremendous
social values that equal the natural and historical values.
"As we become a highly urbanized, mobile society, we
have lost the local roots that
were the anchor points for generations of children growing up.
Places like Yosemite and Independence National Historical
Park have become in effect the
local roots of our nation to
which our people can go constantly for renewal and identification.
"They help rediscover answers to the great question&
that are pressing so many of
our people today such as who
am I, where did I come from,
what am I doing here, and
where am I going?: _
•
Japanese like- jeans
NEW YORK IUPII —
Blue jeans sales in Japan
jumped 40 per cent last year,
thei—Deniat.
cepor4se--1
Retailer!,there expect to sen
10 million pairs this year,
ringing up sales of $85 million.
So far, about 40 Japanese
clothing makers are importing
Xmerican denim for the
market. Many Japanese prefer
American brands and pay
about $IO a pair for them,
approximately 30 per cent
more than Japanese jeans sell
fru-

February 28, 1972
February 29, 1972
ADULTS 99
ADULTS 103
NURSERY 7
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSION
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Morfield (Mrs.
Baby Boy Whitford (Mrs.
Donnie Dean Morfield ), 315 7th Brenda Barclay Whitford Rt.
St., Benton.
4, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
DISMISSALS
Robert Lee Fairchild, Rt. 5,
Mrs. Nellie Mae Bush, 307
Murray, Mrs. Patricia Faye Cardinal Lane, Princeton. Mrs.
,Almo, Mrs. Connie Gail Ola Mae West, Rt. 7 Murray,
Osborn and Baby Girl, Rt. Mrs. Helen Burkeen, Rt. 3,
2, Mayfield, Mrs. Ruby Dean Cadiz, Lawton Frances Higgins,
Jones, Rt. -1- -Hardin, Master Rt. 1, Cadiz, Mrs. Margaret
Bob Byrn Slaughter, Rt. 1, Smith Odle, 611 Sunny Lane,
Hardin, Mrs. Azzie Frankie Murray, Mrs. Marsha Faye
Lewis, Rt. 4, Murray, Hampton Hamerkamp and Baby Boy,
Wiggins Brooks, Jr., Rt. 2 Box 'Box 303., Benton, Robert
340, Murray, Miss Tory Lynn Coleman Hurt, Rt. 3, Puryear,
Redden, 206 S. 9th St., Murray, Tenn., Benny Osie West, Rt. 1,
Miss Susan Christine Pigg2 New Sedalia, Mrs, Ertur,ta Freda
Concord, Carl Wayne Garland, Blanton, 511 N.2nd St., Murray,
New Concord, Melvin Harce Mrs. Dewie Ann Futrell, Rt. 8,
Young, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Baby Murray.
Girl Jones.

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
COME TO

and Try Our
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
— J.C. GALLIMORE —

On sale Monday, Nationally Advertised Brand Name Fabrics at savings of /
1
2 and
even more...Here is your chance to buy brand new Fashion Right Spring Fashion
Fabrics at a mere fraction of regular mill'price! Only at the Remnant House can
you buy first quality name brand fabrics at such a low, low price...

Famous Klopman Mills 100% Dacron, Solid

Whipped Cream and Ultressa
*regular S1.99 to S2.99 yd. values
*Machine washable, needs no ironing
*First quality, 2 to 10 yd. Sample Lengths
* *
••• *

#•

*

Famous Loomskill Mills

NYLON
JERSEY PRINTS
Regular .1.50 to S3.99 yd. values
- • Machine uashable. drip dry
* All brand new Spring 1972 prints
* First )uAlity: 2 to 10 yd. Sample Length,

Famous Mission Valley

* Regular $2.00 to 52.50 yd. %alues
* Machine washable. wrinkle resistant
* .1vailable lovely Spring colors
* First quality.. Full bolts

Mills

50% Dacron, 50% Cotton

••
•.ala
•-•„,-**

•;$.•••••:•;;:
•. •

,

SPORTSWEAR
DENIM
* Regular sl 99 to S2 SO vd %allies
- madmic wishahle. perma pressed
* SoIiiJ lit ks. stripes & fancies
* First iIJ.lIlI . 2 to Ill yd Smoak I''iiti)Ii

•••:•:•••:.
•••
a
.9 - 5 IM - Th)
)

(204W.
,
WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

9-6(Friday)
,9 - 5:30 (Saturday)

e
sie
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*Down Concord Way ...

-Saddler Family Home Pestroye
By Fire Before Able To Move In
LEXINGTON, Ky. AF-1 — more affluent sufferers quite
Leprosy—colored by man's pleasant surroundings in which
imagination—left its sufferers to spend the duration of their
stigmatized in biblical and me- lives. Patients frequently were
dieval times.
given plots on which they
But a University of Kentucky raised their food and some proprofessor, who has devoted a duced crafts which they then
portion of his professional life were permitted to sell.
for the past 20 years to study"Some of the things they
ing the "disease, - is --convinced Made Were rather lovely- and
that fear of it was greater than you can find them in museums
the disease itself.
today," Weiss said.
Unfortunately, says Dr. DanHe is critical of the slowness
iel L. Weiss, professor of pa- with which he says the United
thology at the UK Medical States has altered its philosoSchool, "We don't have good phy in dealing with leprosy
historical records of the total cases. The change, he says, has
poPulation- to know the in- come far more siCatly--thari tn
cidence rate."
such countries as England,
A history of the disease in France and Norway.
western Europe from around
Weiss says within the last 10- the • 8th- to the 14th -century is 15 years it has become possible
being written by the amiable to control leprosy, also known
48-year-old scientist and his as Hansen's Disease, in Most
wife, Peggy. Dr. Weiss says people.
that to his knowledge it is the
Contrary to a misconception
first time anybody has corre- which still exists, Weiss says,
__jaLed,anarorpical evidenetwith laproc "is.cuie_aLthe_least CD11historical evidence about lepro- tageous diseases, requiring (to
sy.
contract it tremendous personMuch of the first-hand re- al exposure at a very suscepsearch for the work, presently tible period in one's life, usualin its initial draft, was con- ly during childhood. It probably
ducted during.a 1969 sabbatical needs a genetic base as well."
from UK when Weiss was visThe National Center for Disiting Professor of Medical His- ease Control in Atlanta reporttory at the University of Co- ed 119 new cases of leprosy in
penhagen.
the United States laot year,
The university itself offered about the lame number as
between 1,000 and 1,500 well-ca- were detected in each of the
talogued skeletons for him to two previous years. Of the total"
study, while visits to Rome and cases reported in 1969 and 1970,
London turned up other vast fewer than half were treated in
collections, some reasonably public health service hospitals.
well-dated and some virtually The rest either weren't hospiundocumented.
talized or were seen in medical
A lot of the bones, Weiss schools or general hospitals.
said, came from ossuaries—
Eighty-seven per cent of the
large open crypts used by mo- cases were from California,
nastic orders. Other informa- Hawaii, Florida, Louisiana,
tion was garnered from the Texas, Puerto Rico and New
writings of medieval doctors, York City. Fewer than 30 per
legal statutes, descriptions of cent were natives of the U.S. or
religious ceremonies, archi- Puerto Rico.
tectural development and court
Moit leprosy patients requirrecords.
ing- hospitalization in this.coun'-'Northern Europe has done a.
are sent to the National
good job of recording its own tryat Corvine, La.,
Leprosarium
medieval history," Weiss said.
plantation rebuilt by the
His investigations turned up an old
Health SerViee for treatsome interesting sidelights such Public
research. Its normal
and
ment
as people trying to get admitpatient population is slightly
ted to a leprosy hospital for
under-360.
much the same reason an inIn theory, Weiss says, every
digent drifter might seek the
— must be reported to the
meager comforts-, of a jail cell, ca.4e
Public Heatlh Service. Governon a winter night.
Some of the in- ment officials say most suffestitutions, Weiss said, afforded rers are treated as outpatients.

DECORATED TEA WAGON
'176.50
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Browse through our store slowly.
Discover the many wonderful, tastefully
decorated room setrings In E'hatt Allen
American Traditional and the r ha,
versatile designs like this hand
' decorated tea wagon shown here Then
sit back, relax. and 'inlay a cup of
coffee with us. Then, If you'd like,
you car, discus your thoughts with our
staff of trained home-planners.
Thcir ad.ice Is FREE—they'll adOse
you on color, fabric, choice of 1•, nods,
lig,:!Ing aid a ' thousand" other

UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS

114 North Third St.

Phone 443-6257

Largest Selection of Accessories in Western Kentorky

Open tvery Friday Night 'til 8:30
flit Ask ter your Sales Allan Treasury,
• Me pale decorating Ides book.

There is a very 'long-term
economic cycle, correlated
roughly with the stock market,
which should be of primary interest to investors at this time,
according to one of the nation's
keenest students of mass ber
havior.
William X. Scheininalf, director of institutional services,
Arthur Wiesenberger & Co.,
claims this is a cycle of ap-proximately 25 years' duration
which has been repeated over
and over since Napoleon's
time.
"The history of this is that 25
relatively good years are followed by 25 relatively bad
years, or years that are not as
favorable," Scheinman says.
He goes on to identify as the
last lengthy unfavorable period
1929 4e4949, duringinitieit time
the United States had boom and
bust years, the great depression and World War H. After
1946 came a period of brilliant
economic expansion.
Now,Scheinman believes, we
may have entered a period of
less favorable years, where
such dynamic influences as
television, the jet and the computer are no longer exerting
revolutionary effect.
"Instead," declares Scheinman,"we are faced with deeply entrenched problems, resistant to easy solution."
Scheinman's studies of
people "— investors in particular — lead him to a rather
bold assertion. He says he can
tell with a degree of accuracy,
given adequate data, what a
crowd will do. He doesn't pretend to know what an individual
will do.
Scheinman feels the fundamental fact of group psychology lies in inhibition of the intellect -along with intensifies- tion of emotions.
He likes theoretician Edson
Gould's description of a crowd
-- "not a collection of individuals but an entity of itself,
without reasoning power, without thinking power, completely
witless and motivated solely by
feelings and emotions."
Gould says it doesn't matter
how intelligent, how knowledgeable, how sophisticated
the individual may be, once he
joins the crowd these factors,
these traits, vanish. The individual completely loses his
identity.
A source of concern to
Scheinman is that the average
institution today is a member
of the crowd. •
"The implication, of course,
is that institutional performance of the future will no
longer be able to live up to that
of the past," he comments.
Scheinman 'is intrigued to a
considerable degree, in his
analysis of hutnan behavior, by
"the rule of three." He points
out the following:
"The rule of three is a useful
concept in estimating terminal
phases-of both short-term
moves and long-term trends.
For reasons about which one
can only speculate, individuals
tend to do things in sets of
three. Studies show that most
of us, when knocking on a door,
knock three times, sometimes
four, but rarely two or five
times. This tendency may be
deeply rooted in the natural
family,unit of father, mother
and child, which is given religious expression in the concept
of the Holy Trinity.
"The stock market, which,
after all, is a reflection of human emotions, also frequently
acts in the same way. Sometimes it adds a fourth movement, which usually is characterized as a 'now or never' action, climactic in nature.
( Three strikes, you're out!
Four balls; take a walk.) That
the market — and individual
stocks, too — typically (but not
always) move in a series of
three steps is apparent in both
very short-term moves as well
as those encompassing several
years."

Spanish shipping
takes upward turn
Assets from exports of ships
built in Spain in 1971.72 will
exceed $1.1 billion. During the
same period the capacity of the
national fleet will increase by
3.5 million gross registered
tonso
Spain expects to corner 6 per
, cent of -the world's gapping
market within the next four
years for a total of 7.3 million
gross registered tons valued at
...
$2.5 billion.

By Estelle Spiceland
March 1, 1972
I heard the first mocking bird
of spring today, seemingly
mocking every pessimistic and
gloomy thought the winter had
incurred.
We needed to hear the bird's
ridiculing. warbles. We hat not
only heard of fires destroying
Uncle Jeff's business, but other
buildings, arid one on Concord
Road.
A former Buchanan student,
Judy Williams, and husband,
,Is
,, iquis Valentine, had bought the
lovely brick home of_the Brent
Saddler's next door to the
Garvin
Philip's house, and
were about to move here from
Michigan and send their little
daughter to Concord School,
but fire destroyed the home, a
the same day Uncle Jeff's
SMOKEY THE BEAR VISITS CALLOWAY COUNTY--Boycc— place burned.
MeCniston, Calloway County Ranger,shakes bands with Smokey
- We need to keep this poem
Bear and pledges his support to de whatite.coa_te preyengemsk, handy for everyday use:
fires Wilk-W.
TrG—
ocrfialt' nor prom
-Tied-Ales
always blue,
Flower strewn pathways all
our life through.
God bath not promised sun
without ran,
March 1 marked the official 4:30 p.m., and since it is illegal
Joy without Narrow, peace
opening of the spring fire season to burn before 4:30 p-m. rangers without pain.
in Kentucky, according to will be checking an smoke
But God hath promised
County Ranger Boyce Mc- reported," McCuiston said.
strength for the day,
Colston.
Rest for the weary, light for
McCuiston also reported that
"Since the fire season only tree seedlings are now being the day,
lasts five months each year, 242 lifted and processed for
Grace for the trials, help from
months in the spring, and 2/
1
2 delivery. Those who plan to buy above,
month in the fall, people tend to seedlings for setting this spring
Unfailing sympathy, undying
forget when it is unlawful to should get their orders in as love."
burn," McCuiston said. "Those soon as possible.
Even if into every life some
who must burn," he went on,
rain must fall, there are always
"should take precautions to
blessings to count, too.
prevent the fire from spreading,
NIMBUS NEWS
Concord was glad that James
wait until after 4:30 p.m., and
The equivalent of 10,000 daily Patterson, after surgery and a
then burn only when the wind is balloon or rocket soundings can three weeks stay in a Memphis
calm."
be provided by one experiment Hospital was able to return
"Towers are now being on the Nimbus weather home Saturday.
manned from 9:00 a.m. until satellite.
And surely all rejoiced that

Fire Season Starts Here

the Nixons' arrived safely back
in Washington after their daring
trip to China. We hope time
proves the rim worth while.
Another trip was enjoyed
probably more by Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Lovins, Otis Lovins, and
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Lewis of
Sikeston, MQ,, when they went.
to Florida as guests of Lester
Lewis' brother who had just
moved into their new home near
the orange groves,
This group visited Disney
World, Cypress Gardens, and
other beautiful places, returning via .. other _friends in
Georgia, the Luther Heads' who
entertained them royally.
But all were glad to get back
home after .the week's stay.
Some Tennesseans and
Kentuckians, the
Bobby
Spicelands' of Concord, enjoyed
a birthday dinner at the Clyde
Spicelands of the Turnbow farm
near Murray, Sunday,
willunaCiloysrllucy' s'
and McClures', attended a
Fiddlers Contest at Brewers
Saturday evening and won ten
dollars for singing, a 'windfall
for students.
'They plan - to attend an
amateur contest in Nashville
soon.
Finally, Mrs. Curtis Cook of

FRDAY—MARCH 3, 1972
Cypress Creek after 30 years of
smoking-has-foiuld that a_ bad
case . of flu had turned her
against eig'areeffes.
a' •
recommended cure.
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Linda Adams
753-2378

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

BLONC

PARKER 11:11111:1, Inc.
7515273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

THE PH

BEATLE

MAN, 64
SURE SA
TANGLE
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De-escalate the war.
Believ(i iir not, highway hostility is not one of the necessities of Hr It doeSn'1 even have to be a fact of life
Just h0( A:1SO the other guy has an axe to grind doesn't
mean yni, have to grind it with him. When another driver
temporary loses his head, don't lose yours. Don't honk
back. Pnn ',hoot 'back Don't drive aggressively to hold
your grounl
yoTuhrenewar
wA ..! nerves and bad tempers doesn't have to go on
ir dealer would like to see the war-end He would
like to S00 0u-)re peaceful. safer streets for all Americans
trme the other guy tries to take out some high_ .
One in

way hostility on you do the one thing that will prevent an
accident and might make him come to his senses Keep your
cool Courtesy on the road can put out a
lot of fires
There is an alternative to War Peace
Dealers who dispray thssal su6scribe to the
NADA Code of
Business Practices Address your,
correspondence to COnSurAer
Relatoons SersuCP 2000 Or Street NW
wash,noton D C 26005

National Automobile Dealers Association
Arnr.r.r,i
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.
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a series presented by N.A.D.A., the Ledger & Times, and the new car
dealers Ofwbur community.
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*-- Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Friday Evening *
_Cat.-1- -

4:30 Sports
7:110- Brady
7:30 Patridge
800 Room n2
8:30 Odd Couple
440(Ave 5.14,
10:110 News
10:30 Cavett
12:00 Movie

-,..:;.3:11....1
WSM
6:34 Dragnet
7:00 Saniord & Son
7:30 Chronolog
9:30 Primus
10:00 News
" 10:30 Tonight
•

.
at5
.
•
WLAC
6:30 Tett Trlith
7:00 O'Hara
5:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:34 Mason
11:30 Movie

WPSO
GUISItAcres
•30
7:00 Sanford-Son
7:30 Movie
9:30 Felony 54.
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CR,Fl;
,A
KFVS
3:30
Footbatt
News
5:57
Owens
6:30 Buck
6:00 Movie
7:" °I4aira
8,00 Movie
17:27 News
7.3o Don RickleS :3o 770007
.
7. n
•
' •
News
10:00
:35 Weenier
Movie
10.30
:40
News
•
000 Creel. Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

Ledger &- Times TV Schedule for Saturday

._

7:00 Bugs Bunny 7:00 RFO
Jerrry Lewis 6:25 USA
7:30 Scooby Doo 7:30 Fence-Post
7:30 Road Runner 6:55 Digest
5:00 Globetrotters
7:00 Doolittle
8:00 Phantom
7:55 News
7:30 Deputy Dawg 5:30 Hair Bear
8:30 Jackson 5
5:00 Woodpecker
9:00
Pebbles
Woodpecker
8:00
9:00 Bewitched
030 Pnk Panther
8:30 PIM( Panther -9:30 Archie
9:30 Lidsvitle 1 00 'Jetson
10:00 Josie
9:00 Jetsons
9:30 Barrier Reef
10:00 Curiousity
1.1.L00 Johnny
9:30 Barrier Reef 11;00 Monkees
1000 Giant
Step
Quest
10:00 Giant Step 11:30 You-There
11:00 Mr. Wizard
12:00 Council
11:30 Lancelot
11:30 Bdgaloos
11:00 Auditions
1:00 Comm. Cent. 12:00 Insight
Link
11:30 Gidget.
1:30 TEA #'
12:00 Bandstand
12:30 Close-up
12:00 Virginian
Mears 2:00 Roller Derby 1:00 File 6
1:00 Basketball
1:30 Ray
3:00 CBS-Golf
1:30 File 6
3:00 Bowling
2:00 Basketball
.
2:00 Basketball
4:00 Sports
4:00 Del eiteeves 4:00 Movie
5:30 Roller Derby 4:30 Wilburn Bro. 5:30 Consequences' 4111.4341e 6
*6•130 ttee Ha*
6730 File 6
'6:30 Wettr- 5:00 Wagoner
7:30 Movie
5:30 Nash. Music 700' All-In-Family 1:00 Wilburn Bros.
7:30
Mary
Moore
5:30
News
9:00 6th Sense
6:00 News
fi:00 Van Dyke
6:00 News
10:00 News
6:30 Superman
0:30 Arnie
6:30 Wagoner
10:15 Movie
7:00 Emergency
7:00

8:00 Movie

10:30 News
11:00 Movie
12:30 Avengers

PEANUTS
THi5 15
KING' CIF AN
INTERE5TiNE,
ARTICLE

C$.1
WSIX
6:30 Your Life
7:00 Cousteau
0:10 Room 222
0:30 Odd CouPI
4:00 Love Am
Style
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
1:30 Cavett

14

9:00 • MiSSion-Imp. 7:00 Emergency
1000 News
5:00 Movie
10:30 Mason
10:30 News
11:30 Movie
11:00 Movie

4%
HELEN 50EET5TOR4', AUTHOR
OF THE"'BUNNY- WNW'5ERiE5
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uNAUTNORI:EL7,' 5HE
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30
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0::0
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000 Globetrotters 37.57 Noun
030
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OPrY
10:00 Curiosity
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Archie
3:30 3 Lives
12:00 Bandstand 9:30
Sabrina
10:00
S.F. Theater
400
1:00 Wrestling
10: entittees
Wrestling
4:30
2:00 Sports
11:(18
2:30 Bowlers
3:30 SusP91104 11:30 You-There
Theat.
4:00 Sports
•12:00 Film
6:30 Music:
5:30 Lassie
1:00 Cartoon
7:00 Star Trek
6:00 Welk
1:30 Forum
7:57 News
77::0030
42:10000,
,.
._8:00 Movie
Movie
CBS-Golf
-935 Weather
9.30 China friP 5:00 Regional
,9:40
News
10:00 News
5:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Basketball 5:30 News
geot.
estt.linF
Wrrea
1:
: 30 C
10
12:00 Movie
6:00 Hee Maw
12:37
Sports
e
Fhi
lifft
oolY
ary
30 T
Mhe
7:'434)12:30 Creat. Feat.
8:00 Van Dyke
'
8:30 Arnie
Imp.
9:00 Mission
10:00 News
10:30 Telethon

7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30

Stooges
Phantom
Jackson 5
Bewitched
Lidsville __
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Ledger & l'imits TV-Schedule for Sunday
-
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1
3
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8:30 00014S
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"
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6:30. Movie
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p
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12.00 Meet Press 10:38 Make-Wish 10:00 News
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12 30 File 6
a
'
2:00 Rode*
11:00 Quest
10:30 Virginian
11:00 Dragon
Services
111:30'
Star
Trek
1:00
1230
3:00 Sea Hunt
BonnieBusteri11:30 Link
11:30 Dbl-Deckers 1:30 Fishing-Hole 1130 Nation
1:30 Movie
3:30 victory al Sea
12:00 News
12:00 Direction
Reports
12:00
30 Tennis
2:00 Bowiing
12:30 The City
4:00 High i'•Wild
12:30 Outdoors
12'30 "
l . a Ans. 2:30 Golf
4:30 Untamed
1:00 Basketball
4.30 Ky.-Afield
1:00 Basketball
1:30 W.C. Field
430 Profile
Comment
Sport.
World
3:30
Am.
5:00
3:30 Auto-Ramilt9
400 Kid Talk
500 Rollin'
:3030a-nwil04444ieleirt9dom
News14e s 64sm
:1
:stewed
.,, 5:00 Saint
7:36
Wrld
Animal
.5:00 Wrestling
4:30
530 NewsP
5:57 News
5:00 60 Minutes
6:00 Wild Kingdom 600 News
6:00 W. C. Field
4:00 Munson
6:30 Disney
4:30 Your Life
600 News
6:30
News
7:27
OiSneY
6:30 MOvie
7:00 Flit
.7:30 Stewart
7:00 FBI
7:30 Movie
8:00 Bonanza
8:00 Movie
8:30 Cade's Co
8:oo
nza
9:00 Bold Ones 6:00 Movie
.9:35 Weather
9:30 Big Valley
1000 News
900 Bolal- Ofle3
10:00 Persuaders
9:40 News
10:00 News
10:30
News
10:15 Movie
10:00 News
11:00 News
10:30 Movie
9:50 Sports
10:45 Movie
,
10:30 Tonight
11:70 Gosp. Hour
10:00 Movie
2 -.--WSIL
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Supernatural Series To Come To _Teteyisto
. n._
HOLLYWOOD (AP) Ghosts, ghouls, vampires, and
other supernatural creatures
are corning to frighten TV
viewers.
"There is a deep fascination
for the unknown in.each of us,"
reads a presentation for a new
show one major studio is offerbig a arfWeriC`'T
As many as four new series
on the supernatural could be on
the air next season, joining
NBC's macabre tales, "Night
Gallery," and ABC's series
about EST; and parapsychology,
-Sixth Sense." It i the unknown)

is an ancient interest-as ancient as the
human race," the presentation
'says.'The'rein 1ie its power; it
is stronger than our intellect,
stronger than our fears. It goes
to the primitive core of our
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is among the pilots being pre- successful in the theater.
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track., Don't think A
what
"Communication is
pared for NBC.
scream track wasn't suggested
shocker,"
or
a
comedy
a
makes
Castle believes shockers are
and vetoed by me. I'd eventualbecoming poixdar again-espe- he said, "but ray pictures did ly like to shoot one ^of these
where
cially with young people-be- very well in the drive-ins
things in front of an audience,
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well
do
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cult dramatic series; "Baffled" 62
44
•••1
45
43 :
al ,'• •••• 42
40
Chestnut
sA •
for NBC, about a man dis-„,
with white
ori`'
. .., ,. .4ik
i'...X..14.
.4
"
7
- it!..!...'3.f..\: 46
turbed by ESP visions, made in 64 Interspersed
Short jacket
•.* ''. r',',.•,
.:.• •A
London; and "The Dark Side" 65 Marry
:i:•:•".• :.7.1
.t•.,
153 h
52
.50 51
66
Sea
eagles
to
be
for NBC, an occult drama
67 Musical
sa 5$ Coo
17;::::: 55 5 ,/,''' 37
54
made in New York. .
,nstrument
Castle said he is not con.64
d".:"..
„....,
62
63
61
DOWN
cerned that television shockers
'
67
..N.•66
,:::.:
65
will lack the audience inter- 1 - Tett
action that makes such movies 2 Careless
eat,,, nr
Distr by United Fe,ture

It al.S.ci hits the networks right
.0 where they live-in the ratings.
movie
The highest-rated
made for television, knocking.
out "My Sweet Charlie" and
--Brian's Song," was an ABC
flick in January about a vampire in Las Vegas, "The Night
Stalker." In some cities it
pulled as big an audience as
the Super Bowl football game.
Spurred by the success independent 'stations have had
strinang -together old science
fiction movies into "Creature
Features," the networks struck
ratings gold amoung young
adults with such TV thrillers as
omething Evil," "The
People," "She Waits: "The
Screaming Woman," and
"When Michael Calls."
.."11 scares you, which it's
supposed to do. People like the
thrill and the release andsthe
fun of a good scary movie,"
said producer William Castle.
His one-hour pilot for "Ghost
Story" will be seen as -an NBC
world premiere Friday, March
17. It will run as a double feature_with another. hour-long-pilot, "Movin'
Freaks and supernatural
beings have been floating
around the tube for a long
time, such as in -Twilight
Zone" and the ABC daytime serial "Dark Shadows," but usually they were - played for
laughs. Among them were "Bewitched," "I Dream of
Jeannie," The Ministers," The
Addams Family," My Mother
the Car," and "Topper." A revival of the latter, incidentially,

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service
Tuesday February 29 Murray.
Kentucky.
Murray Livestock Market:
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Cattle this week 150
Calves this week 10
Compared To Last Week: All
represented Classes steady.
Slaughter Cows: Utility 22.0024.50, Cutter 20.00-22 00, ('
Canner 18.00-20.00.
Sla-tigWr Bulls: Utility over
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SHOLAR'S
AUTO REPAIR
Gerald Boyd
and he invites YOU
to come by and talk your problems
over with him at 209 South 7th Street
or Phone 753-1751

1,000 lbs. 26.00-28.00.

180-240 lbs.
Veaters:
45.00-50.00.
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-400
lbs. 43.00-50.00, 400-500 lbs. 40.51)43.50, 500-600 lbs. 38.50-40.50.
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300500 lbs. 35.00-38.00, 500-650 lbs.
32.00-35.00.

The Colonials

it

1-.N
CrE I NI& A x"..10M.A1-7
15 LIKE BEIt--1G

AS.-AVE'!'

Credit card check
linked with computer
Instant credit investigations.
using a common credit card for
all and a nationwide computer
System, is just around the
corner, said John Vogel,
National Bank of North
America presideat.
The use of the computer
would lower the cost of credit,
reduce personal bankruptcies
and cut down on people's credit
troubles,

Mr. & Mrs. Elmer Sholar
would like to thank all of their friends
& customers for their patronage
over the past twelve years.,
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North Fork News ...

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

1970 BUICK SKYLARK, 23,000 MYNAH BIRD with cage. Phone NICE USED console black and TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
miles, two door, black vinyl top. 753-8042.
Spiders
MEd white televisions. See at Dunn's East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
Termites
Power steering and air. $2,700.00
T.V. & Appliance, 118 South 12th finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
Home
Your
Eat
Are Poison
M6C NEW FIRST class Red Top Hay. Street. Free parking in rear of month.Call 753-6202 or 753Phone 753-4113. TFC
M3C
Phone Max B. Hurt,KirltseY, 489-,stare.
M9C
2405.
7-Roaches
COLOR TELEVISION, 23" FIVE INSIDE- doors; one
By Mrs. FLD, Key
Mrs. Odessa Tarkington
FIREWOOD,
WILL
screen.
Color by RCA. $200.00.--tonunode and two lavatories. See
deliver.
Carry Germs
March 1, 1972
Saturday afternoon. Mrs.
buc at the.Ledger & Times office, 103
Phone 436-2263.
M6P Phone 436-5690.
TFNC
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt's Tarkington is improving slowly
North 4th Street.
daughter, Ginger, from Nash- after being in Henry County
12'x55' TWO BEDROOM mobile HOUSEHOLD SALE Saturday,
Hospital several days.
ville, Tenn.; spent the week end
lonie,
fully carpeted, completely March 4, 1:30 p.m. Mrs. Verner, 12' V BOTTOM aluminum boat,
Jones_
Cooper
Mr. awl Mrs.
with the Glynn Ore's. Other
-rfeW jr75110.?hire753-4782. TFC
ftimitheiflwith
Baidett-KniuT:ule;
-101 SOULE'
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
visitors onSunday were Mr, and
Mediterranean style. Extra large Street. Living room suite,
night.
Mrs-Glynn M. Orr and son, Saturday
totwater---heater. Complete ' television, dresser and chest of ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
Rickie.
Bro. Jerry Lee and Susan
with underpenning and concrete drawers, /
1
2 bed, springs and
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Othel
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M.
steps. Excellent-condition. Phone mattress,
electric
stove, per case (100 books). Sold in case
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt Orr and son, and Mrs. Ralph
753-7140.
M6P refrigerator, breakfast set, Jots only. Ledger & Times Office
day the year round...Winter and Summer.
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and Gallimore visited Mrs. Ella
kitchen cabinets lawn furniture, Supply,103 North 4th Street. 'IT
family Sturday afternoon.
afternoon.
Morris Sunday
LARGE FRIGIDAIFLE frost free two electric heaters, 220. Window NC
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert MarMr.and Mrs. Milford Orr and
upright freezer, 11
/
2 years. old, fan, ironing board, few odd
"EVERY DAY YOU- DELAY
Mrs.
visited
Paris
of
shall
son visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Used Frigidaire refrigerator, chairs, dishes, glassware, pot,
MOBILE home,
MAGNOLIA
Bertie Jenkins and Mrs. Ella Sunday._,__
BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
LETS
excellent condition. One 4800 and, pans, silverware, bed _linens,
fine, A-0 Coach
MOITTS-Trielay afterrii5OrL Mrs. :Jessie Paschall was in
one 4000 watt electric heaters, quilts, blankets. Lots of items too.133a63',--eittra
Estates. Central heat and air, all
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee and Nobles Hospital Monday to have
and
Phone 753-7140..
M6P numerous to mention. Douglas
electric, heat tape, underpenned.
Pam Gallimore visited Bro. and a check kp with Dr. Newman.
Shoemaker in charge of sale: T.
Two bedrqruns, large bath,
Mrs. Warren Sykes Tuesday
,/
Mrs. Charlie Olive_ ..of
M3P
Dr. Allan J. Worma • USED ELECTRIC stave, good G.Shelton Executor.
r
Washer and dryer included, fully
night.
Paducah, sister of Mrs. Ella
condition, $20.00. See at 1635
100
th Street
Murray, Ky.
carpeted, new drapes, recently
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt Morris, will enter Baptist
Farmer Ave., or phone 753SEWING MACHINE and cabinet,
Phone
753-3914
Day
or
painted. Many other extras. You
Nite
visisted, Mr. and Mrs. RD.Key Hospital in Paducah for surgery
6678.
M6C $79.95. Brand new. Phone collect
must see"to appreciate. Drive by
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes on March 9.
20
Years
Operated
Over
Owned
and
Home
for free home demonstration or
and look, then call for apSaturday afternoon.
Mrs: Holice Grooms was
8/
1
2
'X111
/
2
'COLONIAL RUG, plus see in our store Discount Sewing
Kentucky
State
of
Licensed
by
$/
pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wyatt admitted to Henry County
three smaller ones. Antirfue oak & Stereo Center in Hazel, KenMember Chamber of Commerce
March 6C
762-2851(work).
from Jackson, Tenn.; spent the Hospital Monday by Dr.
LEXINGTON,. KY.-Dr. buffet with tear drop pulls. tucky,492-8812.
MC
weekend with Mrs. Wattle Newman.
Allan .1. Worms,has been named Clothes, girl's size 3, boy's size 4
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic'
Taylor in Puryear.
Mrs. Dallas Lassiter visited to a new position coordinating and 5. Large selection ceramic FIRST CLASS; Clair Timothy paths too, removed with Blue TRACTOR REPAIR work.
FOR ALL your home additions,
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson Mrs. Ella Morris and Zipora,
research and Extension efforts tile; regular cost. Stroller and and Red clover hay for sale. Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K, Experienced mechanic on duty. alterations, remodeling, etc.
and daughter and Mrs. Onie Monday afternoon.
M4C We make field service calls day Free Estimates. Phone 753of the University of Kentucky high chair. Phone 753-8382. M6C Phone 0.L. Cain, Jr., 753Belaire Shopping Center.
Wilson visited Tom Wilson in
Morris Jenkins visited Mr. College of Agriculture in the
or night. Phone 753-9879 or 7533537.
M3P
E123.
TFC
the Clarksville Nursing Horne and Mrs. R.D. Key Monday
Marchl7C
9857.
1971-15' WINNER BOAT with 80
community
fields
of
rural
Sunday.
night.
development and agricultural H.P. Mercury motor, full top and
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall
CHICKEN DINNER
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall environment. His appointment side curtains. Phone 753visited Ancil Wicker and Arlin visited Mrs. Ella Morris
or
PAINT CONTRACTING
home. Phone 753-4438 between
4647.
M6C
was
Dr.
Charles
announced
by
Paschall Saturday afternoon. Monday afternoon.
CHICKEN LIVER DINNER
Exterior or Interior
12:00
noon
and
5:00p.m.
M3P
E. Barnhart, Dean of the UK
Mrs. Cooper Jones visited
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. $.99 Here
workmanship
Quality
23-1/16x35"
14' ARKANSA TRAVELER boat
College of Agriculture.
Free estimate
WILL STAY in home and care for
Worms is the new Assistant and trailer, 10 H.P. Evinrude or G° TRIANGLE INN
.009 Thick
Call 753-3484
elderly or sick, also do light
Director for Development and motor. Phone 753-1556 after 5:30
perfect
plates
are
These
housework.
Phone
435-5651.
M3C
M6C
Agricultural Environment for p.m.
the College of Agriculture's
KOREAN JAP seed. Phone 753- for siding or roofing
FOR RADIO, Television and
WILL DO baby...sitting in my electrical appliance repair, also
Cooperative Extension Service RCA 21" Console Color TV. Needs 2882.
M3P barns, for placing
home anytime. Phone 753and Agricultural Experiment. new picture tube, beautiful
plumbing maintenance phone
7829.
cabinet, 8 years old. $25.00 buys REGISTERED
Station.
M4C 153-6091.
March 27NC
POLLED around bottom of
"The growing importance of it. See at 511 South llth Street or Hereford bull, past year old. Also mobile homes to keep
TANK cleaning, back-BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
By RON WELLS
plans for as much as six or environment and the public's phone 753-7820 after 5:00 p.m. M6, metal garage door. Phone 753out the wind and snow, SEPTIC
hoe work. Phone Ref Camp, 753--also bank gravel,'fill dirt and • '
Copley News Set-Vice
concern *for' improving
1 seven years in esivance," said
en- P ,
3336 or see Hewlett Cooper.M3P
MEDFORD, Ore: - A large Benneth. "So timber com- vironment in rural areas of the
TFC topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
and for many other
5933.
gray squirrel with a long, fluffy panies are not only speeding up state has made it necessary for CHAROLIAS BULL, 10 months
354-8161 after 6:00 p.rn. Mar.3C
uses such as
I WILL keep Children -in my
tail chewed furiously on the nature's replanting, but they id to develop programs in this old,$250.00. Phone 435-5442. M6P
PARK 12'x62'
HOLLY
1971
Stem of a seed-laden sugar pine are duplicating her genetic area", Dean Barnhart said.
home'. Phone 753-9820.
"building out"
-M6C FURNITURE REFINISHINGoi
mobile home with 7'x14' expand°
cone.
requirements for acclimated
.all work guaranteed. Free pick ,
-We have had programs in IAWRANCE FISH LO-K-TOR, room, double insulated with
mice
or
rats.
Below, waiting patiently, seed"
up and delivery. Free estimate.
rural development for some $129.95. Murray Home & Auto storm windows. Priced to sell.
and
TREES
TRIMMED,
cut
stood a woman wearing a hard
Antique 7534045.
or natural finish. Jerry
time, and we felt these were Store, Central Shopping Cenremoved.
For
estimate
phone
Boise-Cascade
will
stockpile
See James Green at Riviera
hat and carrying a large sack
March16C
ter.
M6C Courts.
474-2744 or 474-2387.
1TNC McCoy,
M3C
which was already heavy with much of the seed gathered by related to the general area of
Call
at
agricultural
its
own
environment.
crews
and
independent
seed cones she had collected
AUTOS FOR SALE CHAMPION SIRED miniature
from other pine trees in the cone pickers for use in aerial Therefore, we have created a
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE ,FOR SALE
reseeding of logged-over areas new post to coordinate
area.
pups. Ears trimmed, all perbut
a
good percentage will be programs, research, faculty 1965 MERCEDES BENZ 190 manent shots. For pet, show and
M the squirrel tit through
103 N. 4th St
the last strings of wood, the sent to the Sinclair's tree and staff to give added attention series. Excellent condition. Can breeding. Minimum price $75.00.
nursery.
be
seen'at
910
North
18th
Street
to
agricultural
environment
or
and
long, heavy cone dropped like a
_Murray, Ky.
M3C
Phone 901-422-1852.
"At the nursery we grow rural community develop- phone 753-6842.
M6C
htick .from _the...branch nearly
_ _
Half:A 21, New Concord, near Ky. take
-between
300,000
and
400,000 ment".
100 feet above the forest floor.
TWO BEDROOM Duke mobile
Sport
Super
Dacia' sini-tair bent down Douglas fir, sugar pine and
CHEVROLET
1965
GALAXY
four
door
FORD
1961
3 BEDROOM HOME AND GARAGE on
Worms recently completed
home, 10'x50' (extra clean),
two door hardtop. 20 volume set
g. Good $1500.00 if bought before
and picked up the cone while ponderosa pine seedlings every his
doctoral program in sedan, V8 po er
March
1-1/3-acre lot Wall-to-wall carpet, storm windows
at Murray 13. Phone 753-5503 or 436-2448 of Colliers Encyclopedia. 16'x16
the angry squirrel chattered year," said Mrs. Sinclair.
recreation and resources condition. nay
carpet and pad. Phone 753his insults and scampered
7th
or
',Maple
and
Se
M
development
Once these seedlings are
at Texas A & M
after 4:00 p.m.
M8C gold
and doors. Price reduced for quick sale-111,500.
M3P
further up the tree in search of strong enough to survive, the University, with emphasis on phone 7. ,-l888 after 6:00 p.m. M3E073.
another cone for his winter Sinclairs and the rest of the environmental characteristics C
BEAUTICIAN'S SHAMPOO
Rt. 2, Greenbrier, Tenn.
cache.
Boise-Cascade tree nursery for regional resource and
"This year is going to be a crew take them to various tourism planning. He also did ItE6 OLDS CUTLASS, goor: bowl and chair, also dresserette (Aged in Calloway Co.)
Phone 643-0254
and swivel chair. Phone 753bumper year for seed," said cutover areas and plant them
COUNTRY HAM DINNER
work in sociology and regional condition, price $875.00: Phone 4664.
M8C
Mrs. Sinclair, who along with
using a power auger to dig the and urban planning. A native of 753-4331.
81.85
513C
her husband, operates a con- holes.
Here or Go 753-4953 Pt
Illinois, he has a BA in wildlife
STORY BRICK Veneer on REDUCED.: KEENLAND Drive;
ELECTRIC
tract tree nursery on Boise"We've only beendoing this a
1967 VOLKSWAGON, white, GENERAL
Elm Street. Basement, -four 1'2 story, 3 bedrooms, l't baths,
TRIANGLE
INN
television, good condition; large
Cascade's forest land northeast few years but we average 800 to management and a MS in $800.00. Phone 753-4331.
M3C
recreation
and
outdoor
bedrooms, dining room, kitchen, carpeted living room and
screen, black and white. See O.T.
of here.
1,000 acres planted annually,"
education
from
Southern
Pt baths, large living room with separate dining room. Kitchen
Paschall
or
phone
753-2941.
M4P
"Every fall we send crews said Mrs. Sinclair.
1966
FORD STATION wagon, one
TWO COMBINES; one 640 Ford,
Illinois University,
fireplace. Phone 753-8556.
M4C with all built ins, family room,
out to all areas of BoiseOliver. For information
When asked if they didn't feel
Worms served as a resource owner, low mileage, excellent SMITH CORONA standard one
library andjiundry with shower.
Cascade's 120,000 acres to
phone Bob Forsee 7534080 or
a little guilty taking the pine development specialist in condition. All the extras. Phone
Phone 753-7295 after 4:00 pin. M4collect seed cones which we in
typewriter,
825.00.
Also
day
bed,
AUCTION SALE
Slenorilarrow,753-9568.
M4C
cones away from the hard- economic recreation and 753-3222 after 6:00 p.m.
M7C
turn sell to cone collectors who
Phone
$20.00.
436-2149.
M4C
working squirrels she an- tourism for the Cooperative
remove and treat the seed and
swered,"We only gather cones Extension Service in .-western 1961 FORD GALAXY, trailer
sell them back to us."
SPECIAL SALE AKC registered TESTED and approved by
within 200 feet of access roads, Kentucky before working on his hitch attached. Phone 753FOR SALE
The seed are treated with a
Poodle puppies, 7 and 9 millions of homemakers. Blue
Brick house in CantebuKy
leaving vast forests of cone doctorate
M3C Toy
Lustre carpet cleaner is tops.
silver or green-colored subat Texas A & M. He 5037.
Also
$50.00.
$45.90
to
old,
weeks
bearing trees entirely to the
Estates, 4 bedroom, 2 car
stance which makes them
Begley Drug Store, Central
has also worked as a recreation
1968 CHEVY II 6 cylinder New one beautiful Tiny Toy Peke-Asquirrels.
garage with a automatic
unappetizing to rodents, which
M4C
Shopping
Center.
planner
for
a
private
Poo for $65.00. Phone 753-4469
door, built in appliances.
are the biggest consumers of
"Besides, in the years I've development company and in tires. Excellent condition. Phone after 6:00 p.m.
M4C
753-3265
or
carpet throughout, central
753-6760
nights.
tree seed in the forest.
M6P
been doing this work,I have yet various wildlife and research
FORD ERGUSON tractor, plow
beat & air, well landOnly twice in every 10 years
to meet a squirrel who looked
programs and private business
FIVE 14x6 styled steel wheels, and grader blade. 1969 GMC
scaped.
1963
FORD
does the forest produce truly
Call..Days 753FALCON.
hungry."
good
in Illinois.
pickup, full power with air.
5315. Nights 753-3954.
gigantic crops of seed-bearing
running condition. Phone 753- original equipment on Torino GT Phone 474-278.
MSC
cones and 1971 appears to be
5747.
M3P with 70X14 belted tires $75.00.
M4P
Phone 753-6387.
one of those years, according to
BY OWNER; 1623 Loch lAanond
EAR CORN, 7 Ford Bushhog,
John Benneth, northwest
1969 OLDS 98 two door hardtop,
Drive. Forget the car pool, buy
Ford picker. Good condition.
regional manager for the
with
REGISTERED
ANGUS
cow
all power and air, white with
your family. a house with four
No years old. Phone 492American Forest Institute. He
black. vinyl roof, black interior. calf. Four year old registered
large bedrooms. Only Vie block
M4C
3591.
estimates that industrial tree
younger
bull.
Phone
43Eone
Bull,
Reason for selling,
going
from Robertson School, mm bus
farmers alone will gather about
5898 George Shoemaker. M3NC
overseas. Phone 753-7828
route to Middle School and two
100 tons of tree seed in
GOOD SELECTION of motorParis, Tenn.
M8C
blocks (ruin new High School.
Washington. Oregon and
12'x72' MOBILE HOME fur- cycle helmets. Murray Home &
Phone 642-0919
Phone 753-6557 for appointment
Northern California.
Auto Store, Central Shopping
Three
bedrooms,
all
nished.
1962 CORVAIR, runs good. ],,oks
"That will give the forest
M7C
Center.
M6C 4110-41.-411 and furtherdetails.
fair. Two new M & S tires. El% 00. electric, 22' step up living room.
industry in the West Coast a
M9C
4924816.
Phone
See at 1630 West Main, N,
WANT TO BUY
new backlog of eight billion
BY OWNER; A nice two bedroom
10.
seed -- enough to plant more
m4P
house with either 12 or 14 acres.
I.EAVING STATE must sell 1971 Several Good USEDCOLOR1 WANT TO BUY February 2
Has blacktop frontage, also
than 35 trees for every man,
home,
12'x68',
copies
of
the
ledger
&
Times.
mobile
TELEVISIONS
1963 FALCON, four ,,oec
gravel frontage. I At of building
woman and child in the
condition ['hone 767-2(13?
'+.1ftc Mediterranean style, completely ConsolesandCombinations Please bring to office of Ledger de lots, with plenty of shade. Good
country," Benneth said.
furnished, two bedrooms, fully
Times, 103 North 4th Street. No
well and garage apartment on
But collecting the cones has a
Guaranteed
deep
phone calls please.
TFNC
1967 DOIs
COW s• I .wio, carpeted. E:tras like
very critical aspect to t. Each
same.
Phone Mrs. I.. H. Pogue,
TV SERVICE CENTER
factory. air and powei
• log. freeze- padded bar with sink and
sack of cones must be tagged to
502-826-6964 or write 1731 North
new.
like
steps.
Just
FOR
concrete
NAILE
OR,
TRADE
Central
Shopping
Center
i
753-6051
identify its origin both by
Green, Henderson, Kentucky
months. Phone
Only used th
elevation and by locality within
Phone
753-5865
FOR
4TC
SALE
OR
TRADElgrocery. 42420. "
„ :30 p.m a.
a
753-4090 the state.
1968 CIIE‘'ELI.E. 327 dal
it
Doing good business, reason for
Trailer
Heights
University
The seed from those cones
new tires. Phone 753-ri.;-, iiier
MODERA.TELY PRICED 3
M6C TWO REFRIGERATED meat selling, retiring. Phone 753Court.
will go back into the ground in
500 pro.
bedroom home. Carpeted, cen7663
I
counters,
one
slicer,
two
March
15NC
electric
that same locality on sites
tral heating and air conditioning,
BLOODED
female I meat table top counters, two sets
within 500 feet of the same
BY OWNER; 1966 Buick I..tr a FULL
built-in stove and dishwahser,
puppies,
8
Shepherd
of
,
scales.
Several
other small
elevation of the seed's origin.
225 with power and iCr non German
closed garage, and a patio ofPole/. _items. Items matte sokLin.the
&wormed
J
old,
See
weeks
vrintars et ..PeeceriflowoANOTHER 5EP4S-1
"To make this possible, it is
1,, „
lei ilia'elatIvepivaey.AVailsblé
phone 753-7833 after 4:00 next few days. Phone Lonnie
exhibit in Sacramento. Calif were asked to have their eyes
necessary to coordinate cone
Phone 753-3018 after 5 oo I
N46, Coles or
for occupancy-mid May 1972. Call
M6C
Shroat,753-1931
covered and feel the ait wo-ks ,nstead of looking
MEP
picking with tree harvesting
(
YOU 753-7966.
March 211r -

Visitors In Homes Of North Fork
Area Are Many In Past Week

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's -Termite
Pest Control

S. f

Allan Worms Is
Named To Post

ALUMINUM
PLATES

Logging firms
help out nature

25' each

Ledger & Times

* FOR SALE *

Herschel Grace

ANTIQUE
AUCTION

Saturday Night
March 4 7:001Lim
Beecham &
Robinson Auction
Service

4
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NICE Ti
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room, gi
moderat
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bedroom
range _ar
$24,900.01
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comfort;
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home hs
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house 8
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For Buirtig and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty.
We have the largest staff of Qualified
Realtors in Calloway-County to serve you.
NICE THREE BEDROOM FRAME home at 303 Woodlawn.
Has large living-dining room with nice carpet. Large utility
room, garage. A nice comfortable home for someone and
moderately priced.

GOOD LOCATION AND ON A WOODED LOT at 1515
Johnson Blvd. A nice three bedroom brick, carpeted, built-in
range and oven. Carport. Drive by and see this and call for
appointment to show. $22,500.00.

AT 1508 GLENDALE ROAD is a nice modern three
bedroom brick with two baths. Central gas heat, built-in
_range and oven. Carport. Redwood deck. Priced to sell at
$24,900.00.

TWO ACRES ON
NICE THREE BEDROOM BRICK,
Pottertown Road near the lake. 12'x14' outside storage house.
Good well. House built in 1966. Priced at$22,800.00.

hours a
Mer.

ION

GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Roberson's Hih-Burger
on South 4th Street. Good terms to right party. Good yearly
business. Bar-B-Q Pit serving all types of meals. Buy all
equipment, two buildings and good well. Lease the lot for an
long as you like, call 753-7724 for details.
HERE IS A LOVELY FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
at 1504 Dudley on 100'x150' -oize lot. Has all the features
normally expected in a quality house and priced at only
$45,000.00.

806 NORTH 17TH STREET - THREE BEDROOM brick
veneer house with carpets, carport and TV antenna. Nice
location. $21,200.00.
ON HIGHWAY 280 NEAR POTTERTOWN we have a real
nice three bedroom brick veneer on two acre lot, 12':14'
outside storage building. Fenced in chicken yard. Reduced to
$22,800.00.
6 ACRE LOT WITH 1970, 12'x60' three bedroom trailer and
large garage. Located at Midway. Excellent location and
priced to sell. $12,000.00.
10'x55"TRAILER AND 4 ACRES, MORE OR LESS of land,
located two miles East of Almo. Extra 9'x12' room built on.
Price $4,400-00.

QNAJAIrgelipme on two-aeres of
96 ACRES THREE AND HALF MILES EAST of Hazel on 2M! LE W
RciadlApproxinigeTY 60 acres tencIabIe with two- land, has five bedrooms, dining room, living room, family
room, basement, and extra larke work room. Has central
bedroom frame house and good well. Tobacco barn and
heat, large stock barn,and 4 car garage, owner leaving town.
stables. $25,500.00.
2 story
/
AT 1013 STORY AVE. Four bedroom brick veneer, 11
ON 94 WEST NEAR TRI-CITY. 29 acres and L4 mile of highhome has 3 bedrooms upstairs with lots of storage and one
way frontage. Horse stable, chicken house and fenced for
combination,
den
and
kitchen
room,
Living
bedroom down.
cattle, 15 acres of woods. Owner will consider mobile home as
2baths,2 car garage, unattached. This place can be bought
/
11
down payment. Reasonably priced at $15,9013.
at a bargain.

e additions,
deling, etc.
ne 753TFC

CTING
tenor
nship

levision and
repair, also
nance phone
March 27NC
K, trucking.
fill dirt and
in 354-8569 or
.m. Mar.3C
FINISHING,,
. Free pick
ree estimate.
finish. Jerry
March 16C
FOR SALE
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NOTICE

ALSO LOTS IN THE CITY of Murray and suburbs.
NICE HOME ON SOUTH 7th Street. Newly decorated and
fully carpeted. Gas heat and air conditioner. Really a
comfortable small home. $8,500.

e!

ft171

60 ACRE FARM WITH 2 BEDROOM BRICK_ VENEER-7'--FOUR tsEuFtOOM, tWgery homeThr-afebrama, central
2 baths, carpet, family room, living room,
1
house 8 miles South along Hwy 121. Approximately 500' of
heat and air, 2/
highway frontage, partially fenced and priced to sell.
large utility, all built-ins. Also two car garage, covered
$25,000.00.
patio, two extra lots go with this home.
8
washers,
18
has
COIN LAUNDRY TN HAZEL KENTUCKY
THIS BRICK VENEER HOME at 1509 Sycamore has been
dryers, 2 water heaters, coin changer, drink box, cigarette
inGood
included.
redecorated, new carpet, kitchen has built-ins, large living
ica
building
machine,
coffee
machine and
room with fireplace, den also has fireplace and grill for
come, with very little trouble.
cooking. Central heat and air, deep wooded lot. We are
NEAR Blood River
TWO BEDROOM FRAME COTTAGE
looking for a bid on this home.
buy at $7,500.00.
Boat Dock on Kentucky Lake. A really fine
Most furniture goes.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES - THREE BEDROOM BRICK
VENEER house on fine lot. Plenty built-ins, fully carpeted,
equipment,
CLEAN UP SHOP located on S. 4th St. Has all
and half bath and reduced to sell. $27,000.00.
one
100 x
worlds of touchup paint. Large storage in back, lot size
250'. Here is a real good buy.
BEAUTIFUL COLONIAL FRAME on North 7th Street has 4
large bedrooms, living room, dining room, 21
has 3
2 baths, family
/
NEW HOUSE ON EARL COURT in Circariuna
room. Worlds of closets and storage space. Basement„
utility
baths,
2
room,
living
Kitchen,
in
built-ins
bedrooms,
central heat and air, has large storage building in back yard.
gargae. Only
room and carpet. Also central heat and air,
Nice large lot.
V5,000.00.
LIKE THIS AD1103 GATESBOROUGH ESTATES house under conveneer
brick
DRESS? Three bedroom
you would
struction. A fine quality house with everything
.
$35,750.00.
days.
within
available
expect and
ON MARTIN'S CHAPEL ROAD next door to the church, 3
bedroom, living room, lots of closets, 2 car garage. Located
on 2 acre lot, has aluminum siding. Very attractive place at
only $19,950.
FIVE MILES WEST OF MURRAY we have a one year old 3
bedroom brick veneer. Two baths, large family room, extra
large kitchen and utility room. Located on large lot on paved
road. Price only $23,000.00.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES- A five yeziriold three bedroom
brick veneer on large lot, one and one half baths and an
assumable loan. $21,000.00.
NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLEX. Two bedrooms each side.
Central heat and air. Shower over tub, washer & dryer
hookup. Both sides rented, good income.
five
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE and
central heat
with
Kirksey
of
North
miles
half
and
one
acres
$27,500.00.
and air, two baths, fully carepted with built-ins for
at 216 Irvan St., living
REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM located
has steel
room, kitchen and large utility room, carport and
$10,500.00.
Price
upkeep,
little
very
with
siding,
ON WILLIAMS STREET less than one year old 3 bedroom
brick veneer on wooded lot, has all carpet, all built-ins in
kitchen, central heat and air, lots of closets. Garage and
priced at only $27,000.00.
CORNER OF SOUTH 16TH STREET AND KIFtKWOOD
DRIVE. Three bedroom brick veneer has two baths, hardwood floors, garage entrance off of Kirkwood. This is a nice
place and priced at only $23,500.
N.E. OF MURRAY about 8 miles from Murray. 63 acres of
good farm land with year round creek. Lots of blacktop
frontage. Corn base and tobacco base. Fish pond. Priced to
sell at $17,030.
A BEAUTIFUL FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house,
2 baths and fully carpeted.
/
all built-ins, two car garage, 21
Located at 1707 Johnson Blvd. $33,000.00,
•

REAL INVESTMENT PROPERTY. Fine 28 acres for
development. On Utterback Road about 1 mile north of city
limits. Three bedroom frame house. $32,000.
/
KINGSWOOD we have three,¶1 bedroom brick veneer
homes. All have central heat and air; carpet, built-ins and
nice lot. Ranging in prices from $25,500 to $37,500. Two of
these owners will give possession with deed.
LOOKING FOR A TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house
on a large lot 80'x250'? At 800 North 18th Street is a real
bargain for $19,000.00.
NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHORES with 1 bedroom,
large family room. Idp1 weekend home,but built for germanent dwelling. $15,000
ONE OF THE BEST LOTS in Murray. On Keentand Drive
between 16th and 17th Streets.
EIGHT ACRES more or less between Coles Camp Ground
Church property and the watershed lake. Perfect place to
build a home.
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most
types of businesses. Call for details.
AT 304 WOODLAWN a newly decorated three bedroom brick
veneer. Large living room storm doors, windows and carport. Lot size 80'x160' some carpet. Good buy at $19,000.00.
JUST FIVE MILES SOUTH ON 641, real nice 3 bedroom,
bath, large family room and kitchen combination and living
room. Also utility room, large closets and carport. Lot
112)000'. Price only $20,000.00.
AT 1702 COLLEGE FARM ROAD, 3 bedroom, brick veneer,
has living room, and family room. Lots of closet space, new
carpet and newly decorated inside and out, has fenced in
back yard and nice trees in front only $20,000.00.

11641 BARGAIN CENTER.:

CLEAN UP or body shop at
Midway. Phone 753-8426 or 753M 13C
5311.
._
TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, air conditioned, one mile
from Murray. $85.00 per month,
water furnished. Phone Cadiz
MIX .
522-6332.

4
*Just received-another shipment of Famous Brand Name. .
*Pant Suits, Blouses and Shorts! Because of such unbelrev-* BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
Apartment, unfurnished, 2
44 able low prices we are not allowed to mention the brand
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
utility and bath. Carpeted. Air
4+ name.
4+ conditioned. Dishwasher,
refrigerator, stove, garbage
M3C
disposal. Phone 753-3865.

But if you want to get in the o crcome to the Ladies
Shop at the 641 Bargain Center.
4.
This it-all 73- Spring Merchandise!
4.

4+

44

Monday-Thursday - 9:00-5:00
Friday Nights Till 8:00 p.m.
Sunday Afternoon 1:00-6:00

OPEN:

44
4+
4.

641 BARGAIN CENTER
1

South Edge of Puryear, Tenn., on Highway 64

ONE BEDROOM small trailer;
$35. 011....pr.r_ month
bedroom trailer, $45.00 per
M3C
month. Phone 489-2595.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
near Five Points. Air conditioned, electric heat, carpeted.
M3C
Phooe 753-6044.
TWO TRAILER homes on
KentuckY Lake Blood River area.
Nice and modern. Air; electrie
heat, automatic washer, large
private lot. Phone 436-2427. M3C

DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five roons
INSURANCE: MOBILE homes & FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank and bath, central heat and air,
Low
TFC
installation. Phone 753-7850.
Motor Boats, Home Owners:
carpel-throughout, extra large
rates, broad coverage, excellent
master bedroom, range. Days
claim service. Galloway In
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
Agency.,
surance and Realty
TFC
NOW OPEN!!
5:00 p.m.
Murray, Ky. Phone 753MION
5842.
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
1415 Olive Blvd.
with living room, kitchen and
Between Wallace Book
bathroom with shower and bath.
Central HIGHLANDER Center,
Store & The Hut
One or two bedrooms. See at
Center,
Central Shopping
•Army Surplus
Zimmerman Apartments, South
US641 North, Murray, Ky., 42071.
*Complete line of leather 16th Street. Phone 753-6609.
MSC
"The CLEAN Place"
, goods
special circuits whichOur Drier2;
- Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri.
THREE ROOM
furnished
.•• • have
tgive 3jou a fun 10-minute cycle.
basement apartment, with
Sat
12-5
- keeps whites from yellowing.
private bath and private_ en
--...keeps colors bright.
$65.00 per month, all'trance.
keeps towels fluffy.
LYNNVILLE SHOE Store his utilities furnished. Located 411
done it 'again. We are over- South 8th Street. Phone 753give you a full 10-minute cycle.
Open 8:00-10:00 daily
stocked. All ladies winter boots 8294.
M4C
Always attended-ask attendant about
going at cost and under. We are
washer
our quantity discount
receiving daily our spring
tickets.
s- hipment of lady's,- -children's
and men's shoes. These are all in
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- MURRAY HOME & Auto Store famous name brands so we can't
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. now carries True Test Car mention the name because of our
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Batteries. 753-2571, Chestnut St., low discount prices. I would like
M6C for all our friends to visit us
TFC Murray,Ky.
mington, Kentucky.
before you buy shoes. Lynnville
Shoe Store, open 6 days a week
WESTERN AUTO
8:30-6:00.Sunday 1:00,5:00. M9C

PERSONALLY conducted tours
to Hawaii, Mexico, California,
Williamsburg, Va., Washington
plus others. Write _for 1972
brochure from Pennyrile Tours,
Rt. 4. Hopkinsville, Ky.
MlIC
42240

The General Store

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAM POOER

* OPENING SOON'*
Shapemakers Health Club of Murray
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
including Steam Bath and/or Massage
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
Now Available thru April 1
• EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75

Phone 753-2962

Newest models
demonstrated
FREE at your home.

TRIANGLE

Home of
The Wishing We!I

Steel Erection:
Bar joists, decking,
structural, etc.
Call 753-6508-George Bandarra
753-1415-Jackie Jones

THREE BEDROOM house, one
mile from Murray. Phone 436M6C

it
htsawfelyli
fluids
eweig
CES
69.XL0
exC.E$1.E
idU
uD
RIE
F
-Lose
$1.69
with Dex-A-Diet, 98 cents at Dale
1TP
&Stubblefield.

ALL ELECTRIC two bedroom
trailer, air conditioned, private.
Located in Stella. Phone 4892595.
M6C

FISH DINNER
With salad or slaw, hush
puppies & french fries $1.29
Here or Go Thurs., Fri., Sat.

ELECTROLUX

INN753-495.

•

I•

CANCER INSURANCE
As low as $15.00 per
year-all ages
Golan Hays
753-1976

10)(50' TWO BEDROOM furnished, trailer, air conditioned,
electric heat. Water fueished.
Phone 489-2513.
M6C
HELP WANTED

-NM Takt• Trade oti an

BULL DURHAM Dining room on
Kentucky Lake, open daily.
March 3rd, 2:00 p.m.-9:30,
Sunday 11:00 ami.-9:30 p.m. Four
miles-West of Paris landing. M6C

Call SAL SARCONE
753 7222
Service Also Offered

ANOTHER VIEW

22 ACRES ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY ON Hwy. 94.
Ready for developing. $26,500.00.

is a lighthearted
view, a delightfully
whimsical view that
will tickle your
risibilities

A REAL SHARP THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
house on good sized lot at 1406 Johnson. Fine location and the
price is right. $19,000.00.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St.
Realtors
Home Phones:
Guy Spann 753-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Glenn Wilcox 7.5-.2761
Onyx:Ray 753-8919 .
Jack Pers1C753-89'61.
Prentice.Dunn 753-5725 _

FOR RENT

NOTICE

NOTICE

11112=CelM

WANTED-SOMEONE to cut
down and remove dead tree from
vacant lot. Very old and dry. Will
make great firewood. Phone 753M6P
7E120 after 5:00 p.m.
EXPERT SEWING
MACHINE SERVICE
We pick up & deliver
Discount Sewing &
Stereo Center
492-8812
azel, Ky.

If You

Miss Your Paper
Phone.-

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
OT
We're 4100•0•C5Ing the cot,.
19 thrOugh limn.? "ow
,
0111S10

753-7278

ANOTHER VIEW

Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening

is perception
shrewdly
expressed
with warm, human
compassion.

.11 to pie? Ihe et ono,,,r 0,1
a ...Mr, a ,,e* su,,,ner °OM

Watch for It Every Day In

jtedger& Times
Starting March 6, 1972

If you know your routc
buy's number, please call
him first. If yo' get no
results then call John
Pasco , Sr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

REGISTERED NURSE, permanent position. excellent salary
and fringe benefits. If interested
contact B.F. Craig. Personnel
Department, P.O. Box 329,
Mayfield, Kentucky outione 24713730 for appointment. An equal
opportimity employer. General
MSC
Tire 8i Rubber Company.
NEED 2 or .3 Waitresses for Day
and night shift. Apply in person
4oily to Saucy Bar-B-Q and
Pancake House. 1409 Main. W'
GOOD POSITION for experien('ed T . V. Technician. Apply
in person. Sight and Sound, 80
North Main, Benton, Kentucky.
M6C
Phone 527-9900.
-•
BABY-SITTER.
WANTED
Month') through Frola) Must
have references Phone 492-8790
after 6:00p.m.
• ---- WANTED •BABN'-SITTER in my
home,6:30 through 4 00. Monday
through End:, Phone 753M3C
8921.
1.0ST at FOUND

LOST MAII: Beagle dog, black
and white spotted with black and
gray ral,e.TAigrriitletrrttrat
4111114ED TO RENT
Points, Kirkse!. and Almo.
WANT TO RENT farm land Reward. If found phone 753-174 .
M9P
Phone 753-8090 after 500 p.m. M.1 .4. 753-4572
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Funeral Saturday
For Coleman Hurt

Kentucky Roundup
BOWLING-GREEN, Ky. (AP)-Tht Bowling Green and
Warren County Boards of LducatkeTbutiiday asked Warren
Fiscal Court to impose a three-per cent utilities tax,for echool
improvements.
Robert J. Gover, county school superintendent, said the tax on
electricity, water and telephones will bring in about $300,000 a
year.

Funeral services for Coleman
Hurt will be held Saturday at
two p.m. at the Hazel Baptist
Church with Rev. B. R. Winchester of Hazel and Dr. Billy
G. Hurt of Paducah, nepheii of
Mr. Hurt, officiating.
SOUTH POINT, Ohio ( AP)-The Eastern Kentucky
Active pallbearers will be
Educational Development Corp. board of advisors voted
Laymon White, Bill Forres,
unanimously Thursday to seek funds for a computerized
Jack Newport,R.M.Vance,-.The
vocational information system at Ashland, Ky.
Adams, and Calvin Key.
The board estimated that from $40,000 to 00,000 WQ1Jd be
-Honorary pallbearers will be
needed to i initiate the system, under which students could obtain
Ray Lassiter, Gene Miller,
job descriptions and detailed educational information.
Floyd Barrow, Willie Owen
Vinson, Flenoy Outland, Hobert
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-Gov. Wendell Ford said Thursday he
Upon completion of a three-lesson course In safe baiting Miller, Ralph Blakely, and
hopes to see speculation end concerning the 1972 and 1974 U.S.
presented by the Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of the Coast Guard Quitman Walker.
Senate races in Kentucky.
Auxiliary,Dr.and Mrs.Prue Kelly receive boat decals from Staff
Interment will be in the
Ford said it was time to get on with electing state-Sen. Walter
Officer Shirley Johnson and Flotilla Commander Neale B. Mason. Murray Mausoleum with the
kinddiegton a Democrat, to the.Senate this fall.
arrangements„by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
has
LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP1-The Lexington City Commission
friends may call.
agreed to meet with representatives of the city's sanitation and
Hurt,age 79,died Thursday at
maintenance employes concerning a list of grievances drawn up
eleven. a.m. at the Westview
by the workers.
Nursing Home.He was a retired
farmer and deacon of the Hazel
CINCINNATI(AP)-The body of a Ludlow, Ky. man, missing
Baptist Church. He was born
since Monday, was discovered--in his car in the Ohio Slyer offDecember 6, 1892, in Calloway
shore from the Cincinnati public landing.
'County and was the son of the
The Hamilton County Coroner's office reported Hubert Roy
late_ Epp Hurt and Rosa Mar- - -- - B2ldbydruwair.ng.
'
Police said the top of the car became visible Thursday as the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
height of the river, which had swelled nearly to flood stage,
Novella Hurt of Hazel and the
dropped.
Westview Nursing Home; two
sisters, Mrs. Galon Hargrove of
WASHINGTON (AP)-Records released here by the offices of
Murray and Mrs. E. Jones- of
two presidential candidates show that slightly less than 200
Kriksey; two brothers, Glaen
Kentuckians have contributed to Sen. George S. McGovern's
Hurt of Detroit, Mich., and Bill
campaign, while Rep. Paul McCloskey has received aid from 25
Hurt of 511 South 7th Street,
Kentucky residents. Murray.
Joyce'Hopkins, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Tom Hopkins,
McGovern is a Democrat, McCloskey is a Republican.
receives a few pointers on knot tying from Neale B.Mason,during
The majority of contributors to the two candidates gave $10 or
a safe-boating course offered by the Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of
less.
the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
Louisville Courier- journal
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-The
reports that at least two insurance companies in the flood-disaster
area at Buffalo Creek, W. Va.,are taking another look at the fine
wording in their insurance policies in light of reports that
Saturday's flash flood was caused by an explosion.

Budget ...

World News Briefs

jort

4.4*,

Congressman Frank A.
Stubblefield of the First District
of the State of Kentucky is
taking a strong position in favor
of the Rural Job Development
Act of 1971 which would permit
tax .incentives to encourage
employment providing new
enterprises to locate in rural
areas.
This no cost Solution to the
crowding of the big cities, the
decline of rural and small town
economy, also would aid, it is
the
collateral
claimed,
problems of pollution, crime,
welfare, and other ills besetting
the nation.
Although
Federal
bureaucracy has opposed tax
incentives, preferring instead to
spend tax money, the recent
change of the Administration
from opposition to tax incentives to supporting them, is
considered to have removed the
last barrier toward a program

Business of his vievinoliit on this
legislation as follows:
"Thank you for your
thoughtful letter concerning the
very real problein of outmigration from rural America.
This sad fact has been a great
concern to me for some time
now, and, accordingly, I have
been working with a number of
bills to ease the plight not only
of the farmer but of the small
businessman, also.
"I am only too happy to join
your efforts in generating
support for the Rural Job
Development Act of 1971, and
have taken Steps today fo add
my name to your list as a cosponsor of this bill."

Graves Library To
Get Second Chance

Senate
(Coatimied from Page 1)
services on Sunday. The
schedule is Sunday School at
9:45 a.m.,- morning imestilp at
10:45 amt.,Staging at 6:30 p.m.,7
and evening worship at seven
p.m.
Rev. Wilson has served as
pastor of numerous churches in
Murray and surrounding
counties. He has seryed as
moderator for the Blood River
Baptist Association and has
-been a. member of numerous
committees of the Association.
He is well known throughout the
area and has probably preached
more funerals than almost any
minister in the city and county.
The Grace minister and his
wife, the former Reba Rose,
were married on November 26,
1922, and they now reside on
Murray Route Tow. They have
two daughters; Mrs. Grayson
(Aleue) McClure of Panorama:
Shores and Mrs, William (Gela)
Edviiiids of Kirkiek. One son,
H.W.'(Stub) Wilson who died in
an airplane crash on April 6,
1963. They have seven grandchildren and three reat
grin4-chldren.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The Graves County public li49-betterkinee
ras
the teener/4'1.firary (relict woa
without spending any exflay to appeal a decision which
penditure of taxes.
dissolved it.
Congressman StubblefieldThe Court of Appeals ruled
National.
the
informed
that Graves'Circuit Court erroFederation of Independent
neously dismissed the library
(Continued from Page 1)
district's appeal on technical
grounds.
p.m. Monday in the university
Graves Fiscal Court dissolved auditorium, will be conducted
(Continued from Page 1)
the district in 1971 and the li- by Paul W. Shahan, associate
He defended the compulsory brary board appealed to the professor of music.
The hoUr-long program of
insurance Ifeature; saying circaittcourt, which ruled the
by
contemporary
"Driving an automobile , is a appeal was filed past the 30-day music
deadline.
composers will feature the 42privilege, not a right."
"The circuit court will set piece Wind Sinfonietta perTachau said the only real is"Academic
"Getting It All Together" will sue over the proposed law has aside the order of dismissal forming
and entertain the appeal on its Ceremonial Overture", written
be the sermon topic for this to do with pain and suffering.
Sunday by Rev. Charles H.
'This is what results in out- merits(as to which we express by Shahan . for the 1968
First rageous jury awards in minor no opinion)," the high court inauguration of Murray iState
Moffett
of
the
President Harry M. Sparks;
Presbyterian Church. The cases which pay the trial law- said.
and Don Maley of Murray as
Scripture lessons will be yers' fee's," he said. "This is
student conductor of the 85Genesis 3:1-13 and Romans 5:1- what has driven up the cost of
piece Symphonic Band for the
insurance and resulted in the
The final session of a three- 11.
number "Sumphonic Prelude"
Special music will be many inequities in the present
lesson Safe Boating Course was
(Continued from Page 1)
by Reed. Each group will play
held Thursday evening, March provided by a brass ensemble system."
Rev.
Brackney formerly two additional pieces.
University.
Murray
State
from
Stacy's no-fault version is in
2, in the Student Union Banding
served as pastor of the South
The choir-orchestra concert
on the Murray State University Those in this ensemble are: the Banking and Insurance
Angrosini,
Trumpets:
Val
Committee, which passed over Hills Baptist church at State - will be held Tuesday at 8 p.m.
catnpu.S.
College,Pajie is a.; native of in-the ballroom of The -Water-Sitteen-ares' boaters—have'- Richard-- ----Noutliamer,- Drew + consideration of it-Thursday: .
Rossevelt, Okla., but spent field Student
Sinclair,
James
Timko,
Greg
there
Paxton
said
and
Graves
Union Building,
attended the course in safe
Soderstrom;
Patton,
Bruce
are three differences between most of his youth in New Mexico with Robert K. Barr and_ Leo
boating techniques Which has
wherehe
'graduated
from
Dyson,
Isfickey
Gary
Horns:
their bill and Stacy's ApparentBlair o& the music department
been conducted by members of
Baritone: ly, the main one is that the Portales High School and faculty as the conductors.
the Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of Storto, Jim Myers;
-Mexico
New
Teter Billard; Tuba: James newer version allows for pain Eastern
Accompanied by the 42-piece
the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary.
University. He received his orchestra,
the 60-vaige choir
Some of the fundamentals of Goss; Trombones: Peter Mark, and suffering judgments.
B.D.
degree from Southwestern will present Mozart's
introduced
Other 'bills
boat trailering, handling and Lewis Steger; Kevin Luck,
Baptist Theological Seminary, "Coronatioif Mass", with the
maneuvering, the proper use of Dexter Grey, Terry Goodwin, Thursday would:
church
-Allow savings and loan as- and M. Ed degree in student following students as soloists:
aids to navigation, basic rules of Frank Schwab. The personnel administration from Cherry Ball, Henderson,
the road, and a boater's legal choir and ensemble are under sociations to make loans to fiPennsylvancia State.
Dr.
Carl
direction
of
the
mobile
purchase
of
the
nance
soprano;
Tina
Cundliff,
responsibilities on the water
He has served pastorates in Louisville, alto; Mike Henry,
homes and rsie the allowable
the
were among
topics Mowery.
News
Mexico, Texas, and Bowling Green, tenor; and
A nursery is provider/ during interest rate for that and othdiscussed.
the service of worship.
er property improvement loans Pennsylvania and *been engated Hugh Cfiffith, Detroit, Mich.,
Students who attended all
to $7 per $100 instead of the in various ofher religious ac- bass
three of the weekly sessions
current
$6 per 00; Rep. Gross tivities. He served in the US.
In addition, the orchestra will
were awarded a Safe-Boating
Army, and is currently a perform
Lindsay,
D-Henderson.
"Overture to Don
decal at the close of the final
-Establish a motor vehicle member of the National Giovanni- by Mozart and
session. Receiving -the-decal
repair facility and rePairmin Association -of Social Workers, "London`Symphony 1041" by
were Harry Conley, Stanford
licensing act to protect against Pennsylvania Crime Clinic.
Haydn.
and Dan Hendrickson, Joyce,...
Rev. Brackney is married to
Each of the three concerts is
and Pam Hopkins, Steve ° Mrs. Verna Henson, 63, wife imcornpetency and abusive the former Jo
Alice Dick and open to the public at
no charge.
Grogan, Orrin and Wilford of Earley Henson, Hardin, died practices in the business; Rep. they have
three children, Deby,
Bickel, Dr. and Mrs. Prue at 1:50 a.m. Thursday at Don Blandford, D-Philpot.
a
student
at
Carson
Newman
-Authorize operation of pubKelly, Edwin Oleksy, Eugene Benton Municipal Hospital.
LENT MODIFIED
lic schools on a year-round College, and Patti and Dick, at
Flood, Gary Thornsberry, and
a
member
Mrs. Henson was
On Feb. 16, 1966, Pope Paul
basis; Rep. Peter Conn, D- home.
Scott and Dean Willis.
of Union Ridge Baptist Church. Louisville.
The public is invited to hear VI
modified
Lenten
Instructors for the course
Funeral rites are being
amendment to Rev. Brackney at one of the regulations, making fasting
Propose
an
were Coast Guard Auxiliary conducted at Collier Funeral
Constitution to churches in the association apply only to Ash Wednesday
members Robert Forsee, Linda Chapel at one p.m. today by the Kentucky
and Good Friday.
for equal rights regard- during the coming week.
provide
Forsee, Shirley Johlason, Don Rev. Albert Johnston with
less of sex; Rep. Nicholas KaBurchfield, Neale Mason, and burial in Dunn Cemetery.
,foglis, D-Bowling Green.
Dorothy Mason, all of whom
Besides her husband, Mrs.
-Establish a program to alhave been certified as in- Henson is survived by a
low doctor's assistants to work
structors by the Auxiliary.
daughter, Mrs. Kathleen Davis under the physician's superThe Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of Hardin, Rt. 1; a son, Doris
vision; Senate bill by Georgia
expects to repeat the three- Lovett of Hardin; four grandDavis, D-Louisville, and Don
lesson course, which is open to children and five greatJohnson, R-Fort Thomas.
boaters of any age, in April. grandchildren.
House Bill by Darvin Allen, DFurther information may be
1970 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham, air and power.
Royalton.
obtained from Flotilla Commander Neale B. Mason, 7531970 Cadillac Sedan Deville, power and air.
2234.
1970 Cadillac Coupe Orville, power and air.

Final Session
Boating
Course Held

(Continued from Page 1)
voting on the
they had endorsed Ford's camThe newspaper says that the insurance companies have been
paign promise to' remove the
advising policy holders to drop their policies in return for a
grocery tax, but found it diffirefund, since comp ey provisions exclude floods and conditions cult to vote on that portion
aggravated by flooding.
which they said would hurt an
Hotvever, the Courier-Journal says the companies are not important industry in their distelling policy holders about the explosion-or that homeowners tricts.
policies cover damage caused by "hail, wind, storm, explosion".
Reflecting the sentiment
The newspaper also says that only five per cent of the 4,000 to
voiced repeatedly during recent
5,000 persons left homelesS'by the flood and had any insurance at weeks that imposition of the
ar.
severance tax will -force Marginal deep miners to switch to
strip. mining, Sen. Mack Walers, D-Shelbyville, said instead
of inviting tourists to vist "the
beautiful mountains of eastern
WASHINGTON (AP)-Acting Atty. Gen. Richard G. Klein- Kentucky," the Public Inforrria
dienst has denounced as completely false a memo linking an anti- tion Department 'could ;urge
trust settlement involving International Telephone 8z Telegraph them to."come visit Death ValCorp. and a political contribution from the firm. Columnist Jack ley east of the Mississippi."
Sen. William Logan, D-MadiAnderson has attributed the memo to a lady lobbyist for ITT.
"It is absolutely untrue to my knowledge," Kleindienst told the sonville, said the tax forced the
Senate Judiciary Committee Thursday. Former Atty. Gen. John coal industry to bear a disN. Mitchell and Anderson were to take the witness stand today as proportionate share of the
state's tax -burden and that the
the investigation continues. The committee, which has approved
Kleindienst's nomination to succeed Mitchell, called for industry "will be fortunate If
indeed it is able to carry this
testimony about the ITT case at Kleindienst's request.
burden for two years."
"Other sources of revenue
SAIGON (AP)-Supported by heavy U. S. B52 strikes, 10,000
South Vietnamese troops have launched a new ground operation must be found,- Logan said,
designedto counter the reported North Vietnamese buildup on the suggesting the state .turn its
red
n side of the central highlands, military spokesmen sights to the tobacco industry.
today.
Sen. Gibson Downing, D4,exington, viewed the combined
Initial reports said there waS only light fighting in the new sales tax removal and sevground drive launched Thursday about 300 miles north of Saigon. erance tax as evidence of a
But South Vietnamese troops reported finding the bodies of 20 chance in philosophy that will
North Vietnamese killed by the B52 stpikes. The U.S. Command- -place a greater portion of the
said the giant bombers had flown more than 30 missions in the state's total tax burden on inregion since Monday.
dustry. He too predicted that
tobacco will be the next place
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. ( AP -Two college students whose the state will turn to for monlandlord hiked their rent $60 a month last- fall have ,become the ey.
winners in
the government's first successful criminal
Sen. Gene Huff, R-London,
prosecution under the price freeze.
predicted the effect of the sevU. S. District Court Judge D. R. Middlebrooks of Tallahassee erance tax will be so great on
found Futura, Inc. and an agent and part-owner each guilty Kentucky's economy that the
Thursday of three counts of violating the Economic Stabilization state will be forced to readjust
Act of 1970. The defendants can be fined $5,000 under each count. its entire tax base in 1974.
Middlebrooks said he would impose sentence at a later date.
Ford has said his request for
an increase in the gas tax was
WASHINGTON 1 AP -The Nixon administration's an- necessary because the State
tinarcotics drive has succeeded in reducing the amount of heroin
Road Fund is nearly depleted.
smuggled from overseas and in:cutting the supply in the United Sen. Ray White, R-Bowling
States, the Treasury Department's chief enforcement official Green, said the crisis probably
says.
'existed because of exhorbitant
Eugene T. Rossides, who oversees the Customs Bitreau, says promises of new roads made
increased seizures of heroin do not reflect more smuggling, but during the campaign, but
indicate to him that the government is making headway in Downing said anybody who
trimming the supply. Rossides pointed to 1971 figures which _watched the situation caald
showed that the United States seized 1,308 pounds of heroin, an foresee the present need as earincrease of almost 1,000 pounds over 1970.
ly as six years ago.
Sen. Donald Johnson, R-Fort
NI,COSIA, Cyprus ( API-Thousands of Greek Cypriots are Thomas, said he tried for the
rallying behind Archbishop Makarios to fight a request from his past three weeks to find evithree bishops that he resign as president of their divided islandia dence that the increase wasn't
the eastern Mediterranean.
needed but was unsuccessful.
The bishops have called on the 58-year-old Archbishop to give
It is estimated Kentucky will
up his political office. They said the presidency-which Makarios lose around $101 million in revhas held for 12 years without a dissenting murmur from the enue from removal of the sales
churchmen-is incompatible under Church 'law with spiritual
tax. The administration expects
leadership
to derive around $84 million
from the severance tax with
the rest of the loss being made
up through natural economic
growth. The sales tax removal
will take effect Oct. I, while the
severance tax starts April 1.
The corporation tar change is
expected to yield around $29
million.
The increase in the gas tax
starting July 1 is pegged to
bring in around $70 million for
the biennium, of which about $9
jmllion will be returned to urban areas for road projects
during the 1974 fiscal "S:ear. The
• tnei'ease will make. Kentucky'sgas tax the second highest in
the nation.

bat. severarnii

Stubblefield Supports
'71 Job Development Act

Concerts.

No-Fault ...

Rev. Moffett Gives
His Sermon Topic

Bro. Brackney

Death Claims
Mrs. Henson

Fred Bray, Sr.
Expires Today
In Florida
Fred Bray, Sr., a resident of
Hazel, died this morning at the
Veterans Hospital in St.
Petersburg, Fla. He was 75
years of age.
The deceased operated the
Bray's Cafe in Hazel for a
number of years. He is the son
of the late Frank and Julia
Banner Bray. He and his wife,
Alta, who survives, were
married on November 24, 1921,
in Paris, Tenn.
Survivors in addition to his
wife are two sons, Fred Bray,
Jr., of Hazel and Paul ltra.• of
St. Petersburg, Fla
two
sisters, Mrs. Betty Proylne of
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs Shellie
Tetty of Shawnee, Oklahoma;
two brothers, Bob Bray .1 Hazel
and Graham 44r(tr.. 4.1'aris,
Tenn.; eight grand( lidren;
tritee great gratndrh-14411 n
The body is being returned to
the Miller Funeral II..rue of
Havel- and friends rn717,- call
there at 8 date to be annrdinced
later.

Mr. Newcomer
Passes Away

John William Newcomer of
Cairo, Ill., uncle of Mrs. M. P.
Christopher of Murray, died
suddenly Thursday night. He
was stricken at home and
rushed to the hospital where he
expired.
Funeral services for Mr.
Newcomer, age 73, will be held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
Johnson-Lambert, Funeral
Home at Cairo, Ill.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
B. D. Eaker of Cairo, Ill.; three
nieces, Mrs. Christopher of
Murray, Mrs. John Schaumann
of St. Loins, Mo., and Mrs.
Roger Little of Kirksville4Mo.;
one nephew, B. Darcy Faker of
Decatur, Ala.; one great
nephew, Ronald Christopher,
and one great granddaughter,
Cathy Christopher, both of
Murray.
GARDENS POPULAR
LETHBRIDGE, Alta (API
- In 1971 more than 70,000 persons visited the city's Nikka
Yuko Japanese gardens; 10,000
more than in 1970. Paid admissions totalled 58.600 with
about 12,000 elementary school
children visiting free on school
tours.

Hazardous Driving
Conditions- Reported

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kentucky State Police reported slippery and hazardous driving in central and southeastern
Kentucky this morning.
Even main roads were reported to be slippery and icecovered, afte‘ a night which
saw icy rain followed by snow.
In Louisville, police reported
more than 40 accidents before
midnight.
Accumulations were reported
from one inch at La Grange
and Dry Ridge to three inches
at Lebanon and Richmond.
The National Weather Service
reported that snow depths of
two inches were common
throughout ce4tral and eastern
Kentucky this'morning. Weather service radar showed snow
ending from the west.
Schools in Barren County
were schedule to be closed today.
By mid-morning, (ally those
couwties near the West'Virginia
and Virginia borders were still
expected to have snow.
Sunshine was forecast for all
the state this afternoon.

1968 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham, power and air.
1968 Oldsmobile 98,4 door hardtop, power and air.
1965 Oldsmobile 98,4 door hardtop, power and air.
1965 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, power and air.
1964 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, double power.
1972 Pontiac Ventura II, 2 door hardtop, power and air,
1,400 miles.
1971 Pontiac, New Ventura II, 6 cylinder, straight stick,
$2,200.00.
.et
1967 Pontiac Bonneville, convertible, power and air.
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1969 Mercury Marquis Brougham, power and air.
1969 Ford LTD,4 door hardtop, power and ail..
1967 Ford Thunderbird, 4 door.
We Have A Nice Selection Of New Cars Going
At Bargain Prices.
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